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DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKSHOP 

Trust and Trustworthiness (along with related concepts such as privacy, reputation, security, 

control) have become major research topics in computer science. The multiagent community 

potentially has a lot to offer, but several conceptual and technical problems must be addressed 

before it can make practical contributions. Although there is increasing interest in this area within 

the AAMAS community, this area will need continued support as an affiliated workshop in which 

are explored new directions and inter-disciplinary interactions so that the AAMAS community 

maintains a venue for research into trust, reputation, and related topics. 

Trust is important in applications such as human-computer interaction to model the relationship 

between users and their personal assistants. Trust is more than secure communication, e.g., via 

public key cryptography techniques. For example, the reliability of information about the status of 

your trade partner has little to do with secure communication. With the growing impact of 

electronic societies, trust, privacy, and identity become more and more important. Different kinds of 

trust are needed: trust in the environment and in the infrastructure (the socio-technical system) 

including trust in your personal agent and in other mediating agents; trust in the potential partners; 

trust in the warrantors and authorities (if any). Another growing trend is the use of reputation 

mechanisms, and in particular the interesting link between trust and reputation. Many 

computational and theoretical models and approaches to reputation have been developed in the last 

few years. In all these cases, electronic personas many be created in many different forums 

(ecommerce, social networks, blogs, etc). Also the identity and associated trustworthiness must be 

ascertained for reliable interactions and transactions. 

Trust appears to be foundational for the notion of "agency" and for its defining relation of acting 

"on behalf of". It is also critical for modeling and supporting groups and teams, organizations, co-
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ordination, negotiation, with the related trade-off between individual utility and collective interest; 

or in modeling distributed knowledge and its circulation. In several cases the electronic medium 

seems to weaken the usual bonds in social control: and the disposition to cheat grows stronger. In 

experiments of cooperation supported by computers it has been found that people are more leaning 

to defeat than in face-to-face interaction, and a preliminary direct acquaintance reduces this effect. 

So, computer technology can even break trust relationships already held in human organizations 

and relations, and favor additional problems of deception and trust. 

The aim of the workshop is to bring together researchers (even from different disciplines) who can 

contribute to a better understanding of trust and reputation in agent societies. Most agent models 

assume trustworthy communication to exist between agents. However, this ideal situation is seldom 

met in reality. In the human societies, many techniques (e.g. contracts, signatures, long-term 

personal relationships, reputation) have been evolved over time to detect and prevent deception and 

fraud in communication, exchanges and relations, and hence to assure trust between agents. 

Artificial societies will need analogous techniques. 

We encourage an interdisciplinary focus of the workshop - although focused on virtual 

environments and artificial agents - as well as presentations of a wide range of models of deception, 

fraud, reputation and trust building. 

In the workshop of this edition we will give a special attention about the theme of "TRUST IN 

SOCIAL COMPUTING". In fact the relationships between social behavior and computational 

systems are becoming increasingly interwined with interesting bilateral influences. The role of 

Trust and Reputation has to be deeply analyzed and understood in this new interactional paradigm. 

We will also call papers coping this theme and we will dedicate a special section of the workshop to 

this topic. 

Just to mention some examples: AI models, BDI models, cognitive models, game theory, and 

organizational science theories. Suggested topics include, but are not restricted to, the following 

(here "mechanisms" include considerations of architecture, design, and protocols): 

▪ Models of trust and of its functions 

▪ Models of deception and fraud; approaches for detection and prevention 

▪ Models and mechanisms of reputation 

▪ Role of control and guaranties mechanisms 

▪ Models and mechanisms for privacy and access control 

▪ Models and mechanisms for establishing identities in virtual worlds 

▪ Theoretical aspects, e.g., autonomy, delegation, ownership 
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▪ Integration of conventional and agent-based mechanisms 

▪ Policies, interoperability, protocols, ontologies, and standards 

▪ Scalability and distribution across multiple domains or within the global domain 

▪ Test-beds and frameworks for computational trust and reputation models 

▪ Legal aspects 

▪ Trust in Organizations and Institutions 

▪ Application studies (e.g., e-commerce, e-health, e-government) 

▪ Special Theme: Trust in social computing 
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A Unified Framework for Trust in
Composite Networks
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Abstract. A composite network is one that captures participants (rep-
resented by vertices) and relationships (captured by edges) at multiple
levels of abstraction in a cohesive manner. Of special interest are com-
posite networks that include (1) social networks whose participants are
people and relationships are human relationships; (2) information net-
works whose participants are information resources and relationships are
those of flow and reference; and (3) communication networks whose par-
ticipants are network elements such as routers and relationships are those
of connectivity. It is well-recognized that the concept of trust potentially
applies in all kinds of networks where the participants carry some level
of autonomy or decision making and the relationships include those of
dependence and risk. We seek in this paper to initiate a systematic treat-
ment of trust in composite networks. We provide a general architecture
and show how it may be instantiated computationally.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to broaden our understanding of trust by considering
its function in decision-making by agents in networks. A review of the literature
shows that trust arises in a variety of network settings, ranging from social rela-
tionships to computer protocols. An agent may have to interact within and with
many of these networks in any given decision situation. Therefore, any model of
trust for decision making in networks must consider the unique characteristics
of each of the networks involved in a decision situation.

In this paper, we address the problem of modeling trust in the context of
decision-making in composite networks. To illustrate such a network, let us con-
sider a person, the trustor, who needs to rely upon another person, the trustee,
in order to make a decision. In addition, the trustor queries electronic sources to
obtain information to support the given decision-making activity. The sources of
information and their relationships to each other form the information network.
Finally, all of these interactions are mediated by computer systems that store
and transmit information between these sources and agents in the network. The
communication channels as well as the entry points to the information network



constitute the communication network that must be traversed to accomplish a
task, such as sending information. In this manner, the above simple scenario in-
volves the social, information, and communication networks. Pulling these three
networks together into a composite network, we consider the problem of how
trust may be modeled and computed in a composite network.

A decision concerning trust might require one to traverse paths in this com-
posite network that span nodes and edges of multiple types. For example, person
A issues an order to person Z based on information that person A obtained from
source B over a communication channel C. Should person Z follow this order?
How much should person Z trust person A’s ability to process the information
he or she receives from source B? How trustworthy are the information source B
and the communication channel C? Ultimately, the evaluation of trust by per-
son Z must take into account all of these factors before person Z can rationally
decide to follow the order.

We first describe the trust problem in general and then introduce a model for
trust evaluation in each individual network type. We then introduce a framework
for implementing a unified model over all of these network types and give exam-
ples of each component in our framework. Our aim is to show how a system that
computes trust in the composite network can be implemented and eventually
used as the basis for a unifying set of measures and metrics of trust. Whereas
a great deal of research in trust has gone into modeling of trust, there is no
research that explicitly addresses trust in composite networks.

2 Modeling Trust

Our aim in this paper is to model how much a person or computational agent
trusts another in a special decision context. The actor is faced with a situation
where she has to make a decision and this decision requires trust. This could
be that trusting another person is needed to accomplish a task. It could also
be that it is necessary to decide whether to trust information from a specific
source or not. In some instances, the actor has to decide whether a system can
be trusted to transfer information from one location to another. These decisions
may not be independent: social interactions might take place over a network,
rely on information exchanges with third parties, and so on. In fact, in most
cases the decision are interdependent. Hence, the trust decision is a composite
of these individual components. The associated trust model must be capable of
incorporating these interactions. In our model, we consider trust as a directed
edge between two entities, a trustor and a trustee. The trustor is a cognitive
agent. Trustor can trust (as a trustee) a person, an information source or a
system. In the following, we seek to define the cognitive model for each type of
trustor and show how we can combine all of them in a single framework.

In a decision context, the trust relation is defined with respect to the ex-
pectations of the trustor (A): whether the trustee (B) will act a certain way,
whether the information provided by B is correct, or whether B will transmit
information correctly. In order for trust to be relevant in a particular decision
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situation, uncertainty and vulnerability must be present in the given context—
that is, the trustor must deal with risk. Further, the trustor has a need that has
to be satisfied and the trustee has the potential to satisfy this need. We refer to
this as the dependence of the trustor on the trustee. In essence, dependence and
vulnerability define what the trustor potentially has to gain if the trustee pro-
vides help and to lose if no help is provided or trust is misplaced. There could be
uncertainty in many aspects of the context. These three components of context
together are treated as a precondition of trust.

The decision context not only specifies these preconditions, but also incorpo-
rates many other pieces of information. For example, the goals of the agent and
his or her mission and motivations (broadly understood) are part of context.
Resources available to the agent such as availability of resources and skills of
team members can also be considered a component of the context. Finally, con-
text also incorporates hard and soft constraints that limit the scope of actions
possible: physical limits, time limits, battery power, norms introduced by an
organizational hierarchy are all limits on what actions are possible and should
be considered. Cognitive resources (for example, the abilities to remember and
reason) are resources but also introduce limitations. These different components
of context together determine to a large degree how trust is computed.

We represent trust as a cognitive model operating within the mind of the
trustor. We note that the trustor is not necessarily a rational decision maker. The
model allows for more automatic, emotional, stress-influenced decision making
as we discuss in the next section.

2.1 Social Trust

We first describe the notion of social trust. The social trust in our context
corresponds to trusting another person to accomplish a task. Hence, trust in
this context refers to the degree which the trustor considers the trustee to be
capable and willing to accomplish this task. The model is shown in Figure 1
(figure taken from [1]). First, the trustor identifies with the trustee based on
perceptual signals such as the look and feel of the trustee. Research in cognitive
science [2] shows that facial features are processed much faster than specific
information about the person, and may have a significant influence in the final
trust evaluation when quick decisions are needed. The second component of trust
is the trustworthiness of the trustee. Note that the trustworthiness of a trustee
is estimated by the trustor based on what the trustor knows about the trustee.
The trustworthiness includes evaluations on the competence of trustee (that is,
the ability to accomplish the necessary task), positive intentions, ethics, and
predictability. In essence, predictability influences the uncertainty involved in
the trust evaluation. The information used to infer trustworthiness can be based
on the direct experiences the trustor has had with this specific trustee in this
context as well as the indirect information obtained from the social network
through recommendations and queries. Other components of trust are based on
social aspects of trust and the propensity to trust. We consider propensity an
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attribute of the trustor, whereas the social trust defines attributes of the trustee.
Both of these attributes are used by the trustor to evaluate trust.

Social trust can be considered attributes of the trustee that drive their mean-
ing from the social network, through norms and culture. For example, the trustor
might trust another for a health question because he is a doctor. This is because
the role “doctor” has an associated certification which carries a special meaning
through the social norms. Similarly, culturally defined roles such as parent also
fall in this category. Further, social science research considers social ties based
on the similarity or complementarity of actor’s attributes (assortativity), rela-
tional mechanisms such as reciprocity, repetition of interactions, degree, network
location and proximity-based mechanisms that have to do with foci that bring
actors together [3].

Trustee

Competence

Positive 
Intentions

Ethics

Predictability

Propensity to 
trust

Context

Social Trust

Trust:
   Confidence
   Willingness

Action Outcomes

Uncertainty                                      Vulnerability                                               Dependence

PRECONDITIONS

Trustworthiness

Identification

Reputation
Prediction * Attribution * Bonding

Reputation

Fig. 1. Social trust.

In our model, the trustor is influenced by all these factors in evaluating trust:
knowledge of the trustee is evaluated through perceptual cues, social cues, and
past experiences obtained through direct or indirect experiences. All these fac-
tors are evaluated within the given context and the trustor’s propensity to trust
to construct an evaluation of trust. For example, if a probabilistic interpretation
of trust is used, then the trust computation may return both a value (an expec-
tation) and uncertainty of this value. This could be modeled, for example, by a
probability distribution.

At this point in the process the trustor has made his/her trust assessment
and now has to use it in taking an action (making a decision). This requires
the trustor to have confidence that the trust assessment will lead to “good”
consequences and be willing to take the risk by making a decision. This means
that the individual differences determine the appropriate threshold of trust the
trustor needs to take an action. For example, if trust is high but trustor’s self
confidence needed to take an action is low, the trustor may not be willing to
take an action.
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Whenever an action is taken and the trustor has the ability to observe the
results of this action, then the trustor can incorporate new information about
the trustee into his or her knowledge base through processes of prediction, attri-
bution and bonding. The social network is also impacted by the actions which
in turn influence the computation of the social factors that relate to trust.

Information
Source

Accuracy

Objectivity

Validity

Stability

Disposition to 
information

Relevance

Recommendat
ions

Trust:
   Confidence
   Willingness

Action:
Information 

Use
Decision

Outcomes

Lack of Standards                                      Potential Harm                                               Decisions

PRECONDITIONS

Trustworthiness

Resonance

Authority
Experience * Confirmation

Credibility

Fig. 2. Trusting information.

2.2 Trusting Information

We now define the model for evaluating how to trust information from a specific
source. If the source is not known, then trust for information is not meaning-
ful. Only, the credibility of the information can be considered. The information
source in our model could be a person or any entity that provides a way to
store and display information. Clearly, these entities provide certain policies
that determine what content could be posted and when, which in turn impact
their trustworthiness. When determining how trustworthy a source is (that is,
for providing trustworthy information), different considerations than the social
trust model are used. Our model is shown in Figure 2. Note that resonance is
the mechanisms used to process perceptual information such as user interfaces
[4], whether the presentation of the information resonates with the trustor. The
trustworthiness of a source is based on its accuracy, objectivity, validity, and
stability. In this case, stability is analogous to predictability, determining the
confidence the trustor places in the trust evaluation. Social trust mechanisms
relate to the degree that this source is considered authoritative in this context,
defined solely by the social norms that assign this source an authority on top
of measure of trustworthiness. For example, a commander may be considered
an authoritative source of information even though his/her trustworthiness is in
question.
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Unlike social trust, a secondary evaluation of the information credibility is
used to determine to which degree the information can be trusted. Hence, the
trust has a component based on its source (that is, the trustee) and another
component based on its credibility evaluated by the trustor. The actions in this
instance involve the use of the information to make a decision. Experience and
confirmation are mechanisms used to update the information about the trustee
obtained through actions and other means from the outside world. Note that the
vulnerability in the information context refers to the potential harm when the
information is not correct. The lack of standards create both uncertainty and
dependence on the trustee for the required information.

System 
Node for 

Input/Output

Integrity

Competence

Predictability

Capability

Disposition to 
technology

Context, 
Suitability

Adoption/
Recommendat

ions

Trust:
   Confidence
   Willingness

Action:
System Use Outcomes

Uncertainty                                      Vulnerability                                               Dependence

PRECONDITIONS

Trustworthiness

Usability

Authority * Peer Influence
Experience * Confirmation

Accessibility

Fig. 3. Trusting a system.

2.3 Trusting Systems

The third type of trust we consider in a decision making context is the decision
to use a system to either transmit or store information to another party. There is
a great deal of work in this area [8–10]. Similar to information, the user interface
to the systems play a role in the trust to use them. Some of the components of
trustworthiness have to do with the capability of the system to store and trans-
mit data without releasing it to parties (not intended by the trustor to receive
it), capability with respect to nonrepudiation, authentication, and confidential-
ity. We summarize these aspects as integrity. Note that in our model, we are
interested in the evaluation of the trustee on this aspect by the trustor based
on the trustor’s available knowledge. Similarly, competence is used to refer to
the ability of the system to accomplish a task. It is especially meaningful when
the trustee incorporates a cognitive agent. For example, a system that is capa-
ble only of transmitting noisy data is not highly competent. Additionally, the
precision and recall of the agent for retrieval tasks, skill in automation tasks [5,
7] are all relevant factors for competence. Predictability refers to how available
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the system is and how much the quality of service varies over time, in essence
how stable the system is. Finally, capability refers to a combination of factors
like bandwidth, capacity, processing power, and so on. The capability determines
how fast and how much of trustor’s data can be transmitted through the system.
As with all components of trustworthiness, these factors can be evaluated based
on direct experiences with the system or through indirect information obtained
through recommendations from one’s social network. At the social level, we can
consider the adoption of the system as a factor, as the trustor is likely to use a
system that is likely to reach the needed individuals.

3 Toward a Unified Model

Based on the foregoing motivations, we now outline what it would take to develop
a unified model of trust for composite networks. Our proposal has two main
components: a software architecture and a computational approach.

3.1 Architecture of a Trusting Agent

Figure 4 outlines our proposed architecture in conceptual terms. We imagine
that an agent deals with an outside world or environment and finds itself in a
particular decision context.

FACTORY of factors
FACTOR

1
FACTOR

2
FACTOR

3
FACTOR

n...

DECISION CONTEXT

FACTOR
UPDATE
MODULE

FACTOR
CHOICE
MODULE

FACTOR 
MERGE 

MODULE

ACTION
MODULE

O
U

TS
ID

E 
W

O
R

LD

Fig. 4. The architecture of the unified system in conceptual terms.

Available to the agent are a range of possible criteria or factors of trust.
One can think of these as being treated in a software engineering approach via a
factory. That is, each factor can be thought of as instantiating a particular inter-
face, which supports prespecified generic methods such as to initialize, read, and
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update. Specifying such an interface modularizes and streamlines the creation
of a reasoning system for trust. Figure 5 illustrates how an agent may maintain
and exploit its knowledge regarding each factor of interest.

Retrieval methods
{cost, potental 

benefit}

Factor i:

Factor knowledge 
update methods

FACTOR
SPECIFIC

KNOWLEDGE

value

observations

Fig. 5. Schematic of factors involved in placing trust.

Back in Figure 4, the principal decision-making of an agent is driven by
what factors it selects as relevant and how it combines the trust assessments
generated by the selected factors. These feed into the action module, which
determines whether and what action to take. The decision of the agent is a true
decision in that there is always at least a pair of alternatives from among which
the agent has to choose. If there were no choice to be made, the whole exercise
of determining trust would be moot.

The decision and action by the agent have consequences in the world, affect-
ing the world in some manner, and through the world indirectly affecting the
agent’s local outcomes as well. For example, if we adopt a simple reinforcement
learning style model, the agent may be rewarded or penalized by the world based
on the action it takes. If we adopt a richer cognitive-emotional model, the action
of the agent could have consequences in terms of the happiness, disappointment,
betrayal, or other such cognitive-emotional attitude that the agent may feel [11].

The upshot of closing the loop in the above manner is that it gives the agent
an opportunity to learn from its experience. The learning is placed in the factor
update module, whereby the agent adjusts its estimates of the effectiveness and
value of the factors it had selected in the previous episode.

3.2 Representing Trust

We imagine that many representations are possible for the wide ranging crite-
ria that we have motivated for a unified treatment of trust. However, for con-
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creteness, we consider one possible representation—as a way to suggest how the
above-mentioned architecture could potentially be realized computationally.

So as to be able to treat a varying set of factors in a modular manner, a
natural approach is one based on probability theory. That is, given a specific
factor, a trustor can express a probability distribution for the trustee being
trustworthy in the present decision context given a specific value for that factor.
We can then develop a suitable calculus for merging factors and for updating
the distributions for various factors. Reasoning with distributions directly can
be complex.

Instead, we adopt an approach originated by Jøsang [12] and enhanced by
Wang and Singh [13] (the main enhancement by Wang and Singh is that their
approach can handle conflict in evidence correctly as reducing certainty whereas
Jøsang’s approach disregards conflict). In this approach, we can represent each
factor’s impact on the trustworthiness of a trustee in terms of the mean proba-
bility and a measure of certainty or confidence in that probability. The approach
supports a natural calculus by which to combine the impacts of two or more
factors, each potentially weighted differently.

Wang et al. [14] recently have shown how to update the predictions made by
the above approach in light of evidence, in a manner that takes into account the
relative polarity and strength of the prediction and the new evidence.

To summarize, we can see that our general architecture for trust can be
realized, if in a simple manner, by a probabilistic approach. We expect that other
realizations would be needed that would, on the one hand, be more sophisticated
in their treatment of the cognitive and social concepts involved and, on the
other hand, be more sophisticated in their treatment of utilities and economic
preferences.

4 Discussion

We now discuss our approach in a broader setting.

4.1 Literature

One of the best known cognitivist approaches to trust is that of Castelfranchi
and Falcone [17], who understand the trustor as trusting the trustee based on
their respective beliefs and intentions regarding the plans of the trustor, the
(apparent) willingness and ability of the trustee to support such plans, and the
explicit reliance of the trustor on the trustee for accomplishing said plans. The
present approach has not pursued plans to any detail but we imagine is broadly
compatible with a plan-based account.

Further, the notion of relational capital as articulated by Falcone and Castel-
franchi [18] is also relevant to our approach. It particularly applies to the setting
of social networks wherein the reputation gained by a person in being deemed
trustworthy by others can potentially be parlayed into its obtaining trustworthy
behavior from others. Interestingly, the notion extends naturally to information
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and communication networks as well. For example, an information node that
had provided high-quality information to others might expect to be rewarded
by high-quality information from others. And, a communications node that had
diligently forwarded packets on behalf of other nodes might expect that others
would forward packets on its behalf. More generally, the foregoing ideas relate to
the setting where the parties involved (whether they be humans or information or
communication resource nodes acting as surrogates for humans) are considered
rational and strategic. In such a setting, agents must gain from being trustworthy
or they would have every motivation to defect against the others. Hazard and
Singh [19] have studied some of the technical aspects of such a model, especially
in terms of potential axioms for trust and a result mapping a rational agent’s
trustworthiness to its patience for long-term gain.

Works by Barber and Kim [15] and Fullam and Barber [16] have studied
rich models by which an agent may update the trust it places in another. This
work has mostly been focused on the information network (in our terminology),
because it is concerned with judging the trustworthiness on an information source
and updating estimates of such trustworthiness. However, the richness of the
model suggests a potential for application in our factor-based architecture.

Recently, Johnson et al. [20] have examined the idea of social interdependence
as underlying teamwork. The emphasis on interdependence is crucial as a basis
for trust in our purposes. Johnson et al.’s applies primarily at the level of social
networks. It would be interesting to elaborate it in connection with composite
networks.

4.2 Conclusions and Directions

Although trust has long been studied in connection with networks, the study of
trust with reference to composite networks offers new opportunities and chal-
lenges for research. We have only recently initiated this effort.

Some themes of particular interest are the following. It would be instructive
to revisit the idea of the propagation of trust. There is some natural intuition
that trust can propagate in that if A trusts B and B trusts C, A can be expected
under certain reasonable assumptions to trust C [22]. Indeed, the value of refer-
rals in human networks for ages as well as in modern business networks relies
upon an inherent ability to propagate trust. However, such propagation is far
from trivial or obvious, as Falcone and Castelfranchi [21] have recently argued.
An outstanding challenge is to identify the assumptions under which trust can
propagate transitively across the three main networks that we consider, and to
find ways to compute it effectively when it can propagate.

Another important challenge is to incorporate the notions of rationality and
utility into the fold. This work would build on studies such as that of Hazard
and Singh [19] but expanded to account for the additional structural properties
of the three networks of interest, and of the resulting composite network.

A deep study of how social norms contribute to trust and how this notion
of social trust can be inferred from network structure, network flows and the
evolution of the network structure is a topic of future study.
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Abstract. Online communities based on user generated content (UGC)
often rely on a small set of highly loyal and productive users to identify
or create content that would interest their broader audience. Through
continual contact, this user base often develops informal reputational
and social ties among themselves. Websites often encourage the formal-
ization of these trust networks by providing various social networking
features, to increase engagement and loyalty. A user may come to trust a
subset of the others as a consistent source of good content, while avoid-
ing the remainder, leading to influence-based fragmentation. We discuss
the impact that these emergent social behaviors can have on the quality
of reputation scores, and develop algorithms that are able to take them
into account while calculating user reputation.

Keywords: trust, reputation, social network, user-generated content

1 Introduction

Websites built on user generated content (UGC) are prevalent, and the per-
ceived value of this content is growing rapidly [18]. Sites like Twitter, Yelp,
Digg, Reddit, eBay, Yahoo! Answers, Amazon, and many others rely on content
which is created by their users, whether it is product reviews and descriptions,
restaurant suggestions, movie recommendations, or any other kind of informa-
tion. Often these websites allow each user to create an online identity. Through
contributions to the site, users build a reputation through the collective whole
of other users. This reputation and its associated measure of trust form a social
network.

Social networks can be explicitly defined using friendship or linking mecha-
nisms, or they can be implicitly created, by users simply tracking the identity of
a content creator. UGC websites often encourage users to formalize these net-
works of trust by providing various social networking features (contacts, follows,
and friendships). These features are designed to increase engagement and loyalty
in this active user base and to encourage the growth of the base in the long term.
Due to these reasons, UGC forums are also under online social networks (OSNs)
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as knowledge-sharing oriented online social networks[5, 13] or content oriented
social networks (COSNs). In the three primary activities users perform on OSNs,
authoring content, viewing content, and networking, COSNs are OSNs where the
emphasis is on authoring and viewing content. This is in contrast to networking
oriented social networks (NOSNs) such as Facebook, which are driven by the
users’ social relationships and networking activity. Thus, on a networking ori-
ented OSN, users will be most interested in information about their close friends,
while in a knowledge oriented OSN, a piece of information may have intrinsic
value (depending on its quality, relevance, etc.), independent of which member
introduces it to the group.

Often such UGC sites rely on a small set of highly loyal and productive users
whose actions interest the broader audience. Such users are the most trustworthy
users. Historically trust is defined as a measure of the truthfulness or reliability
of an agent [7]. In this research the most trustworthy agents are the users whose
contributions to the community add the most value. The social networks on
these sites, while helpful in increasing user engagement and allowing core users
to quickly find information from sources they trust, can be problematic. The
formation of social networks can give rise to various social phenomena such as
nepotism, reciprocity, and cyber-balkanization [19], which can distort the rating
processes of the core set of users.

These emergent social network phenomena impact the accuracy of users’ rep-
utations. The contributions of this research are a characterization of the impact
of social network phenomena on user reputation and an algorithm for identifying
the most trustworthy users in a UGC-based community.

2 Related Work

One source of trust, apart from personal experience, is reputation. Reputation
is an aggregate indicator of the trustworthiness of an agent, as observed by
other agent. A good reputation score implies that an agent, or user, is generally
believed to be trustworthy. Barber and Kim explore this process of belief revi-
sion based on this type of reputation in in [1]. Online communities, particularly
general UGC websites, often have a large, sparsely connected user base. The
likelihood of one user A interacting with another particular user B in a large
system is very small, and often multiple interactions are necessary to develop
an accurate model of direct trust. Therefore it is impractical to rely on direct
interaction for a large part of their user base. Instead, such website rely on an
aggregated reputation model from the community as a whole, or “neighborhood
reputation” [17], to identify valuable contributors.

Lerman et al. have investigated the spread of content in Digg and Twitter and
discovered that the most prolific users find and consume content through their
social networks [11]. These users also provide the most trust rating for reputation
aggregation, hence their behavior patterns can be extremely influential. Lerman’s
work highlights the importance of social influence in governing which content is
promoted in UGC websites. Similar findings have caused Digg to implement a
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policy where they discount endorsements, “Diggs”, by users who are in the same
social network as the original poster [16]. We argue that while social influence
causes users to vote for their connections, the opposite effect of homophily-based
selection [3] needs to be taken into account as well. It is possible that users add
others to their social networks because they like the content that they produce.
In that case, discounting all votes from a user’s social network connections could
be misleading. Instead, we propose an approach based on estimating the user’s
intent behind his/her votes, instead of simply discounting all social contact based
votes. In [4], Ghosh and Lerman show that it is possible to predict which content
will flourish by examining the flow of that content through the social network
in its early stages. Alternatively, this research focuses on identifying valuable
contributors.

Building and trusting in others on an anonymous Internet is difficult. Often
there is little consequence for antisocial behavior and users behave in a greedy
manner. According to Resnick et al. effective trust and reputation models require
that entities are long-lived, feedback about current interactions is captured and
distributed, and past feedback guides buyer decisions [15]. UGC websites have
the necessary infrastructure to address these points and build meaningful rep-
utation models. Users on UGC websites have a persistent identity (their user
names), and trust is established over time by observing their actions. Another
fortunate benefit of building trust models of users in UGC communities is the
centralized nature of UGC websites. In contrast to decentralized trust models as
proposed by Yolum and Singh [21], the website infrastructure of a UGC commu-
nity monitors and aggregates every interaction. Constructing reputation in this
centralized fashion allows all users to access the same reputation information for
guiding their decisions.

According to Pavlov et al. a potential pitfall of reputation information is
that it may be provided in a strategic manner for numerous reasons including
reciprocation and retaliation [14]. Social networks suffer from a similar problem.
Phenomena between users such as nepotism, reciprocity, and retaliation can dis-
tort common measures of trustworthiness. To address this problem, we propose
a mixture-model based approach which explicitly models the behavioral aspects
of interactions on a COSN as a component. The other component of the mixture
is expected to model the process by which users assign unbiased ratings to high
quality content. By estimating, for each user, the likelihood of their behavior
belonging to either component, the algorithm attempts to identify users who
indulge least in behavioral patterns that may mislead a reputation system.

3 Background

The two key roles on a UGC forum (or COSN) are that of content creators,
users who create content with the expectation that it may interest others, and
users who consume the content. The two roles are not mutually exclusive, the
same user may be a content creator or consumer at different times, depending
on the circumstances. There are many ways in which consumers may express
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their opinion of a piece of content: the very fact that the consumer accessed the
content (by say, clicking on a link to it) can be seen as a positive affirmation.
Also, many website provide ways by which users can express their approval, for
example, by ‘upvote’ links for users to click. We call any such action by which a
content consumer may express their approval of content as a selection.

A selection can be seen as a vote of confidence in the quality of content
produced by the content creator, and the total count of selections can provide
a good initial estimate of the quality of a user’s content, or a user’s reputation.
One problem with this approach is that all users are not equally good judges
of quality: some users may be more qualified, or they may be more involved in
the forum, and thus have a better understanding of the goals and ‘personality’
of the forum. A more advanced approach would be to weigh selections by some
measure of the selecting users’ reputation in the forum, an approach that might
yield an algorithm similar to eigentrust [8], proposed for reputation estimation
in peer-to-peer networks.

Another important problem is that, even in the case of users who may be
highly reputed on a forum, the motivations behind a selection they made is
not always clear. The reason for this is the social aspect of UGC forums: over
time users develop social relationships with other users, and these relationships
impact choices about the content they consume or favor. As UGC forums rely on
these users to select content of general interest, incorporating these biases while
identifying content of general interest can adversely affect the selection quality.
Some documented examples of such biases are:

1. Reciprocity : A common social norm on many forums is for users to provide
a reciprocal link in response to a link. This norm can be seen as a form
of courtesy, but is also exploited by some users to increase their link count.
Reciprocity of links is a well-documented phenomenon on the websites Flickr
[10] and Twitter [20].

2. Social Voting : Many content-sharing sites such as Digg and Yahoo! Answers
allow users to add other users as contacts or friends. The aim is to increase
engagement: the site is designed so that users find it easy to get updates on
the activities of their contacts. A side-effect is that since users find interesting
stories via their contacts, users with many contacts find it much easier to
promote their content. Social voting has been documented on the website
Digg [4] as well as Flickr [12].

In other words, the reputation that users aggregate over time does not depend
only on their quality, but also on many behavioral side-effects of their social
network interactions. In this paper, we propose a mixture model that assumes
that a user’s rating behavior could be driven by one of two intents/motivations:

1. Content Quality : The responder’s expertise in a topic determines the quality
of the content produced by him/her. A selection based on content quality
recognizes the content creator’s authority, and should considered when esti-
mating his/her reputation.
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2. Social Affinity : The social affinity between a content creator and producer is
independent of the content quality, and depends on their relationship with
each other, which may be observed or modeled, given information about
their online social network links.

4 User Reputation

A natural way to define a user’s reputation in a UGC forum is the number
of times content created by him/her has been selected, or rated positively by
another user. A more sophisticated approach would be to weigh each selection
by the reputation of the user making that selection.

Then, let the reputation (or authority) of user i in a topic be written as ri,
and the number of times user j selected content by user i, rji. Let NS be the
total number of selections made. Then ri can be written as follows:

ri =
N∑
j=1

rj
rji
NS

(1)

where N is the number of users. Now, let the number of rating by user j be
written as qj . Then, after normalizing with the total reputation of all users in
the system, we can rewrite ri as follows:

ri =

∑N
j=1 qj · rj · pji∑N

j=1 qj · rj
(2)

where pji is the fraction of questions by j answered by i. Dividing both
numerator and denominator by NS , we get:

ri =

∑N
j=1

rj
NS
· rj · pji∑N

j=1
qj
NS
· rj

(3)

Interpreting
qj
NS

as the probability that user j will provide a rating, written as

P q
j , we get:

ri =

∑N
j=1 P

q
j · rj · pji∑N

j=1 P
q
j · rj

(4)

4.1 Absorbing Random Walk Interpretation

This can be written in matrix form: let Q be a diagonal matrix, where Q(i, i) =
P q
i , let P be a matrix such that P (i, j) = pij , and let r be a vector corresponding

to ri...N above. Then the above equation can be written as:

(QP )
T
r = r (5)
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We can add a small uniform prior probability matrix ezT to P , where ei = 1
for all i, and z sums to 1. This signifies a small probability that any user can
select any other user, even with no current evidence in the data. Adding 1 to
the denominators of Q(i, i) preserves a probabilistic interpretation. A restriction
that r sum to 1 can be added. Then we can rewrite the above equation as:

(QP + ezT )
T
r = r (6)

Solving this gives
r = (I −QP )

−T
z (7)

Let T = QP . Then r = (I − T )
−T
z1. As all rows of matrix T sum to less than

1, we can interpret T as the transition matrix for a reducible Markov chain with
N + 1 states by adding an extra recurrent absorbing state, which is the exit
state. At any timestep, if the system is currently in state i, it transitions to the
exit state with a probability 1−Q(i, i), and to another state j with probability

Q(i, i)× Pij . Then R = (I − T )
−1

is the definition of fundamental matrix of an
absorbing Markov chain, that is R = I +

∑∞
i=1 T

i [9]. So, if a random walk is
executed across the absorbing chain, Rij is the expected number of visits to state
j before exit, if the walk started in state i. As z is a probability vector, r = RT z
gives the expected time spent in each state, if the initialization probability of
the walk at vertex i is given by zi.

4.2 Relationship to Eigentrust

Pagerank[2] is a popular algorithm for link analysis over a collection of hyper-
linked documents. A variation of pagerank, called eigentrust [8], was proposed
by Kamvar et al. to estimate user reputation in P2P networks. Applying the
eigentrust formulation to our problem would define user reputation as:

((1− c)P + cezT )
T
r = r (8)

where c is a parameter, called the teleportation probability, and usually set to
0.85. The common approach to solving this equation is via an iterative method.
However, solving algebraically, as described in [6] gives:

⇒ r′ = (1− c)(I − cP )
−T
z (9)

Comparing equations (7) and (9), we see that r and r′ differ only by a con-
stant, (1 − c). So (7) provides a generalization of the pagerank vector: r = r′

when Q(i, i) = c for all i, that is, when all users are weighed equally, irrespective
of the number of ratings provided.

One intuitive interpretation of pagerank in the context of webpages is the
random surfer model: intuitively, a webpage’s authority is estimated as the prob-
ability that a random web surfer would visit the page given that he/she starts at

1 In practice, the inverse need not be calculated, but r can be calculated by solving
the set of equations using Gaussian elimination, based on T and z.
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a random page, and selects a random outlink at each timestep. The vector r can
be understood in terms of the random surfer model as follows: in pagerank, there
is a constant probability c with which a surfer gets bored at any timestep and
teleports to another random page. This seems reasonable for webpages, where
the number of links provided may have little relationship to the quality of the
page, but for UGC forums, more active raters are more likely to be seriously
interested in the forum, and likely to be better judges of content quality. In our
formulation, the probability of random teleportation varies inversely with the
number of ratings provided by the user. It would be useful to have this effect
level off at some point, so that users cannot increase their influence as question-
ers simply by asking a lot of questions. For this reason we use a sigmoid function
to set Q. We set Q(i, i) = 1

1+e−0.05qj
. This means that for questioners who have

provided 100 or more ratings, Q(i, i) is effectively equal to 1.

5 Mixture Model Based Reputation Estimation

5.1 Algorithm Outline

Raters’ fairness or objectivity is supposed to estimate the degree to which their
ratings are motivated by the quality of the content rated, as opposed to the
influence their social network has on them. We define a hidden variable vector
objectivity o, where oi as a measure of the degree to which rate i is fair with
the ratings he/she provides. For raters motivated by content quality, oi = 1,
and for raters completely driven by their social network, oi = 0. We make the
simplifying assumption that all of a rater’s selections are driven by only one of
the two motivations. As part of the reputation estimation algorithm, we esti-
mate the probability that oi = 1 for each user i. To estimate oi, we model a
rater’s behavior as follows: the number of ratings qj each user provides is drawn
from a distribution (this distribution need not be modeled as part of the final
algorithm). Each user also has a hidden variable oi associated with him/her. Fol-
lowing this, for qj timesteps, depending on the value of oi, the user i draws values
from one of two distributions: the quality distribution (if oi = 1) and his/her
personal social affinity distribution (if oi = 0.) Let O be a diagonal matrix where
Oii is the estimated objectivity value of user i.

The quality distribution ρ is defined as follows: the user selects a user at
random, with the probability of user j being selected proportional to their repu-
tation rj . Essentially ρ is the same as the vector r, normalized. The social affinity
distribution σi for user i is defined as the user’s social network, with all members
equally likely; people who are not member are assigned a small prior, to assure
nonzero likelihood. We use another prior: the prior probability of selecting from
the social affinity distribution defined for each user, which is the number of times
the user selected a poster from his/her social network, based on historical data.
We refer to this as the affinity prior π. Then given a set of selections, the posterior
probability of selecting from either of the two distributions can be calculated.
The quality distribution depends on O, as only users who are objective should
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be considered while calculating ρ. However, re-estimating ρ changes the objec-
tivity values O for all users. We use an iterative expectation maximization based
algorithm, where user objectivity and the quality distribution are alternatively
estimated.

Step 1: Initialization
a) Initialize πi, the affinity prior probability for each user i.
b)Set ρ = (I −OQP )−Tz, where Q and z are initialized as
described in Section III.
c) Repeat Step 2 to 4.

Step 2: Objectivity Estimation
For each rater i in the dataset, and their ratings si = rij .
estimate oi = (1−πi)P (si|ρ)

(1−πi)P (si|ρ)+πiP (si|σi)
.

Step 3: Likelihood Estimation
a) Calculate
LL(j) =

∑N
i=1(1− oi) logP (si|σi) + oi logP (si|ρ),

where j is the current iteration number.
b) If LL(j) < LL(j−1), exit.

Step 4: Reputation Estimation
c) Set ρ = (I −OQP )−Tz.

Fig. 1. Iterative Algorithm for Reputation Estimation

6 Experimental Support

We ran experiments testing the trust algorithm on data from the user generated
content website Digg2. Along with Reddit3, Digg is currently one of the most
used content aggregators. Digg maintains a rich, active user community and
contains the necessary components for trust estimation in a content-oriented
social network including: user generated content, a voting and aggregation sys-
tem, and a mechanism to link users into a social network. Digg social network
and endorsement data was obtained with permission from Lerman et al. [11].
The dataset represents one month of front page activity in 2009. For each user
submitted link (story) that made it to the front page we have access to the
identity of the story poster, and the identity each user who ‘diggs’ the link. Ad-
ditionally, for each of these users we have access to the single-directional link
data, indicating that a user is ‘following’ another, thus forming a social network.
Each user has access to the activity of the users he/she follows, so that when a

2 www.digg.com
3 www.reddit.com
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user diggs a link, all users who follow him/her are able to see this information.
A significant portion of the votes on Digg come from this process, where users
find content which their friends have endorsed, a process described as a ‘cascade
effect’ [11]. These endorsements are driven by a mixture of two classes of moti-
vators: similarity-based and social influence-based. Similarity-based motivation
occurs when a user follows a content creator because of a preference for content
by that content creator, whereas social influence-based motivation occurs when
a user endorses content from a creator because of a social relationship with that
creator. Because these motivations are mixed, it is difficult to identify users who
submit preferred content from those who are merely socially influential.

The aim of the experiments is to test whether a mixture model based ap-
proach that attempts to model social interaction dynamics can identify users
relying unfairly on their social network influence to boost their reputation. This
is compared to a pagerank [2] based approach that does not take into account
any information about possible social motivations of voter endorsements (diggs).
We expect our algorithm to identify users who provide better quality content. As
a measure of content quality, we use the mean number of votes received by a user
once their story is promoted to the front page, as a large majority of votes for
a front-page story come from the website’s broader audience, making it difficult
to rely on social affiliations. For the experiments, we analyze, for each content
creator/poster, the voting data for each story they have posted until it receives
30 votes. This information is used to calculate the reputation of each user using
our mixture-model based algorithm. We then calculate the correlation of the
reputation scores observed with the mean number of votes received per story for
each poster, and compare this value to a näıve pagerank based approach.

Table 1 shows the correlation coefficient values of the reputation and pager-
ank scores of each story submitter with the total votes received by his/her stories.
The correlation is high in both cases, but higher for the reputation algorithm.
Table 2 compares the averaged reputation and pagerank scores (obtained by di-
viding reputation/pagerank scores with number of submissions) with the mean
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Table 1. Correlation: Reputation and Pagerank scores vs submitter total votes

Correlation Coefficient

Reputation Mixture Model 0.895

Pagerank 0.809

Table 2. Correlation: Averaged Reputation and Pagerank scores vs submitter mean
votes per post

Correlation Coefficient

Reputation Mixture Model 0.591

Pagerank 0.484

votes received per submission. We believe this to be a better measure of a con-
tent creator’s quality than the aggregate number of votes, as a user can be really
inconsistent in quality but still receive a large number of votes in total if he/she
submits a large number of stories. However, in this case, the correlation is weaker.
But the reputation algorithm still outperforms pagerank in terms of correlation.

To compare how well the two algorithms rank users by quality, we sorted
scores provided by each of them in descending order, and compared that to a
ranking of posters by mean number of votes received. The comparison is shown
in Figure (2). The y-axis of the graph shows the fraction of users in common
between the ranking of users by mean vote per submission, and the ranking
generated by the algorithm. The reputation algorithm identified two of the top
five ranked contributors, while the pagerank algorithm could not identify any.
However, both algorithms could identify only two of the top ten. This is respon-
sible for the initial drop in performance of the reputation algorithm from a peak.
Following this the reputation algorithm consistently outperforms pagerank.

7 Conclusions

Content oriented social networks populated with user generated content are
growing in popularity and diversity. Many such networks rely on large numbers
of users who voluntarily generate content. This content draws in other users and
creates value for the site. It is important to be able to identify the most valuable
users and establish a level of trust in these users. This trust can be harnessed
in the form of reputation, which is a signal that can be shared with others to
drive decision making. Additionally, knowing the valuable members of a commu-
nity is useful for the system designers because the designers can then implement
strategies and incentive mechanisms to draw more trustworthy users to a site.

Social effects often hinder the performance of existing reputation mechanisms
in UGC communities. This work presents an algorithm and demonstrates the
performance of modeling user reputation in a COSN which is not biased by
these social effects. We have demonstrated the performance of the algorithm
on UGC data from Digg, and the results are applicable to any content-oriented
social network relying on user generated content.
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Abstract. In highly dynamic and open multi agent systems, where agents must
interact with each other when pursuing their own goals, success may depend on
the abilities of agents to appropriately judge the trustworthiness of their potential
partners. However, where the rate of agent turnover is high, it can be difficult to
obtain sufficient evidence from which to build trust. To address this, recent ap-
proaches have proposed a form of stereotypical trust, using visible features of
agents to form generalised trust assessments. However, these approaches gener-
ally assume that features are explicitly observable, and are not concerned with
what form these features take, or how they may be derived. In this paper, we
argue that knowledge about social relationships between agents may provide a
useful source of feature information. We discuss a number of sources of features,
and outline potential strategies for improving the effectiveness of stereotypical
trust evaluation mechanisms. Finally, we present trusted group formation as a po-
tential application domain for stereotyping techniques, and discuss key areas for
future work in this direction.

Keywords: ad-hoc teams, reputation, stereotypes, trust

1 Introduction

In highly dynamic and open multi-agent systems, agents may be deceptive or exhibit
varying degrees of competence in their stated capabilities. When agents must interact
with others to achieve their own goals, their success becomes dependant on the motiva-
tions and behaviours of other agents in the society. Therefore, there have been efforts to
enable agents to rapidly build models of ‘trust’ within their environment, with the aim
of helping agents to learn about the trustworthiness of others and subsequently identify
the most trustworthy partners for interaction [22, 19, 14].

This problem is made more difficult when the population of a multi-agent system
is highly dynamic, i.e. when agents frequently join and leave, or when the structure of
the society is dynamic, i.e. when agents have large numbers of competences, or may
often change roles or social positions within the society. Under these circumstances, it
can be difficult for an agent to obtain sufficient evidence about a potential partner’s past
behaviour in order to build predictive models of trust capable of making evaluations
about new, unknown agents. In the worst case, where the agent population is highly
fluid, agents may never have be capable of forming trust evaluations using traditional
direct- or reputation-based mechanisms.
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The notion of stereotypical or category-based trust has been recently proposed as a
way of addressing these issues [3, 7]. In real-world scenarios, people may be ascribed
certain features which correlate with trustworthiness. For example, employees of a rep-
utable firm may be more likely to be trustworthy in a particular task than employees of a
disreputable firm. Over time, through interacting with individuals, people learn to gen-
eralise their trust to trust in sets of features. This stereotyping process plays a vital role
in reducing the initial uncertainty in human interactions [18]. However, these underly-
ing correlations may also exist in artificial environments. Falcone and Castelfranchi [7]
discuss the generalisation of trust within the context of cognitive trust models [4], and
provide a formal characterisation of how an agent’s beliefs may be generalised based
on the perceived featural similarity of other agents and tasks.

In this paper, we aim to address an important question associated with the use of
such mechanisms: what kinds of social or contextual knowledge can be exploited in or-
der to build these stereotypes? Existing approaches consider stereotypes which are ac-
tivated by visible, abstract features, such as nationality or gender. However, agents may
be situated within various complex (and possibly overlapping) social contexts. These
social contexts may affect the trustworthiness or reliability of agents when interacting
with others from a different social context. Therefore, it is important to consider these
contexts when forming stereotypes. For example, agents may be considered untrustwor-
thy (or trustworthy) because of the relationships they maintain with other individuals or
types.

This reflects the intuition behind common proverbial expressions such as “tell me
who your friends are, and I’ll tell you who you are”, and “birds of a feather flock
together”. We may, for example, expect that an agent who maintains the relationship
friend with a large number of convicted criminals might not be very trustworthy. How-
ever, this example shows that it is important to also consider the type of relationship
involved: if an agent maintains a relationship ‘counsellor’ with a large number of such
criminals, then that agent is likely acting in a professional capacity, and its trustwor-
thiness should not be affected. While this reasoning may seem biased, we argue that if
such relationships can can effect trustworthiness, then they should be considered when
forming stereotypes.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we outline existing mech-
anisms for forming stereotypical trust. In Section 3 we discuss a number of implicit
sources of featural evidence which could be used by stereotypical trust mechanisms. In
Section 4, we present the problem of trusted group formation as a potential application
of these feature sources. Finally, we discuss avenues for future work and conclude in
Sections 5 and 6.

2 Stereotypical Trust

In existing stereotypical trust approaches, agents learn by interacting with others, and
observing both the interaction outcomes, and the visible attributes (or features) of part-
ners. In this paper we are concerned primarily with the potential sources of information
from which stereotypes may be formed. In order to motivate our discussion, we present
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in this section an overview of existing techniques for forming stereotypical trust evalu-
ations.

In [16], the authors describe StereoTrust, which attempts to build stereotypes on the
basis of agents’ observed membership of particular groups. In this model, features are
derived from explicit group memberships. However, the authors do not present mecha-
nisms for identifying groups from salient low-level features, instead assuming that in-
stances of groups are explicitly provided. In [3], a mechanism is described which allows
stereotypical groups to be identified based on observed correlations between features
and behaviour. This model also allows for the sharing of stereotypical opinions, which
is useful when no individuating reputational evidence is available anywhere within the
society. The approach of Hermoso et al. [11] proposes a centralised mechanism which
assigns new features (corresponding to roles) to agents according to globally observed
behavioural trends. In contrast to the previously described approaches, this mechanism
attempts to create stereotypical relationships in order to assist agents in locating suitable
partners.

In these works, the use of stereotypical trust evaluations in highly dynamic settings
is shown to increase the average utility gain of trustors. Generally, the stereotyping
model of an agent a can be represented as a function Sa which, given a set of fea-
tures from a global feature set F , produces an a priori trust evaluation for any trustee
possessing those features:

Sa : 2F → R (1)

Here, we assume the output of the function is a real-valued trust estimate which may
be used when direct or reputational evidence is unavailable, or combined with existing
trust estimates as a bias. The aim of a stereotypical trust approach is to allow agents to
learn these functions from their history of interactions within a society. Once a trustor
has gathered enough evidence to build a stereotyping model, the resulting stereotypical
evaluations may be used when other forms of evidence are unavailable.

Decision trees [2] provide an appropriate model for capturing the behaviour of
stereotyping functions. By representing the stereotyping function in this way, we can
make use of well-known techniques for inducing decision trees from labelled exam-
ples [8, 15]. Furthermore, it is possible to encapsulate all of an agent’s stereotypes about
others regarding features in F in one concise structure. Each node of the tree represents
a particular feature, and branches from nodes are followed depending on the perceived
value of the feature represented by that node. Each leaf of the tree represents the stereo-
typical base rate (or a function producing a base rate) that will be applied to all classi-
fication examples reaching that leaf. Figure 2 shows an example of a simple decision
tree being used to classify an agent with a visible feature vector F = {a,¬b,¬c, d}.
The resulting path through the tree results in a predicted stereotypical evaluation for the
agent, based on the feature vector F . When evaluating an agent y for which we have no
evidence, the stereotype tree can be used to obtain an estimated a priori trust value.

Each path through the tree then represents a particular rule, or stereotype, which
produces in an a priori trust evaluation for a given feature input. In the remainder of
this paper, we will focus on potential information sources from which features may be
derived, providing additional evidence for stereotypical trust mechanisms.
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Fig. 1. Example decision tree encoding a stereotyping function

3 Feature Sources

Until now, we have discussed members of F in an abstract way. We have assumed
that they are directly visible features that an agent displays to the rest of the society.
However, agents may not necessarily display their predictive features in this way. How-
ever, there may be many other implicit features which can be derived from publicly
observable information about an agent, which may correlate with trustworthiness. In
the following sections, we will discuss some sources of such featural evidence.

3.1 Social Networks

Interactions in multi-agent systems may conceivably take place within the context of
a social network. Agents might maintain explicit relationships with each other, which
have some significance within the society. Examples of social networks include family
ties, organisational hierarchies, and trust networks [13, 10], with relationships such as
“a is a brother of b”, “a is superior to b”, and “a trusts b”, respectively. Social networks,
as a means of representing and reasoning about social relationships, were pioneered
in sociological domains for the analysis of communities, organisations, and political
structures [23]. However, they are also useful for the representation of abstract struc-
tures, and have received significant attention in multi-agent systems as well, having
been used to represent other concepts, such as influence [17], dependance [25], trust [5]
and reputation [21]. In this section, we will discuss the applicability of such networks
as a source of feature information for stereotypical trust approaches.

Social networks can be represented as directed graphs, where nodes represent enti-
ties in a structure, and arcs represent some type of relationship. Edges between nodes
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can be labelled with the attributes of the relationship which are of interest. There may
be implicit behavioural effects resulting from these relationships. For example, con-
sider a hierarchical-type relationship between two agents, whereby one is ‘superior’ to
the other, such as “a is the manager of b”. The agent b may be normatively compelled
to behave in a respectful way towards the manager a, but not towards other agents with
whom no such relationship exists. Essentially, agent b’s loyalties lie with a. Even this
simple example has implications for trust. For example, a third agent c, who has no
explicit relationship with b, may be able to delegate tasks to b. However, they may be
interrupted by a’s requests, which take priority. From the perspective of c, b’s trustwor-
thiness may be decreased by the existence of the relationship with a, because c knows
that he can never fully align b’s interests with his own.

A similar example of implicit consequences arising from social relationships is that
of collusion. If two agents are related in a way which implies their interests may be
closely aligned (such as friendship, co-worker, or family ties for example), then there
may be a motivation for these agents to collude with each other when interacting in the
society, to the detriment of others.

When such relationships (and their associated implicit effects) exist within a soci-
ety, a stereotyping approach may be capable of detecting them. We propose viewing
relationships between agents as features. For example, the feature representing a rela-
tionship of type R from one agent, a, to another, b, can be represented simply by a
possessing the feature Rb, and b possessing the feature aR. Bi-directional relationships
can be represented as two features, one for each direction of the relationship.

For example, consider the social network illustrated in Figure 2. Two types of rela-
tionships are present here, labelledA (dashed lines) andB (solid lines). In this example,
the agent d could be annotated with a feature vector Fd = {Bc,Ba,Be,Bb,Ag, gA}.
This representation can be easily transformed into an adjacency matrix, which can be
used directly by our learning mechanism.

To illustrate our example further, consider that the relationship type B represents
the relationship instructs. If an agent a instructs an agent b, this could be captured by
a possessing the feature Bb, and b possessing the feature aB. Consider that the agent
d in Figure 2 is a particularly effective instructor, whose students are highly likely to
be competent and trustworthy. It would be difficult for trustors to learn this information
simply by interacting with the students of d (circled), as there could by a number of in-
structors responsible for a single student. For example, agent a in Figure 2 is instructed
by agents c, d and b. However, by using a stereotyping approach, trustors may be able
to learn, from experience, that all the students of d are likely to be trustworthy. In terms
of a stereotype, agents that possess the feature dB benefit from a higher degree of ini-
tial trust than agents without the feature, due to high occurrence of good performance
among students of d. By considering relationships as features, stereotyping can help
uncover behavioural correlations associated with the social structure itself, when this
information is available.

It may be possible to infer the existence of significant social groups from the pres-
ence of certain relationships between the individual members. For example, in Fig-
ure 2, the agents related to agent d by the instructs relationship may be considered a
social group, defined as “agents who were instructed by d”, or “former students of d”.
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Shared views and norms can arise from these relationships, potentially affecting the
perceptions and behaviours of group members towards members of other groups. For
example, agents in this group are likely to share certain practices with each other, and
with d, as a result of this relationship. The presence of these loosely defined groups may
therefore have an effect on the trustworthiness of different groups, from the perspective
of others. Continuing our example, if we do not trust agent d because of his practices in
a given activity, we may not trust former students of d either.

Popular social networking systems, such as Twitter3 and Facebook4, provide a wealth
of such complex social relationships which may be used to construct stereotypes. For
example, twitter is a service which allows users to publish short messages to a poten-
tially large readership. Users can explicitly follow others, creating an explicit social
relationship and implicitly indicating interest (and possibly trust). Users can also men-
tion others, reply to message authors, create threads of interest (known as hashtagging)
and forward received messages to their own subscribers (known as retweeting). These
latter aspects are implemented through the use of syntactic conventions in messages.
By analysing these messages, a detailed picture of a social network may be constructed
which, using the process described above, may provide a useful source of feature-based
evidence when forming stereotypical trust evaluations. With some additional discreti-
sation, we can derive binary features from these activities.

For example, if an agent a mentions another agent b on a daily basis, we may as-
sign a feature frequently mentions b to a. Assume that b represents some company

3 http:\\www.twitter.com
4 http:\\www.facebook.com
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manufacturing a product, and that this company employs a large number of agents to
disseminate favourable comments in the society. Excessive mentions may not necessar-
ily indicate deceptive behaviour; the products of b may be particularly noteworthy, for
better or for worse. If, however, by interacting within the society, we form a stereotype
indicating that agents with the frequently mentions b feature are less trustworthy
when recommending products than those without, we may assume that such agents are
indeed biased.

3.2 Competency over time

An interesting application of stereotypical trust approaches may lie in addressing sit-
uations where the competency of agents may vary over time in a predictable way ac-
cording to experience. Recent work on trust models, such as the probabilistic model
proposed by [26], focuses on maintaining high performance when the behaviour of
trustees can rapidly, adversely and randomly change. In such cases, it is important that
the trust model respond quickly. However, in many domains, the behaviour of agents
may change in a predictable manner over time. For example, agents that perform recog-
nition or identification tasks will become more reliable as they build up a corpus of
experiences. New agents will initially perform poorly, but will become steadily more
competent the more they are interacted with. The way in which this happens may vary
however; agents with a poor learning approach will require more interactions to achieve
a level of accuracy considered sufficient by the society, whereas agents with more ef-
fective approaches will become competent faster.

In such cases, trustors should be able to form stereotypical assumptions about the
trustworthiness of potential partners, based on observable attributes which indicate their
level of experience, such as the number of times they have performed a particular task.
For example, a particularly ‘slow-learning’ type of agent may require, on average, 40
interactions to reach a certain level of competence, while another ‘fast-learning’ type of
agent may require only 20.

These relationships can be addressed by a stereotypical trust approach. Informa-
tion about an agent’s accumulated experience in different tasks can be converted into
features. For example, we may create a feature token for every ten instances of a task
performed by an agent, creating training ‘milestones’. If an agent has performed a task
τ 23 times, we may signify this with the feature ‘n(τ) ≥ 20’, meaning “performed τ
at least 20 times”. Alternatively, we can allow the splitting function of the stereotype
learning mechanism to determine a suitable discretisation. By interacting with agents
with different levels of experience, trustors can build stereotyping models based on
these experiential features, which can then be used to predict the trustworthiness of
new, unknown agents. These models then represent ‘learning curves’ for tasks, as they
estimate the trustworthiness of agents given the experience they have accumulated

As features here are simply symbols, experiential features can be used alongside
explicit features. For example, agents with certain features may learn faster than others.
Figure 3 provides an example stereotype including task experience features.

A key disadvantage to this approach is the requirement for information about a
trustee’s past experience in a task. We have assumed here that this would be provided
by the trustee, but this introduces the potential for the trustee to lie about its experience.
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Fig. 3. Example stereotype model with features representing trustees’ accumulated experience.

One way of dealing with such a problem may be to employ a ‘certified reputation’ ap-
proach, as advocated by Hyunh et al. [12], whereby trustors agree to provide ‘certified’
ratings to their trustees, which can then be provided to future partners. In such an ap-
proach, the authors require that certified testimonies of trustors are digitally signed to
ensure authenticity.

However, using stereotyping models in this way may lead naturally to an unde-
sirable and paradoxical result; as stereotypes about experience become established,
trustees entering the society with accumulated experience from outside the society will
begin to be preferred over those without. Incoming trustees with less experience will
gradually become less likely to be selected for interaction than those already possess-
ing some experience. As a result, inexperienced trustees may be precluded them from
gaining the necessary experience5, essentially ‘freezing out’ less experienced trustees.
While this situation is favourable to the trustors, it may be harmful in the long run, as it
prevents the efficient distribution of interaction within the society.

3.3 Interaction Stereotypes

Until now, we have assumed that stereotypes represent the observations of one agent
about other learned ‘types’ in the society, based on the observable features of those
types. However, it is equally possible that differences in trustworthiness arise not only
from features of the trustee, but of either agent in a dyadic interaction. It is possible, for
example, that agents with certain features are positively or negatively biased towards
agents with certain other features. It is therefore important to consider stereotypes which
capture salient features of both agents.

5 This type of situation may be familiar to many new university graduates upon entering the job
market.
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To address this problem, we introduce the notion of interaction stereotypes. These
are stereotypes which apply to pairs of agents, rather than single individuals. For exam-
ple, the statement “trustors with the feature j perform well in interactions with trustees
with the feature k” is an informal example of such a stereotype.

We can develop these interaction stereotypes in the following way. After an agent
has observed an interaction between any two other agents (where one party may be
the agent itself), the feature vectors of both participants are concatenated to form an
interaction feature vector for the dyad. A symbol a or b is appended to each feature
symbol to indicate whether the feature’s owner was playing the role of a trustor or
trustee. The observed outcome of the interaction is then associated with the interaction
feature vector to create a training instance for a stereotypical trust model.

Figure 4 illustrates this process. A hidden behavioural bias exists between agents
with feature 3 and those with feature 4. As a result, agents with the feature 3 are likely
to be less trustworthy than normal when interacting with agents with feature 4 (we refer
to this as negative behavioural bias).

These examples can now be used to train a stereotyping model to detect feature-
behavioural correlations between pairs of agents. From a number of observations of
different agents with features 3 and 4 interacting, we may form a stereotype which
predicts a low likelihood of a good outcome in any interaction where the interaction
feature vector contains both features 3 and 4. In our previous example, we would expect
this negative stereotype to be activated when observing an interaction involving the
features a3 and b4.

By gathering reputational evidence from other agents in the society, and using this
to train a global stereotype model, an agent can build a picture of the network of stereo-
typical relationships between other types. Figure 5 shows an example of such a network.
Stereotypical relationships are represented by arcs labelled positively or negatively, de-
pending on the modality of the relationship. In this example, agents of type X and
Z share a positive stereotypical opinion about each other. Agents of type X are also
stereotypically positive about agents of type Y, but this is not reciprocated. All types
have a positive stereotypical opinion about type Y.

Note that the network does not contain a bi-directional arc between each agent type.
This is because we might not detect a significant feature-behavioural correlation be-
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tween each type. Also, note that the types W,X, Y and Z are products of the stereo-
typing mechanism; they need not be explicit groups. They will be defined simply as
sharing a number of common stereotypical features.

4 Group Formation

An interesting example application of the above approaches may arise when it is de-
sirable to explicitly form groups, teams or coalitions of agents who are ‘most trusted’
for their assigned roles, from the perspective of some agent responsible for forming the
group (whom we will refer to as the group owner).

We assume that the owner has some knowledge about the desired group structure
G, expressed as a directed graph, where nodes represent roles that agents can play,
and edges represent relationships between those roles. Figure 6 shows an example of a
simple group structure. When the group enacts its task, agents playing roles connected
by an edge will decide whether to delegate the task indicated by the edge label. A
particular instantiation of a group structure is an assignment of agents to roles, such
that each role is played by exactly one agent when the group begins to interact. In this
example, we do not consider time as a factor; once the group task is delegated to a
particular instantiation, we assume all agents interact at once, and the results of those
interactions are returned to the group owner.

Figure 6 shows a number of candidates, numbered r1 to r8, assigned to group roles.
Consider that these agents have no prior experience of working together, as may often be
the case, and that stereotypical biases exist between agents; odd-numbered agents are
biased against even-numbered agents, and vice versa. Both odd- and even-numbered
agents place higher degrees of initial trust in others of the same type. The problem for
the owner is to find the best set of agents from global society, and the best assignment
of trustees to roles, so that the initial conditions of trust within the team are maximised.
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Ideally, agents would be assigned to roles such that behavioural biases increase the
likelihood of a good group outcome. Already, this problem can be formulated as a
combinatorial optimisation problem, and a number of techniques exist to enable the
formation of optimal groups or coalitions in multi-agent systems [20, 24, 9].

In particular [24] discusses the use of previously identified agent types in simplify-
ing the problem of forming optimal coalitions of agents. Stereotyping approaches can
help to identify these types based on the relationships between agent behaviours and
sets of features, and subsequently simplify the problem of identifying possible groups.
For example, when a number of agents match an observing agent’s interaction stereo-
type, they will appear stereotypically identical. Therefore, in simplifying the group for-
mation problem, stereotypically identical agents can be considered as a single virtual
agent representing the stereotype, with the group owner being indifferent between those
agents.

When groups are explicitly formed in this way, the group owner may himself be-
come a useful feature for stereotyping. This is explicitly considered as a source of trust
evidence by [18]:

“Each member assumes that the contractor has either had the requisite expe-
rience with others, or, at the very least, that he or she has ‘asked around’ and
‘checked them out’. Thus, trust in the contractor’s presumed care in composing
the temporary group serves as a proxy for individual knowledge or experience
with others’ reliability of competence.” [18]
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Intuitively, if a particular group owner is highly competent in assembling groups
in which all members are highly satisfied most of the time, then group members may
begin to trust the judgement of the group owner. This, in turn, may lead to an increased
initial degree of trust between unfamiliar group members, i.e. when they are unable to
form opinions from direct experience, or from the experiences of their peers.

This effect could be modelled by employing stereotyping techniques to develop trust
in the group owner. When a group is formed by an agent z, each member agent is la-
belled with a new feature, such as goz , which indicates that the agent was chosen by the
group owner. As agents interact within the team, and build stereotypes, their behaviours
will reflect on this new feature goz . For example, if z always chooses competent agents
for groups, then the feature goz will correlate highly with trustworthiness in the society.
In subsequent groups formed by z, possession of the feature goz will then result in a
higher initial level of trust within the group, due to the influence of z.

5 Future Work

While we have described a number of sources of stereotypical features in this paper, our
discussion has remained abstract. An interesting avenue for future work involves the
evaluation of these techniques within real multi-agent systems, whether they be popu-
lated by artificial and autonomous agents, by agents representing real human personae
(such as e-commerce or social networking websites) or a mixture of both. It remains
to be seen whether using these feature sources can aid in the detection of such sub-
tle stereotypical behavioural variations in real-world systems. It is therefore desirable
to evaluate these approaches using datasets from real social network or e-commerce
systems, where feature-behavioural correlations are not artificially controlled.

The problem of effective team and coalition formation presents a potential applica-
tion area for stereotypical trust models. Efforts have been made to understand how team
and coalition formation mechanisms may be extended to consider notions of trust [1,
6, 9]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the application of stereotypical trust to
the problem of group/team formation in highly dynamic environments has yet to be
addressed. Besides allowing unknown candidates to be initially classified, stereotyping
techniques may provide an initial benefit by helping to reduce the search space of team
formation algorithms, by reducing the space of available candidates to a smaller space
of candidate ‘types’.

One drawback of our current approach is that the generation of simple features
from real-valued observations still requires some custom (and subjective) discretisation
on behalf of the observing agent. This necessarily affects the subsequent stereotypical
learning process. This problem may be addressed through the use of learning techniques
which permit the use of real-valued ‘features’ to be used directly. Alternatively, it may
be beneficial to employ automatic discretisation based on clustering techniques.

Another key future direction involves exploiting ontological relationships between
the features agents possess. In this work, we have considered stereotypical features
which are ‘flat’, in that all features are assumed to be independent of one other. How-
ever, in practical applications, there may be sets of features for which hierarchical rela-
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tionships exist. That is, there may exist sub-features which are instances of other super-
features. If such relationships exist, they could be exploited when forming stereotypes.

For example, the features cardiologist, general practitioner, optician and surgeon
could all be considered sub-features of a more general feature doctor. In this example,
it is reasonable to presume that feature-behaviour correlations could exist for agents
possessing the doctor feature. For instance, we would expect that all doctors, regardless
of their chosen specialisation, can be expected to be competent at administering first-
aid.

In certain cases, there may be benefits to considering these relationships in the
stereotyping process. Firstly, in highly dynamic environments, where agents are de-
scribed by a large number of features, and the number of possible features agents can
possess is large, we may arrive at a similar problem when forming stereotypes as we
face when forming trust with no stereotyping model. That is, agents may not encounter
known features frequently enough to form useful stereotypes.

Extending our medical example above, assume that we have no knowledge of the
ontological relationship between sub-types of doctor. Furthermore, the general feature
doctor is not publicly visible. If we observe each of the possible doctor sub-types once
in a first-aid task, we have significant evidence about the trustworthiness of agents pos-
sessing features which are a sub-type of doctor. However, without knowledge of this on-
tological relationship, we are not able to make this generalisation. Therefore, we may
only be able to identify a weak feature-behavioural correlation between each of the
specific doctor types individually. Future work will investigate the use of ontological
relationships between features to improve the stereotyping process with larger, richer
feature sets.

6 Conclusion

In highly dynamic multi-agent systems, it is important to consider various sources of
available evidence when evaluating the trustworthiness of others. By forming stereo-
types, agents can generalise their partners to types which are more resistant to the de-
gree of agent turnover within the society. These generalisations attempt to capture the
relationships between features of agents and trustworthiness. Since these relationships
may be of a subtle nature, it is important to identify the sources of features which enable
their discovery.

In this paper, we have discussed potential sources of feature information that may be
derived from analysis of the characteristics of observable social relationships of poten-
tial partners. Even when agents frequently join and leave the society, familiar patterns
may emerge which allow effective stereotypes to form. When the behaviour of agents
can be affected by subtle social relationships, or when agents intentionally attempt to
conceal their explicit features, much may be learned by incorporating these forms of
featural evidence when forming stereotypes.
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Abstract. In settings where agents can be exploited, trust and reputation are key
issues.In this paper, we present an abstract framework that allows agents to form
coalitions with agents that they believe to be trustworthy. In contrast to many
other models, we take the notion of distrust to be our key social concept. We use
a graph theoretic model to capture the distrust relations within a society, and use
this model to formulate several notions of mutually trusting coalitions. We then
investigate principled techniques for how the information presented in our distrust
model can be aggregated to produce individual measures of how trustworthy an
agent is considered to be by a society.

Keywords: models of trust, society models, distrust

1 Introduction

The goal of coalition formation is to form robust, cohesive groups that cooperate to
the mutual benefit of all the coalition members. With a small number of exceptions,
existing models of coalition formation do not generally consider trust [1, 7]. In more
general models [9, 6], individual agents use information about reputation and trust to
rank agents according to their level of trustworthiness. Therefore, if an agent decides to
form a coalition, it can select those agents it reckons to be trustworthy. Alternatively, if
an agent is asked to join a coalition, it can assess its trust in the requesting agent and
decide whether or not to run the risk of joining a coalition with it.

However, these models are inherently local: they lack a global view. [9] and [6]
for instance consider the trust that agents that are asked to join a coalition, have in
the agent initiating the coalition, but the mutual trust among the potential members is
not taken into account. In this paper, we address this limitation. We propose an abstract
framework through which autonomous, self-interested agents can form coalitions based
on information relating to trust. In fact, we use distrust as the key social concept in our
work. Luckily, in many societies, trust is the norm and distrust the exception, so it seems
reasonable to assume that a system is provided with information of agents that distrust
each other based on previous experiences, rather than on reports of trust. So, we focus
on how distrust can be used as a mechanism for modelling and reasoning about the
reliability of others, and, more importantly, about how to form coalitions that satisfy
some stability criteria. We present several notions of mutually trusting coalitions and
define different measures to aggregate the information presented in our distrust model.

Taking distrust as the basic entity in our model allows us to benefit from draw-
ing an analogy with a popular and highly influential approach within argumentation
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theory [10]. Specifically, the distrust-based models that we introduce are inspired by
the abstract argumentation frameworks proposed by Dung [3]. We show that several
notions of stability and of extensions in the theory of Dung naturally carry over to a
system where distrust, rather than attack, is at the core. We extend and refine some of
these notions to our trust setting.

Section 2 gives the formal definition of the framework presented, while Section 3
explains how the information presented in abstract trust frameworks can be aggregated
to provide a single measure of how trustworthy individuals within the society are. Sec-
tion 4 concludes the paper and presents some possible avenues for future work.

2 A Framework for trust . . . based on distrust

We assume that agents have some incentive for sharing their evaluations of the other
agents in the community. Although much previous work deals with trust relationships,
in our approach, we consider only distrust relationships between the agents. In real
life, people do not always share their positive evaluation about others, but they are more
inclined to report bad experiences, as a warning to other people and as a way to affect the
reputation of the person the bad experience was with, as showed by the large research
around negative word of mouth [13]. We believe that networks based on trust relations
can be transformed into distrust-based networks, under some weak assumptions, but
that is not the research here; we simply assume the distrust relations between agents i
and j to be given, intended as agent i having none or little trust in agent j. More precisely,
when saying that agent i distrusts agent j we mean that, in the context at hand, agent i
has insufficient confidence in agent j to share membership with j in one and the same
coalition.

Definition 1 An Abstract Trust Framework (ATF), S, is a pair: S = 〈Ag,;〉 where:

– Ag is a finite, non-empty set of agents; and
– ; ⊆ Ag× Ag is a binary distrust relation on Ag.

When i ; j we say that agent i distrusts agent j. We assume ; to be irreflexive, i.e.,
no agent i distrusts itself. Whenever i does not distrust j, we write i 6; j. So, we assume
∀i ∈ Ag, i 6; i. Call an agent i fully trustworthy if for all j ∈ Ag, we have j 6; i. Also, i
is trustworthy if for some j 6= i, j 6; i holds. Conversely, call i fully trusting if for no j,
i ; j. And i is trusting if for some j 6= i, i 6; j.

Definition 2 If S1 = 〈Ag1,;1〉 and S2 = 〈Ag2,;2〉 are two ATFs, we say that S2
extends S1, written S1 v S2, if both Ag1 ⊆ Ag2 and ;1 ⊆;2.

Example 1 Consider the ATFs in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Vertices represent agents and if
a ; b, we represent this by an arrow from a to b. In the ATFs S1 and S2, distrust takes
the pattern of a cycle. In particular, all agents are trustworthy (but no agent is fully
trustworthy) and all agents are trusting (but none is fully trusting). In S3, agent a is not
trusting. ATF S4 represents a situation where agents may be physically located linearly,
and no agent trusts any of its neighbours. In S5, agents a and d are fully trustworthy and
c and d are both fully trusting. The society S8 is like S2, but now there is an additional
agent d who is the only fully trustworthy agent. It distrusts b.
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Fig. 1. Three simple ATFs Fig. 2. Five ATFs for four agents

Coalitions with Trust A “coalition” is nothing other than a subset C of Ag. When form-
ing a coalition, there are several ways to measure how much distrust there is among its
members, or how trustable the coalition is with respect to the overall set of agent Ag.

Definition 3 Given an ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉, a coalition C ⊆ Ag is distrust-free if no mem-
ber of C distrusts any other member of C. Note that the empty coalition and singleton
coalitions {i} are distrust-free: we call them trivial coalitions.

Distrust freeness can be thought of as the most basic requirement for a trusted coali-
tion of agents. It means that a set of agents has no internal distrust relationships between
them. Since we assume ; to be irreflexive, we know that for any i ∈ Ag, the coalition
{i} is distrust-free, as is the empty coalition. A distrust-free coalition for S5 in Fig-
ure 2 is, for example, {a, c, d}, and, while {b, c} is distrust-free in S3, society S2 has no
distrust-free coalitions other than the trivial ones.

Consider ATF S5 from Figure 2. The coalition C1 = {c, d} is distrust-free, but
still, they are not angelic: one of their members is being distrusted by some agent in
Ag, and they do not have any justification to ignore that. Compare this to the coalition
C2 = {a, c, d}: any accusations about the trustworthiness of c by b can be neutralised
by the fact that a does not trust b in the first place. So, as a collective, they have a
defense against possible distrust against them.

Definition 4 Let ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉 be given.

– An agent i ∈ Ag is called trustable with respect to a coalition C ⊆ Ag iff ∀y ∈
Ag((y ; i)⇒ ∃x ∈ C(x ; y)).
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– A coalition C ⊆ Ag is a trusted extension of S iff C is distrust-free and every agent
i ∈ C is trustable with respect to C.

– A coalition C ⊆ Ag is a maximal trusted extension (mte) of S if C is a trusted
extension, and no superset of C is one.

It is easy to see that if i ∈ Ag is trustable with respect to some coalition C, then i is
also trustable with respect to any bigger coalition C′ ⊇ C. We will see that (maximal)
trusted extensions are not closed under supersets, though.

Consider the two ATFs S1 and S2 of Figure 1, where distrust takes the form of a
cycle. In S2, the only coalitions C with respect to which a is trustable are the coalitions
that have b as a member: indeed, agent c distrusts a, but c in turn is distrusted by b.
However, there is no trusted extension of S2, which is easily seen as follows. Suppose
a would be in a trusted extension S. Since c distrusts a, there needs to be an agent in S
that distrusts c. The only agent that qualifies would be b, but b and a cannot be at the
same time in a distrust-free coalition.

Contrast this to the society S1, where the distrust relation also forms a cycle, but
where the two extensions are {a, c} and {b, d}. It is easy to verify that those are also
maximal trusted extensions. So the two cycles S1 and S2 demonstrate that a ATF can
have several, or no maximal trusted extensions, respectively.

Note that we have S2 v S6 v S7. We saw that S2 has no maximal extensions, and
inspection shows that S6 has neither. However, S7 does have a mte: {a, d}. This shows
that an extended society can gain extensions, as soon as d starts to distrust c in S6,
agents a and d together have a good story why they would work together, and not with
anybody else.

The concept of a trusted extension represents a basic and important notion for agents
who want to rationally decide who to form a coalition with, basing their decisions on
trust. In particular: a trusted extension is composed of agents that have a rational basis
to trust each other.

Example 2 Consider the ATF S4 in Figure 2. According to [9], the process of forming
a coalition is initiated by a single agent, say a, who will ask other agents in the society
whom it believes trustworthy to join it in a coalition. Assume a is looking for two fellow
agents to form a coalition with. According to the ATF S4, a distrusts only b, therefore
a can ask all the agents but b to form a coalition with it. Suppose a asks c and since c
does not have a reason not to trust a, it accepts the invitation. We now have a temporary
coalition C1 formed by {a, c}. The process continues and a decides to ask d to join.
Again, d does not distrust a so it accepts too. Therefore the final coalition C1 is formed
by {a, c, d}. All agents in C1 are trusted by a and they all trust a.

In this example, it is easy to see that c is not trusted by d and d itself is not trusted
by c. Therefore if, for example, the agent starting the process of forming a coalition
had been c, d would have refused to join the coalition with it. Similarly, if c had been
asked by d to form a coalition with it, it would have refused. Nevertheless, following
this kind of approach, which uses trust as a factor in forming coalition, the result would
be a coalition where at least two out of its three members, c and d, do not trust each
other.
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Coalition stability is a crucial problem. If agents do not trust the other components
of the coalition, they could break away from the alliance, playing a negative role on the
stability. Therefore, trust plays an important role for coalition stability. Trusted exten-
sions provide a simple method for the agents to find coalitions where all the members
are satisfied with their components.

Weak and Strong Trust Maximal trusted extensions are a very interesting concept when
considering forming trusting coalitions. As mentioned in Section 2, it is possible that
a particular ATF has more than one mte. One could assume that all the agents in the
maximal trusted extensions are equally trustworthy. For example, with regard to ATF
S1, in Figure 1 the maximal trusted extensions are {a, c} and {b, d}. In this case, the
agents appear respectively in only one maximal trusted extension. Now consider the ATF
S5, in Figure 2. Here the maximal trusted extensions are {a, c, d} and {b, d}. Suppose
we are trying to determine the status of two agents, a and d. One way to address this is
to consider how many times a and d occur in the maximal trusted extensions. Agent d
occurs in all the maximal trusted extensions, while a occurs in just one of them. Hence
we can take this as evidence that d is somehow more “trustworthy” than a.

Definition 5 Let ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉 be given. An agent i ∈ Ag is Strongly Trusted if it is
a member of every mte. An agent i ∈ Ag is Weakly Trusted if it is a member of at least
one mte.

Therefore, returning to the ATF S5 in Figure 2, agents a, b and c are weakly trusted
and agent d is strongly trusted (and hence also weakly trusted). The notion of strongly
and weakly trusted can help agents decide in those situation where there are large max-
imal trusted extensions but not all the agents are required for forming a stable coalition.

Personal Extensions In large societies, it is very unlikely that a single agent manages to
interact with everyone in the society. For this reason, it has to rely on information given
by others, about reputation of the agents it doesn’t know. Reputation can be defined as
the opinion or view of someone about something [11]. This view can be mainly derived
from an aggregation of opinions of members of the community about one of them.
However, it is possible that the agent doesn’t trust a particular agent and it wants to
discard its opinion. Therefore, when it comes to forming a coalition, the agents wants
to consider only its personal opinion and the opinion of the agent it trusts, while still
keeping the coalition distrust-free.

For example, suppose that an agent wants to start a project and it needs to form
a coalition to achieve its goals. It wants to form a coalition composed only of agents
it trusts and who have no distrust relations among them. To capture this intuition, we
introduce two notions of personal extensions, which make it precise.

Definition 6 Let the ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉 and a ∈ Ag be given. Then C ⊆ Ag is a
Maximal Personal Extension generated by a, (notation: MPE(S, a)), if it is a maximal
trusted extension of the ATF S′ = 〈Ag′,;′〉, where:

– Ag′ = {x ∈ Ag | x 6; a}; and
– ;′= (Ag′ × Ag′) ∩ ;.
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Fig. 3. S11, an ATF for
Personal Extension Fig. 4. An algorithm for generating UPE(S, a).

So, to form an MPE, we remove all agents that distrust a from Ag, and restrict
the distrust relation to that set. Consider the ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉 in Figure 3. Suppose
agent a wants to compute its personal extensions. Then, according to our definition,
agents x and c will be discarded because they distrust a. Therefore, the maximal trusted
extensions computed for this restricted set Ag′ are {a, d, g, h, y, u} and {a, d, g, h, y, v}.
In general, we can say that, an agent b enters a maximal personal extension as long as
everybody who distrusts it, is distrusted by someone who is accepted.

Although the extensions obtained this way are maximal (wrt set inclusion), this
definition allows for more than one maximal personal extensions. Therefore, with re-
gards to the example in Figure 3, agent a will have to choose between two personal
extensions. However, without other information or additional criteria available to him,
it wouldn’t be able to make a justified decision. Therefore we introduce our second
notion of personal extension, the unique personal extension.

Given an ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉, and an agent a ∈ Ag, the unique personal extension
UPE(S, a), we require, has the following properties:

1. a ∈ UPE(S, a)
2. UPE(S, a) is unique
3. UPE(S, a) is distrust free
4. there is a minimal set OUT ⊆ Ag, with the following properties, for all x, y ∈ Ag:

(a) x ; a⇒ x ∈ OUT
(b) (y ∈ UPE(S, a) & y ; x)⇒ x ∈ OUT
(c) y ∈ UPE(S, a)⇔ ∀z(z ; y⇒ z ∈ OUT)

Loosely put: we add a to UPE(S, a), and then we ensure that whoever distrusts or is
distrusted by sombody in UPE(S, a) is out, while UPE(S, a) only accepts those agents
as members that are at most distrusted by members of OUT .

We define UPE(S, a) through an algorithm that generates it, from which the first
three properties can be directly derived (see Figure 4). The algorithm works as follows.
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Given an ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉, we take an agent a ∈ Ag, for whom we want to compute
the unique personal extension UPE(S, a), with the idea that this extension is conceived
as iteratively computing sets of agents IN (the agents accepted in the process) using
sets OUT (the agents that are rejected), CANDs (agents not in OUT) and, finally, a set
PROMOTE: those agents from CANDs that stand the test that they are not distrusted
by any agent in CANDs and go to IN. The properties IN ⊆ CANDs and CANDs =
Ag \ OUT are invariants of the algorithm: they are both true at line 5, before entering
the while-loop, and at line 10, at the end of the loop. Initially, nobody is IN (line 2
of Figure 4), but we put a, the agent whose personal extension we are computing, in
PROMOTE (line 3), while the agents who distrust a are definitely OUT . Then, as long
as there are agents to be promoted, do the following: mark the agents to be promoted as
IN , (line 7), and make those agents that are distrusted by any agent that is IN definitely
OUT (line 8). Then remove the agents that are OUT from the set of CANDs (line 9) and
PROMOTE those agents that are candidates but not yet in if they are not distrusted by
any candidate in CANDs (line 10). The agents remaining in IN after this process form
the agent a’s unique personal extension: UPE(S, a).

Note that agents can be out for two reasons: first of all, they may distrust agent a
(line 4), or they may themselves be distrusted by an agent that is in (line 8).

Theorem 1 Let the ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉 and a ∈ Ag be given. If we define UPE(S, a)
as the set IN returned by the function generate-UPE(S, a), then UPE(S, a) satisfies the
four requirements set out above.

Consider the example shown in Figure 3, for which we now calculate UPE(S, a).

– Initially, IN is the emptyset, PROMOTE becomes {a} and OUT becomes {x}, since
x distrusts a;

– We then enter the while loop, during which in the first cycle, agent a enters IN,
and OUT becomes {x, b}, since b is now distrusted by someone in IN. Everybody
outside OUT is in CANDs and now the agents to be promoted are {d, g, h, y}: d and
h are promoted since they are not distrusted by anybody, and g and y are promoted
because the only agents that distrusted them (b and x, respectively), are now out.

– In the next cycle of the while-loop, the variable IN becomes {a, d, g, h, y} and OUT
is {x, b, c, e} (the new members c and e are distrusted by the new IN-members h and
d, respectively. The set CANDs now becomes {a, d, g, h, y, u, v}, and PROMOTE is
now empty and the program terminates with IN = {a, d, g, h, y}.

Note that the two agents u and v are candidates throughout the algorithm and never
become a member of IN or OUT . In general, we have that UPE(S, a) is included in
every personal extension generated by a set a. In fact, the two maximal personal exten-
sions generated by a in the ATF of Figure 3 are UPE(S, a)∪{u} and UPE(S, a)∪{v}. In
UPE(S, a), an agent b only enters if all agents distrusting b are already eliminated, while
in the maximal personal extensions generated by a, we may allow some other agents, as
long as everybody who distrusts them is distrusted by someone who is accepted. This
yields to bigger coalitions, but, as shown, the result is not unique.

All personal extensions, maximal and unique, are distrust-free. However, since the
distrust relationship is not symmetric, therefore if i distrusts j, it is not necessarily the
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case that j distrusts i, it can happen that one agent’s personal extension is not trusted
according with our definition 4. The agent preventing the extension from being trusted
will be the agent who the personal extension belongs to. With respect to example in
Figure 3, agent a is not trustable, as the agent distrusting him, agent x is not distrusted
himself by any of the agent in the personal extension. However, for the purpose of the
personal extension, this is not a problem because it represents the coalition that agent
a would choose for himself. Clearly agent a considers himself trustworthy and agents
who distrust him are not part of this coalition.

Theorem 2 Let ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉, be given. Then
if (∃a ∈ Ag | ∀i ∈ Ag i 6; a) then (∀j ∈ UPE(S, a),UPE(S, j) = UPE(S, a))

Informally, Theorem 2 says that:

if the unique personal extension is computed by an agent who is distrust-free
in the whole society, therefore it is fully trustworthy, then all the agents in that
extension will have the same unique personal extension.

Consider, for example, agent h’s unique personal extension, from the ATF S =
〈Ag,;〉 in Figure 3. Following the algorithm in Figure 4, agent h’s unique personal
extension will be formed by {d, h, x, b}. We can notice that the unique personal ex-
tensions of agents d, x, and b are also {d, h, x, b}. If the agent is not distrusted in the
society, then the other agents in its unique personal extension will share its vision of
personal trustworthy coalition.

3 Aggregate Trust Measures

Abstract trust frameworks provide a social model of (dis)trust; they capture, at a rela-
tively high level of abstraction, who (dis)trusts who in a society, and notions such as
trusted extensions and personal extensions use these models to attempt to understand
which coalitions are free of negative social views. An obvious question, however, is how
the information presented in abstract trust frameworks can be aggregated to provide a
single measure of how trustworthy (or otherwise) an individual within the society is. We
now explore this issue. We present three aggregate measures of trust, which are given
relative to an abstract trust framework S = 〈Ag,;〉 and an agent i ∈ Ag. Both of these
trust values attempt to provide a principled way of measuring the overall trustworthiness
of agent i, taking into account the information presented in S:

– Distrust Degree: This value ignores the structure of an ATF, and simply looks at
how many or how few agents in the society (dis)trust an agent.

– Expected trustworthiness: This value is the ratio of the number of maximal trusted
extensions of which i is a member to the overall number of maximal trusted exten-
sions in the system S.

– Coalition expected trustworthiness: This value attempts to measure the probability
that an agent i ∈ Ag would be trusted by an arbitrary coalition, picked from the
overall set of possible coalitions in the system.
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These latter two values are related to solution concepts such as the Banzhaf index,
developed in the theory of cooperative games and voting power, and indeed they are
inspired by these measures [5].

Distrust Degree On the web, several successful approaches to credibility such as PageR-
ank [2] use methods derived from graph theory to model credibility, which utilize the
connections of the resource for evaluation. Several graph theoretic models of credibility
and text retrieval [11] rely on the consideration of the in-degree of the vertex, that is the
sum of the incoming edges of that particular vertex in a directed graph. The degree of
the incoming edges is used to extract importance and trustworthiness. In our model,
incoming edges are distrust relationships, therefore they represent a negative evaluation
of a particular agent from the others in the society. Thus, measuring the in-degree of
an agent in the society can give an indication how reliable (or unreliable) that agent is
considered overall.

Formally, we call this value the distrust-degree for an abstract trust framework S =
〈Ag,;〉 and an agent i ∈ Ag, denoted as δi(S), and it is defined:

δi(S) =
|{x | x ∈ Ag and x ; i}|

|Ag|
.

This number provides us a measure of the reliability of the agent in the whole so-
ciety. The higher the number of agents that distrust it, the less reliable that agent is
considered to be.

However, as we mentioned before, a maximal trusted extension or, in general, a
coalition C, according to our approach, is a set of agents who trust each other. There-
fore, these agents may not be interested in the evaluation of the agents outside the
coalition. They are more interested in a distrust degree relative to C. Hence, we define
the following measure. The coalition distrust-degree for an abstract trust framework
S = 〈Ag,;〉, a coalition C and an agent i ∈ Ag, denoted as δC

i (S), defined as:

δC
i (S) =

|{x | x ∈ C and x ; i}|
|C|

.

The coalition distrust degree provides a measure for the agents in C to select agents
outside the trusted coalition, who they believe to be more reliable among the agents in
the society. Agents in C can rank the agents outside using the value of the coalition
distrust degree. In this way, it is possible to obtain an ordered list of the agents who the
coalition consider less unreliable. The smaller the value of the coalition distrust-degree,
the more reliable the agent is considered.

Expected Trustworthiness As we noted above, the expected trustworthiness of an agent
i in system S is the ratio of the number of maximal trusted extensions in S of which i
is a member to the overall number of maximal trusted extensions in the system S. To
put it another way, this value is the probability that agent i would appear in a maximal
trusted extension, if we picked such an extension uniformly at random from the set of all
maximal trusted extensions. Formally, letting mte(S) denote the set of maximal trusted
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extensions in S = 〈Ag,;〉, the expected trustworthiness of agent i ∈ Ag is denoted
µi(S), defined as:

µi(S) =
|{C ∈ mte(S) | i ∈ C}|

|mte(S)|
.

Clearly, if µi(S) = 1 then i is strongly trusted, according to the terminology introduced
above, and moreover a is weakly trusted iff µi(S) > 0.

From existing results in the argumentation literature on computing extensions of
abstract argument systems [4], we can also obtain the following:

Proposition 1 Given an ATF S = 〈Ag,;〉 and an agent i ∈ Ag:

1. It is #P-hard to compute µi(S).
2. It is NP-hard to check whether µi(S) > 0.
3. It is co-NP-hard to determine whether µi(S) = 0.

For example, with respect to S4 in Figure 2, the maximal trusted extensions are
{a, c} and {b, d}, therefore the expected trustworthiness of all the agents in the maximal
trusted extensions is 0.5, since each of them is present in only one of the two maximal
trusted extensions. However, if this society would have an additional agent e distrusted
by nobody, the maximal trusted extensions would be {a, c, e} and {b, d, e}, yielding
a trustworthiness of agent e of 1, (it is a strongly trusted agent), while the expected
trustworthiness of the other agents would be 0.5.

As an aside, note that the expected trustworthiness value is inspired by the Banzhaf
index from cooperative game theory and voting theory [5].

Coalition Expected Trustworthiness There is one obvious problem with the overall ex-
pected trustworthiness value, as we have introduced above. Suppose we have a society
that is entirely trusting (i.e., the entire society is distrust free) apart from a single “rogue”
agent, who distrusts everybody apart from himself, even though everybody trusts him.
Then, according to our current definitions, there is no maximal trusted extension apart
from the rogue agent. This is perhaps counter intuitive. To understand what the problem
is, observe that when deriving the value µi(S), we are taking into account the views of
all the agents in the society – which includes every rogue agent. It is this difficulty that
we attempt to overcome in the following measure. To define this value, we need a little
more notation. Where R ⊆ X × X is a binary relation on some set X and C ⊆ X, then
we denote by restr(R,C) the relation obtained from R by restricting it to C:

restr(R,C) = {(s, s′) ∈ R | {s, s′} ⊆ C}.

Then, where S = 〈Ag,;〉 is an abstract trust framework, and C ⊆ Ag, we denote by
S ↓ C the abstract trust framework obtained by restricting the distrust relation ; to C:

S ↓ C = 〈C, restr(;,C)〉.

Given this, we can define the coalition expected trustworthiness, εi(S), of an agent i in
given an abstract trust framework S = 〈Ag,;〉 to be:

εi(S) =
1

2|Ag|−1

∑
C⊆Ag\{i}

µi(S ↓ C ∪ {i}).
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Thus, εi(S) measures the expected value of µi for a coalition C∪{i}where C ⊆ Ag\{i}
is picked uniformly at random from the set of all such possible coalitions. There are
2|Ag|−1 coalitions not containing i, hence the first term in the definition.

C⊆Ag\{i} MPE in C ∪{i} µi(C ∪{i})
∅ {a} 1
{b} {a}, {b} 0.5
{c} {a, c} 1
{d} {a, d} 1
{b, c} {a, c}, {b} 0.5
{b, d} {a, d}, {b} 0.5
{c, d} {a, c}, {a, d} 1
{b, c, d} {a, c}, {b, d} 0.5

C⊆Ag\{i} MPE in C ∪{i} µi(C ∪{i})
∅ {b} 1
{a} {a}, {b} 0.5
{c} {b}, {c} 0.5
{d} {b, d} 1
{a, c} {a, c}, {b} 0.5
{a, d} {a, d}, {b} 0.5
{c, d} {b, d}, {c} 0.5
{b, c, d} {a, c}, {b, d} 0.5

Table 1. Table showing the values of µi for i = a (left) and i = b (right) to calculate the Coalition
Expected Trustworthiness with regard to example S4 in Figure 2

Consider S4 in Figure 2. In Table 1 we have shown a break down of all elements nec-
essary to compute the Coalition Expected Trustworthiness for all the agents in S4. Note
that the value of µa(S4) and µd(S4) will be the same and the value of µb(S4) and µc(S4)
will be the same as well. This is due to the particular shape of S4. Therefore it is easy
to notice that µa(S4) = µd(S4) = 0.75, while µb(S4) = µc(S4) = 0.625.

Note that in generalt the expected trustworthiness and the coalition expected trust-
worthiness differ. The coalition expected trustworthiness value arguably gives us a
clearer overall idea of what the trustworthiness of an agent would be with respect to
the maximal trusted extensions that can potentially be formed, therefore it offers a bet-
ter insight in the trust issue related to the problem of forming coalitions.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have taken the notion of distrust as the key social concept. Based
on this, we formulated several notions of mutually trusting coalitions. We have also
presented techniques for how the information presented in our distrust model can be
aggregated to produce individual measures to evaluate the trustworthiness of the agent
with respect to the whole society or to a particular coalition.

We have at various times been talking about the notion of stability in coalition
formation. There is, of course, another literature on stability in coalition formation: that
of cooperative game theory – see [8] for details. The best-known notion of stability in
cooperative game theory is the core: roughly, this solution concept considers a coalition
to be stable if no subset of the coalition has any rational incentive to defect from the
coalition, in the sense that they could earn more for themselves by defecting. Our model
is not utility based, but there is nevertheless an interesting relationship between our
notion of stability and that of cooperative game theory. In our view, a coalition is stable
if no agent has any rational incentive to distrust any of the members. Future work might
consider examining the role of our distrust models in coalition formation in more detail,
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perhaps in the context of coalition formation algorithms such as those recently proposed
within the MAS community (see, e.g., [12]).

There are many potential directions for future work. We assume that the agents are
willing to share their information about the trust they have in other agents. It would be
interesting to devise some form of incentives for the agents to do so. Also, distrusted
agent might not necessarily be trusted and we are investigating the possibility of com-
bining both concepts in a more comprehensive framework. Moreover, our work is based
on a boolean notion of trust. It would be intersting to add degrees of trust or distrust to
allow for more detailed information. And finally, it would be interesting to introduce
a measure of the abilities of the agents. This will allow for different perspectives to be
analysed. By introducing this measure, we aim to make the framework more general, in
order for it to be able to consider features other than only trust.
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Abstract. The interest in 3D technology is growing both from academia and in-
dustry, promoting the quick development of 3D e-commerce (i.e. e-commerce
systems in 3D virtual environments). In view of this, we propose a reputation
mechanism particularly for 3D e-commerce. Supported by 3D technology and
virtual reality, it consists of four major components: feedback provision based on
human users’ five senses, reputation computation based on feedback, 3D repre-
sentation of computed reputation, and automatic decision making based on repu-
tation. A user study is conducted to evaluate the necessity and value of our pro-
posed reputation mechanism, confirming that users prefer 3D e-commerce with
our proposed reputation mechanism over that with traditional reputation mech-
anisms. And, our proposed reputation mechanism can effectively ensure user’s
trust in the e-commerce system and simultaneously greatly promote user’s trust
in other users.

Categories: Models and mechanisms of reputation, Application studies

Keywords: Reputation Mechanism, Virtual Reality, Five Senses, Stereotype Trust,
Feedback Alignment, User Study

1 Introduction

The Internet has become an inseparable part of our daily life nowadays. According to
the Internet World Stats1, the number of Internet users worldwide has reached 1.97
billion by the end of September 2010, accounting for almost 30 percent of the global
population. Consequently, people are becoming more willing to shop online other than
going to traditional solid shops. Unfortunately, current e-commerce systems only pro-
vide users with a simple, browser-based interface to acquire details of products and
services. This kind of interfaces has been confirmed to be difficult for customers to
use, and thus resulted in the low online shopping revenue [1]. One reason is the lack of
effective interaction approaches, including communication channels and coordination
methods between e-commerce systems and customers. Another more important reason
is the limited understanding of social contexts, including social and behavioral issues,

1 http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
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among which trust is one of the most important issues. Besides, the design of current
e-commerce systems is quite constrained and not appealing.

On another hand, 3D technology is gaining popularity. Forrest report [2] acclaims
that “within five years, the 3D Internet will be as important for work as the web is
today.” A technology guru at Intel Corp also predicts that “the Internet will look signif-
icantly different in 5 to 10 years, when much of it will be three dimensional or 3D” [3].
Meanwhile, applications of virtual reality, such as immersing in 3D virtual communi-
ties, watching 3D movies and playing 3D games, are becoming part of ordinary life for
people. 3D e-commerce, which is e-commerce systems in 3D virtual environments, has
also attained growing interests both from academia and industry. It is one of the ap-
proaches proven to be effective in handling the problems in traditional e-commerce.
As shown in Figure 11, the research gap between e-commerce and 3D technology
or virtual reality is becoming smaller year by year. This partly explains the increas-
ing research trend of 3D mall. Some industrial representatives of 3D e-commerce are
IBM’s VR-commerce program [4], Google lively project (http://www.lively.com), Sec-
ond Life (http://secondlife.com), Active World (http://www.activeworlds.com), Twinity
(http://www.twinity.com) and Virtual Shopping (http://virtualeshopping.com), etc.
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Fig. 1. Research Trend of E-Commerce, 3D Technology, Virtual Reality and 3D Mall

However, the same as traditional e-commerce systems, there are also inherited trust
problems for 3D e-commerce. For one thing, some users may be dishonest. For exam-
ple, sellers may not deliver the products as what they promised. For another thing, users
may have different competency. For example, some sellers may produce only low qual-
ity products. Although there is the growing research interest towards 3D e-commerce,
much research has been focused on either virtual reality technology adoption for e-
commerce or behavioral science studies to confirm that 3D e-commerce environments
like Active World can promote consumers’ trust towards online shopping, without se-
rious and quantitative consideration on how to construct effective trust and reputation

1 Data was collected from the Web of Science on March 5, 2011
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mechanisms in 3D e-commerce environments. For a few studies on designing reputa-
tion mechanisms for 3D e-commerce [5], they apply traditional reputation mechanisms
where only simple numerical ratings, textual descriptions and 2D pictures are consid-
ered, overlooking the difference between 2D and 3D e-commerce environments.

To effectively address the trust issue in 3D e-commerce, we design a reputation
mechanism specifically for 3D e-commerce environments. It is mainly built on buy-
ers’ feedbacks about their shopping experience with sellers and their subjective percep-
tions about products delivered by sellers. More specifically, in 3D environments, these
kinds of feedback information can come from human users’ five senses (vision, hearing,
touch, smell and taste) enriched by virtual reality. We systematically study the four ma-
jor steps of constructing the mechanism, namely feedback provision, reputation compu-
tation, reputation representation and decision making, by incorporating novel elements
related to 3D e-commerce. We also conduct a detailed user study to compare our mech-
anism with traditional reputation mechanisms in 3D e-commerce environments. The
results confirm that users prefer 3D e-commerce with our proposed reputation mecha-
nism over that with traditional reputation mechanisms. Our mechanism can effectively
ensure user’s trust in the 3D e-commerce system and simultaneously greatly promote
user’s trust in other users. Our work thus represents a valuable first step of designing an
effective reputation mechanism for promoting user participation in 3D e-commerce.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of re-
lated research on 3D e-commerce and reputation mechanisms. Section 3 illustrates our
reputation mechanism for 3D e-commerce. The user study of comparing our mechanism
with traditional reputation mechanisms in 3D environments is presented in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude the current work and propose future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

There are mainly two research directions on 3D e-commerce. The first direction con-
cerns about adopting 3D technology and virtual reality into e-commerce, that is the
construction of 3D e-commerce. This is also currently the major research towards 3D
e-commerce. For example, Bogdanovych et al. [6] propose a mechanism called 3D
E-Commerce Electronic Institutions and try to increase user’s trust on e-commerce sys-
tems. The second direction mainly concerns about validating the effectiveness of 3D
e-commerce in addressing the problems of traditional e-commerce. For example, Pa-
padopoulou [7] demonstrates that a virtual reality shopping environment enables the
formation of trust over conventional web stores, through a survey study based on a
prototype virtual shopping mall. Nassiri [8] also explains the roles of 3D e-commerce
environments in increasing user’s trust and in improving profitability by the mecha-
nisms such as Avatar appearance and Haptic tools. The research conducted by Teoh
and Cyril [9] mainly focuses on the trust of 3D mall. They point out that presence and
para-social presence assisted by virtual reality can affect trust, and users perceive the
features of a 3D immersive online e-commerce store as being useful and practical but
not a mere novelty. The weakness of the research mentioned above is that they focus
only on enhancing trust through virtual reality. They do not consider how to improve
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trust in 3D e-commerce by designing effective trust and reputation mechanisms. This is
the focus of our current work.

In recent years, a lot of research have been carried out on reputation mechanisms
in traditional 2D e-commerce, and have achieved a huge success, while one of well
known reputation systems is run by eBay (www.ebay.com). EBay’s reputation system,
also as one of the earliest online reputation systems, gathers feedbacks from buyers
of each transaction in the simple form of numerical ratings together with a short text
description. There are other successful commercial and live reputation systems [10],
such as expert sites like Askme (www.askmecorp.com), products review sites like Epin-
ions (www.epinions.com), and scientometrics related sites. However, there are only
a few studies on designing reputation mechanisms specifically for 3D environments.
Huang et al. [5] propose a reputation mechanism based on peer-rated reputations for
3D P2P game environments where the reputation of each user is computed based on
other users’ subjective opinions during their interactions, which is similar to eBay’s
reputation mechanism. It earned some advantages on reputation evaluation, storage,
query and reliability, but no simulation has been conducted to validate its advantages.
Its major weakness lies in the fact that there is no consideration of differences between
3D environments and 2D environments. In contrast, our reputation management makes
good use of virtual reality to allow the provision of feedback information from human
user’s five senses. The other components of our reputation mechanism also follow such
a design principle of fully utilizing the important features offered by virtual reality.

3 Reputation Mechanism for 3D E-Commerce

As mentioned in the previous section, current research focuses mainly on virtual reality
technology adoption. Limited research on reputation mechanisms for 3D e-commerce
however overlooks the differences between 2D environments and 3D environments. For
a traditional reputation mechanism, buyer feedback often consists of only a positive,
negative, or neutral rating, along with a short textual comment. Reputation of sellers is
computed based on the ratings and perhaps those comments left by buyers, and is often
in a form of a continuous numerical value. The computed reputation values will be used
to make decisions for buyers on which sellers to do business with in the future.

Our reputation mechanism is specifically designed for 3D e-commerce environ-
ments. It is composed of four components: feedback provision, reputation computation,
reputation representation and decision making. These components are supported by
virtual reality and 3D technology, details of which will be explained in the subsequent
subsections.

3.1 Feedback Provision

Feedback provision, as the key component of our reputation mechanism, tries to solve
two major problems: what kind of user feedbacks to collect and how to collect feed-
backs in 3D e-commerce environments. There are five senses - vision, hearing, touch,
smell and taste, which express the subjective perceptions of human being. People have
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the ability to sense the environment and objects with these five senses, and further pro-
vide themselves better understanding of the environment. 3D e-commerce is a virtual
environment generated by computer and other tools, such as head-mounted displays,
headphones, and motion-sensing gloves, to enable users to feel realism through interac-
tion that simulates five human senses. In traditional e-commerce mechanisms, only vi-
sion is regularly incorporated in simple forms like 2D pictures and textual descriptions.
As human users’ perception of an environment is influenced by all the sensory inputs, in
order to accurately and completely express user’s experience, all the five senses should
be well expressed. With the development of virtual reality and augmented reality, the
perception of human users not only can be realistically simulated, but also can be ex-
panded by using instruments like 3D Glasses.

Five Senses: Vision is the ability to interpret information of what is seen from the en-
vironment, and can be expressed in the form of 3D pictures and videos in virtual reality.
Therefore, in 3D e-commerce, buyers can present the real product they purchased in the
form of 3D picture or animation with less distortion. Users can view the 3D object from
various angles, which is more persuasive and vivid than simple 2D pictures or textual
descriptions. Hearing is the ability to perceive sound from the environment, and can
be simulated by auditory displays. Same as vision, there have been numerous works
on auditory research. In 3D e-commerce, some characteristics such as tone quality of
digital products are more appropriate to be presented in the form of audio. Audio is able
to contain plentiful information at a time, and relatively favored and easily accepted by
human users. In this sense, it is necessary to collect this kind of information. Touch is
one of the sensations processed by the somatosensory system, and has been known in
the physical world to increase initial trust. As a major part of research in virtual reality,
it focuses on scanning the behaviors of objects in the physical world and incorporating
similar behavior into virtual objects [11]. We have previously done some research on
touching textile [12]. Touch perception can be simulated using instruments like Hap-
tic device. Virtual touch can be supported in 3D e-commerce so that buyers can mea-
sure the characteristics of different materials and attach touch information to reputation
feedback as guidance for other buyers. Taste refers to the ability to detect the flavor of
substances such as food and minerals. Humans receive tastes through sensory organs
called taste buds. The sensation of taste traditionally consists of some basic tastes such
as sweetness, bitterness, sourness and saltiness. Taste can also be implemented in vir-
tual environments. Iwata et al. [13] design a food simulator to simulate the multi-modal
taste of food through a combination of chemical, auditory, olfactory and haptic sensa-
tion. Through this simulator, buyers can provide experience about the taste of products
they purchase online. Smell refers to the ability to perceive odors. In 3D environments,
devices like the olfactory display can be applied to generate various odors and deliver
them to user’s nose. For the purpose of presenting odors with a vivid sense of reality, the
olfactory display, which has already been applied to 3D games and movies, is expected
to generate realistic smells relevant to specific environments or scenes [14]. In 3D e-
commerce, they can be realistic smells related to specific products such as fresh smell
of fruits. Buyers can then sense a product’s real smell through other buyers’ feedbacks
instead of textual descriptions about smells.
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Fig. 2. Feedback Provision based on an Five-Sense Oriented Approach

Five-Sense Oriented Feedback Provision: As illustrated above, while concerning
about buyers’ historical experience with one seller, feedbacks can be expressed as hu-
man perceptions about the products and transaction experience. These subjective per-
ceptions can be simulated by virtual reality. Therefore, towards 3D e-commerce envi-
ronments, we propose a five-sense orientated approach to implement feedback provision
as part of our reputation mechanism. The detail of the approach is illustrated in Figure 2.
Consider a 3D e-commerce community providing products of different categories. Ac-
cording to the five-sense orientated approach, a product may belong to some specific
product categories such as “Clothes” or “Books”. Products in the same category have
some common product features, such as “Appearance” and “Textile”. Each product fea-
ture can be presented by some of the five senses - vision, hearing, touch, smell and taste
simulated by virtual reality as mentioned earlier. Thus, given a product, the necessary
senses will be simulated in feedback. For example, a user has purchased a sweater from
a seller in a 3D e-commerce system. For feedback provision, the buyer can provide a
3D avatar model to express the appearance of the sweater sold by the seller. Besides, the
touch feedback can also be simulated to show the textile and material used to make this
sweater. Such information shared among buyers can be compared with the 3D avatar
model of the product provided by the seller to compute reputation of the seller.

3.2 Trust/Reputation Computation

Here, we assume that each buyer (i.e., its agent) can produce a feedback for the product
delivered by a seller. This feedback is based on the five senses of the consumers and
represented using an ontology [15, 16] that contains a rich set of concepts, properties
and individuals to represent the perceptions of the buyers. This representation allows
decidable reasoning over the feedbacks using off-the-self ontology reasoners [17]. The
seller has a description of the product in the virtual reality setting. Hence, a consumer
receiving this description can use his five senses to evaluate the product via the simu-
lated reality (e.g., using olfactory display). However, the actual product delivered by the
seller may be different than the described product. In most of the existing models, to
evaluate the trustworthiness of sellers, consumers use the information about their past
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transactions with these sellers. However, a consumer may not have enough number of
historical information about many of the sellers. This disallows him to evaluate a seller
based on his direct interactions. In such situations, we may evaluate the trustworthiness
of sellers based on the available information such as personal features of sellers (e.g.,
location) or information from other consumers (i.e., their feedbacks).

Exploiting Features of Sellers To estimate trustworthiness of sellers, we can use a
stereotype-based trust model [18] based on a rich set of seller features in virtual envi-
ronments. That is, using the personal interactions with previously encountered sellers,
the buyer can derive some rules that allow him to characterize other sellers with spe-
cific features as less or more trustworthy. Existing stereotypical trust models learn rules
using the features of the sellers and their products. For instance, in [18], these rules are
learned using regression trees. Each rule maps sellers with specific features onto a trust
value in the range [0,1]. However, [18] assumes only numerical features, while many
of the features in real-life settings are nominal (i.e., categorical). The reason behind
this assumption is the fact that decision or regression trees cannot make generalization
or induction over nominal values. To address this issue, we can extend C4.5 decision
trees [19] by exploiting domain knowledge during tree induction. That is, nominal val-
ues of attributes are generalized using taxonomy of attribute values, which can easily
be derived from domain ontologies.

Figure 3 shows an example decision tree built based on a buyer’s interaction history
with sellers and the feedback from other buyers, using C4.5 algorithm with domain
knowledge. From this decision tree, the buyer creates stereotypes such as ‘seller from
Europe cannot provide products with raw taste, but they may provide products with
barbecue smell’. Hence, for a seller who sends a description of a product with a raw
taste, the buyer may not trust the seller. As the buyer experiences more about sellers
and receives new feedbacks, he updates his stereotypes based on the new information
by building new decision trees.

Note that, personal interactions with sellers are very costly; hence we assume that
buyers have little direct information with the sellers. However, once the buyer interacts
with a specific seller, he can build a fine grained trust evaluation of the seller based on
these personal interactions. On the other hand, in the absence of personal interactions
or feedbacks about a specific seller, stereotypes help the buyer to evaluate the seller. In
other words, stereotypes are used to bootstrap trust towards a specific seller, but then the
trustworthiness of the seller is computed using other methods based on feedback about
and direct interactions with this specific seller. For instance, subjective logic [20] and
the Bayesian network-based trust model [21] can be used to compute the trustworthiness
based on the evidence about the seller.

Exploiting User Feedbacks Existing e-commerce systems like e-bay1 allow con-
sumers provide feedbacks in the form of ratings and reviews. The ratings are aggregated
by the system to compute reputation of the sellers. Then, the reputation of sellers guides
consumers while deciding on a specific seller among alternative. We believe that similar
ideas can also be used in virtual reality environments. That is, to be sure that a specific

1 http://www/ebay.com
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Fig. 3. A Decision Tree Example to Derive Simple Stereotypes

seller will provide the described product, the buyer may collect feedbacks of other buy-
ers about the same seller. However, these feedbacks should be more expressive than
ratings; they should contain context, sensory information provided by the seller before
the transaction, and subjective evaluation of the actual product by the buyer. The pro-
vided sensory information, context and evaluation of the product can be mined using
pattern recognition techniques [22] to learn critical information about the correlations
of the advertised product features and the actual ones. The learned correlations can be
exploited to reason about the reliability of sellers, given the sensory information they
provide for a specific product. Here, an important problem is the subjectivity of the
evaluations in users’ feedbacks. Evaluations based on five senses such as tactile sensa-
tions are subjective. This means that a product evaluated as too soft by a user can be
evaluated as adequately soft by another consumer. This brings the necessity of aligning
subjective evaluations in feedbacks.

3.3 3D Visualization for Reputation Representation

Visualization is used to present reputation results of users. Traditional reputation mech-
anisms use visualization of 2D objects such as a simple rating score or characteristics
descriptions in the form of text or 2D pictures, which is far from being effective and
provides only limited information. We apply a 3D visualization approach, aiming at
presenting a rich set of reputation related information in an appealing and natural way.
In this way, users will be assisted to make more informed decisions and their trust in the
reputation mechanism will be increased. 3D visualization to present reputation should
follow some general principles and visualization requirement [23]. First, it should sup-
port users to achieve self-efficacy. Each user has an attractive reputation model, which
can be built and enhanced further with the growing reputation. The growing process
should be dynamic and be expressed in real time with the assistance of the time di-
mension. Secondly, the reputation of users should be easily recognized that there is a
common criteria for reputation comparison. Thirdly, the visualization should support
micro and macro reading. It refers to that user’s overall reputation value can be eas-
ily identified. The details of user’s reputation, such as reputation of specific product
category or characteristics, should be displayed clearly.
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3.4 Decision Making

Since a large number of sellers provide many similar products, it may take a lot of time
for buyers to browse and search for the most suitable sellers. Our reputation mechanism
will provide recommendations to buyers according to the computed reputation of sellers
as well as buyers’ preferences. For example, some risk-taking buyers may prefer low
price of products and be willing to accept doing business with relatively low reputation
of sellers. Some other buyers may care more about sellers’ reputation.

4 User Study

In this section, we present a user study on comparing our proposed reputation mecha-
nism with traditional reputation mechanisms in the same environment of 3D e-commerce.
Since reputation computation and decision making are invisible to users, our study is
concentrated on the feedback provision and reputation representation components.

4.1 Design of the Study

The comparison was based on two criterions. One is called “institutional trust” referring
to user’s trust in the mechanism, while the other is called “interpersonal trust” referring
to user’s trust in other users with the existence of reputation mechanisms. We measure
the two kinds of trust by the framework of general trust - benevolence, competence,
integrity and predictability [24]. Based on this guidance, a questionnaire survey is con-
ducted. Figure 4 presents the overall structure of the questionnaire.

Questionnaire

Design

Part I:

Context

description

Part II:

Questions

Q1-Q2:

User’s Background

Q3:

Preference of 3D e-
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General
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Q12:

Integrity

Q13:

Predictability

Q4:

General

Q5:

Benevolence

Q6:

Competence

Q7:

Integrity

Q8:

Predictability

Fig. 4. Questionnaire Design for Data Collection

The questionnaire is divided into two main parts: context description part, which
provides users the detailed description of our reputation mechanism and traditional rep-
utation mechanism within 3D e-commerce environments; and questions part, consisting
of 13 questions in total. In the context description, participants are presented with a set
of images about what they will experience in the 3D e-commerce environment with our
proposed reputation mechanism and that with the traditional reputation mechanisms.
Besides, one researcher is responsible for the Q&A part in the process of questionnaire
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filling. Regarding the questions, Q1 and Q2 ask for the information of participant’s
background, including gender, age, nationality, current residency and online shopping
background; Q3 aims to study user’s preferences on 3D e-commerce versus 2D e-
commerce; Q4-Q8 focus on studying user’s trust on reputation mechanisms, referring to
general trust, benevolence, competence, integrity and predictability of reputation mech-
anism respectively. Some examples are “Do you agree that compared with traditional
reputation mechanisms, the proposed reputation mechanism provides you with more
confidence in believing that 3D e-commerce is well-organized and the stores are benev-
olent to their customers?” and “Do you agree that the proposed reputation mechanism
performs better in reducing fraud behaviors than traditional reputation mechanisms?”;
Q9-Q13 try to explore user’s trust in other users with the reputation mechanisms, and
the structure is similar to Q4-Q8. The answers for each question can be chosen from
the following five levels: “5-Totally agree”, “4-Partially agree”, “3-Neither Agree nor
Disagree”, “2-Partially disagree” and “1-Totally disagree”.

A total of 40 subjects with the average age of 24 years old participated in the study.
They were selected based on the stratified random sampling methods with respect to
their gender and current residency. 21 of them are males. 21 of them are currently liv-
ing in Asia, and 19 of them in America. Besides, all of them are experienced Internet
users, but only 14 of them are within technology background, while 26 of them with the
background of social science, management or related. 38 of them have purchased prod-
ucts online at least once a year, while 30 of them at least twice a year. The e-commerce
systems they went shopping most often are Taobao (www.taobao.com), Amazon and
eBay. One point should be emphasized here is that since the 3D E-Commerce per se is
quite revolutionary, this study mainly focuses on the young generation mostly within
the age of 22 years old to 26 years old, who are believed to be the major participants
of 3D e-Commerce. The basic statistical information about the participants is summa-
rized in Table 1 and 2. In addition, 26 (65%) of participants preferred 3D e-commerce
over 2D e-commerce, while only 5 of them are willing to stay at 2D e-commerce sites,
and 9 of them hold neutral attitude towards the preference of 3D e-commerce and 2D
e-commerce.

Table 1. Statistical Information about the Participants I

Gender Nationality Current Residency Often Shopping Site
Male Female Asian American Asia America Taobao Amazon+eBay Others

Counts 19 21 24 16 21 19 16 17 7
Percents 47.5% 52.5% 60% 40% 52.5% 47.5% 40% 42.5% 17.5%

Table 2. Statistical Information about the Participants II

Technology Background Age Diversity Attitude of 3D E-Commerce
Yes No 18-21 22-23 24 25-26 27 Positive Neutral Negative

Counts 14 26 3 14 11 11 1 26 9 5
Percents 35% 65% 7.5% 35% 27.5% 26.5% 2.5% 65% 22.5% 12.5%
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4.2 Data Analysis and Discussion

According to the trust framework of McKnight and Chervany [24], a good reputa-
tion mechanism promoting high trust of users should also assure users’ beliefs such
as benevolence, competence, integrity and predictability towards the reputation mech-
anism. Accordingly, a high degree of one perspective of the trust framework should
also indicate a high degree of other perspectives. Based on these criterion and the col-
lected data, we compute the pairwise correlation between trust and its four perspectives
- benevolence, competence, integrity and predictability. Firstly, trust value of each par-
ticipant is computed as the average value of Q4 and Q9. In the similar way, benevolence,
competence, integrity and predictability values of each participant are computed accord-
ing to participants’ answers to Q5 and Q10, Q6 and Q11, Q7 and Q12, and Q8 and Q13
respectively. Each value is referred to participant’s preference of our proposed reputa-
tion mechanism over traditional mechanisms. Then, the correlation analysis among each
factor is conducted (See Table 3). By viewing the coefficient values, we find that trust is
relatively highly correlated with each perspective (coefficients are all around 0.7000),
especially for the correlation between trust and predictability (0.7449), indicating that
people believe that 3D e-commerce with our proposed reputation mechanism would be
competitive in the e-commerce market compared with that with the traditional reputa-
tion mechanisms. Additionally, the four perspectives are also relatively highly corre-
lated with each other, which confirms that the trust framework in [24] can be applied to
reputation mechanisms in 3D e-commerce.

In order to comprehensively compare our proposed reputation mechanism with tra-
ditional reputation mechanisms, we explore these 40 participants’ evaluation towards
the four perspectives of trust typology with respect to both their trust in the reputation
mechanism (Institutional trust) and their trust in other users (Interpersonal trust). For
Q4-Q13, the answers of “Totally Agree” or “Partially Agree” is treated as positive eval-
uation of our proposed reputation mechanism, “Neither Agree nor Disagree” as neutral
evaluation, and “Partially Disagree” or “Totally Disagree” as negative evaluation. Ta-
ble 4 presents the participants’ specific evaluations (positive, neutral or negative) of
each perspective concerned with each kind of trust regarding our reputation mechanism
compared to those of conventional reputation mechanisms.

Table 3. Correlation between Trust related Variables

Variables Trust Benevolence Competence Integrity Predictability
Trust 1.0000

Benevolence 0.6970 1.0000
Competence 0.6950 0.5939 1.0000

Integrity 0.6985 0.7279 0.6241 1.0000
Predictability 0.7449 0.7494 0.6441 0.6197 1.0000

User’s Trust in the Mechanism According to the results in Table 4, to sum up, most
(72.5%) of the participants showed stronger (institutional) trust in 3D e-commerce with
our reputation mechanism than that with the traditional reputation mechanisms. In most
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of the participants’ belief, our proposed reputation mechanism performs better in reduc-
ing fraud behavior (competence), provides them more confidence to believe in the 3D
e-commerce (benevolence), and 3D e-commerce with our proposed reputation mecha-
nism has greater possibility to achieve success (predictability) in the fierce competition.

Table 4. User Evaluation of our Reputation Mechanism over Traditional Reputation Mechanisms

Dimension
Positive Neutral Negative

Counts Percents Counts Percents Counts Percents

User’s trust in
the mechanism

General 29 72.5% 3 7.5% 8 20%
Benevolence 24 60% 8 20% 8 20%
Competence 27 67.5% 10 25% 3 7.5%

Integrity 17 42.5% 11 27.5% 12 30%
Predictability 23 57.5% 8 20% 9 22.5%

User’s trust in
other users

General 23 57.5% 8 20% 9 22.5%
Benevolence 20 50% 7 17.5% 13 32.5%
Competence 25 62.5% 6 15% 9 22.5%

Integrity 16 40% 12 30% 12 30%
Predictability 27 67.5% 8 20% 5 12.5%

User’s Trust in Other Users For the interpersonal trust, compared to traditional repu-
tation mechanisms, users mostly hold a positive attitude towards our reputation mech-
anism. They are more confident that other users in our reputation mechanism are more
trustworthiness (57.5%), while sellers would not only care more about buyers (50%)
and more likely meet the quality requirement of the products as expected (62.5%), but
also be more consistent with their behavior (67.5%) over time.

What should be noted is the integrity perspective both for institutional trust and in-
terpersonal trust. Integrity refers to that sellers always provide high quality products
and buyers always give truthful feedbacks. The integrity values of this study, although
still positive, are relatively smaller (42.5% and 40%) compared to others, partly indicat-
ing that users worry about online shopping. Through interviewing the participants who
expressed negative or neutral attitude towards our reputation mechanism, we found that
they were just reluctant to use 3D e-commerce based on the technology limitations, but
had less concern about reputation mechanisms.

Cultural Differences In addition, based on the user evaluation, the cultural differ-
ences between subjects living in Asia (mostly living in Singapore) and subjects living
in America was also evaluated and the result was shown in Table 5. It demonstrates that,
on the whole, both of them prefer our proposed reputation mechanism over traditional
reputation mechanism, regarding the positive percents and negative percents. However,
it should also be noticed that People living in Asia generally hold much more confi-
dent of our proposed reputation mechanism than people living in America. This can
be explained that virtual reality has been greatly developed in Singapore and has many
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Table 5. Comparison of People’s Attitude towards our Reputation Mechanism over Traditional
Reputation Mechanisms in Asia and America

Dimension
Positive Neutral Negative

Asia America Asia America Asia America

User’s trust in
the mechanism

General 90.4% 52.6% 0% 15.8% 9.5% 31.6%
Benevolence 76.2% 42.1% 14.3% 26.3% 9.5% 31.6%
Competence 76.2% 57.9% 14.3% 36.8% 9.5% 5.3%

Integrity 61.2% 21.1% 19% 36.8% 19% 42.1%
Predictability 57.1% 57.9% 23.8% 15.8% 19% 26.3%

User’s trust in
other users

General 66.7% 47.4% 23.8% 15.8% 9.5% 36.8%
Benevolence 57.1% 42.1% 19% 15.8% 23.8% 42.1%
Competence 76.2% 47.4% 14.3% 15.8% 14.35% 31.6%

Integrity 42.8% 36.8% 33.3% 26.3% 23.8% 36.8%
Predictability 85.7% 47.4% 9.5% 31.6% 4.8% 21.1%

realistic applications, such as Virtual Singapore1 and 3D Virtual World for 2010 Youth
Olympic Games2, while for America, it already has profound and mature development
of traditional e-commerce websites, such as Ebay and Amazon, and the applications
of 3D virtual world is relatively weak compared to those in European and some Asian
countries. More cultures diversity, especially the attitude of people living in European,
should be included in the further research.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a reputation mechanism for 3D e-commerce by systematically
studying the four steps of constructing reputation mechanisms, namely, feedback pro-
vision, reputation computation, reputation representation and decision making. We in-
corporate novel elements of 3D technology and virtual reality into these main steps.
For feedback provision, a five-sense orientated approach is applied to provide buyers’
feedbacks of products they have purchased in the form of five human senses simu-
lated by virtual reality. For reputation computation, a multi-dimensional trust model
and a stereotype-based approach may be applied to compute the reputation of sellers.
3D visualization is used to present computed reputation values. The proposed reputa-
tion mechanism can also effectively help users make purchase decisions. A user study
is conducted to compare our mechanism with traditional reputation mechanisms in 3D
e-commerce environments. The questionnaire survey with a stratified sampling method
mainly focuses on user’s trust in the mechanism (institutional trust) and user’s trust in
other users (interpersonal trust) respectively based on the four perspectives of trust ty-
pology - benevolence, competence, integrity and predictability. The findings illustrate
that: (a) users prefer shopping in 3D e-commerce with our proposed reputation mech-
anism over that with traditional reputation mechanisms; (b) compared with traditional

1 http://www.singaporevr.com/
2 http://www.singapore2010odyssey.sg/
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reputation mechanisms, our reputation mechanism can not only effectively ensure user’s
trust in the mechanism, but also greatly promote user’s trust in other users.

Our current work represents an important initial step for confirming the necessity
and value of our proposed reputation mechanism. For future work, we will first develop
a concrete reputation computation method for our reputation mechanism and implement
a 3D visualization scheme for reputation representation. A prototype of our reputation
mechanism will be built to further study user’s responses to 3D e-commerce with our
proposed reputation mechanism, and more comprehensive user study, considering age
diversity, shopping background and cultural differences, will be conducted.
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Abstract. We outline some principal features of Ingmar Pörns modal-
logical characterisation of some types of emotions, and indicate how that
highly systematic approach might be applied to the analysis of trust
and shame. We then suggest ways in which this approach might provide
points of departure for further work: comparing the logical taxonomy
with psychophysiological taxonomies; investigating responses, such as
forgiveness, to the violation of trust; and how this logical taxonomy can
be used as a platform for a cognitive agent architecture.
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1 Introduction

We are interested in the question of whether some fundamental components
might be identified, in terms of which a formal classifcation of types of emotions
might be constructed. We explain, in Section 2 our reasons for thinking that
a positive answer to that question can be given, and offer some conjectures
regarding the analysis of trust and shame. Section 3 indicates some lines of
further inquiry to which this formal taxonomy might be applied: comparing the
logical taxonomy with psychophysiological taxonomies; investigating responses,
such as forgiveness, to the violation of trust; and how this logical taxonomy can
be used as a platform for a cognitive agent architecture.

2 A Formal Characterisation of Emotion

In a little known paper, published in 1986 [1], Ingmar Pörn outlined a formal-
logical characterisation of some types of emotions. A key premise in his approach
was that each emotion exhibits what he called double intentionality. For instance,
if x hopes that the train arrived late, x “. . .wishes it to be the case that the train
arrived late and he believes that it is possible that it did” (op. cit., p. 205). The
emotion is of type hope, and the object of the emotion, in this example, is the
state of affairs that the train arrived late; the double intentionality pertains to
what x wishes and what x believes – respectively the volitional and epistemic
aspects of the intentionality. Pörn sought to define a set of primary or atomic
emotional types in terms of their respective volitional and epistemic components.
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2.1 The Epistemic Component

In regard to the epistemic aspect Pörn made the further assumption that the key
notion was that of certainty. He observed that such emotions as hope, fear and
anxiety seem to be incompatible with certainty, whereas some other emotions –
he here mentions regret, despair, anger and shame – seem to require it. Adopting
the idea that ‘x is certain that p’ may be interpreted as ‘x believes that he knows
that p’, he represented ‘x is certain that p’ as the modal-logical expression BxKxp
simplifying this to BKp on the assumption that we consider one and the same
individual in both subscript positions.

Following Pörn, we may now apply the kinds of basic moves employed in the
theory of normative positions (see, e.g., [2]) in order to generate the set of atomic
epistemic (certainty) positions. We here assume that the belief and knowledge
modalities are both normal, and that their logic is at least that of the modal
systems KD and KT, respectively, in the Chellas classification [3].

First take the four positive expressions BKp, BK¬p, B¬Kp, and B¬K¬p,
and then the corresponding negative expressions ¬BKp, ¬BK¬p, ¬B¬Kp, and
¬B¬K¬p. These eight expressions can obviously be arranged as four truth-
functional tautologies, as follows:

T1. BKp ∨ ¬BKp

T2. BK¬p ∨ ¬BK¬p
T3. B¬Kp ∨ ¬B¬Kp

T4. B¬K¬p ∨ ¬B¬K¬p

There are 16 ways of selecting precisely one disjunct from each of T1. −T4., to
form a conjunction of four conjuncts. Of these 16 conjunctions just 6 are logically
consistent, given the logical properties adopted for the two modal operators.
These are listed by Pörn (op. cit., p.208) as the ‘atomic epistemic positions’:

EP1. BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ B¬K¬p
EP2. ¬BKp ∧ B¬Kp ∧ BK¬p ∧ ¬B¬K¬p
EP3. ¬BKp ∧ B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ B¬K¬p
EP4. ¬BKp ∧ B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ ¬B¬K¬p
EP5. ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ B¬K¬p
EP6. ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ ¬B¬K¬p

These 6 positions are mutually exclusive, and their disjunction is a logical
truth. Thus, precisely one of EP1.− EP6. must hold for any given proposition
p.

Pörn describes EP6. as the epistemic null-position, and doubts whether it is
the characteristic epistemic position of any emotion, “. . .since in this position
the subject has no belief at all concerning p” (op. cit., p.208). (However, he
explicitly notes that the epistemic null-position might itself be the object of some
emotion; we might for instance imagine a situation in which someone regrets
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having no beliefs about p, in which case he would have an epistemic position of
type certainty with respect to the fact that he has no beliefs about p.)

Each of the remaining 5 conjunctions may be simplified by removing those
conjuncts that are themselves logically implied by one or more other conjunct.
The result is the following list of simplified atomic epistemic positions:

SEP1. BKp

SEP2. BK¬p
SEP3. B¬Kp ∧ B¬K¬p
SEP4. B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ ¬B¬K¬p
SEP5. B¬K¬p ∧ ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp

2.2 The Volitional Component

In his paper, Pörn does not offer a modal-logical representation of the volitional
component, but it seems clear from what he does say that he has in mind a
desire/wish propositional modal operator of type KD, since he identifies three
distinct volitional positions that correspond exactly to the three elementary nor-
mative positions of Standard Deontic Logic (which is also a modal-logical system
of type KD – see [2]). These three positions are, respectively: a desire that p, a
desire that ¬p, and the ‘indifference’ position in which there is neither a desire
that p nor a desire that ¬p. Introducing an operator, call it D, we get:

V OL1. Dp

V OL2. D¬p
V OL3. ¬Dp ∧ ¬D¬p

As for the epistemic null-position, Pörn doubts the relevance of the volitional
indifference position to the analysis of emotions. “Do we not require of every
emotion that it exhibits a genuine will – in addition to a non-empty epistemic
attitude?” (op. cit., p.208). (However, he would no doubt agree that indifference
might itself be the object of some emotion: consider, as a possible candidate,
being ashamed of one’s indifference.)

Pörn next proceeds to bring together the 5 epistemic and 2 volitional com-
ponents to generate a set of 10 atomic emotional types, which we may represent
by conjoining Dp and D¬p, respectively, to each of SEP1.− SEP5. As before,
we omit the subscripts to the modal operators and assume, in the following list,
that the epistemic and volitional positions are those of the same individual:

EM1. BKp ∧ Dp

EM2. BKp ∧ D¬p
EM3. BK¬p ∧ Dp

EM4. BK¬p ∧ D¬p
EM5. B¬Kp ∧ B¬K¬p ∧ Dp
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EM6. B¬Kp ∧ B¬K¬p ∧ D¬p
EM7. B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ ¬B¬K¬p ∧ Dp

EM8. B¬Kp ∧ ¬BK¬p ∧ ¬B¬K¬p ∧ D¬p
EM9. B¬K¬p ∧ ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp ∧ Dp

EM10. B¬K¬p ∧ ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp ∧ D¬p

The emotional types represented by EM2. and EM3. are both species of
regret (Pörn calls them despair) since, in both cases, x is certain that what is
the case is the opposite of that which he desires. By contrast, EM1. and EM4.
both represent situations in which what x takes to be certain matches what he
desires. Pörn used the term security in connection with these two types, and we
shall return to them below in a discussion of trust. EM5. and EM6., represent
anxiety, since x believes that, for all he knows, p might be the case and that,
for all he knows, p might not be the case – and in the one case he desires p, in
the other ¬p. Positions EM8. and EM9. may be understood to represent hope:
although x is not certain that that which he desires is the case, he nevertheless
believes that the realisation of his desire is compatible with all that he knows.
Parallel considerations would lead one to interpret positions EM7. and EM10.
as species of fear.

2.3 Complex Emotions: Trust and Shame

Pörn discusses a number of ways in which these atomic types can provide a
basis for articulating the structure of other emotions. As hinted above, one of
these ways involves restricting the object of the emotion, represented by p in the
formulae above, to particular types of states of affairs.

Let us try to illustrate the applicability of this idea by considering the central
proposal in [4] concerning the characterisation of trust. Jones proposed that
the object or content of an attitude of trust consisted of two elements: first,
that there existed a rule – for instance, a norm placing some agent under an
obligation; and secondly that the rule would be complied with – for the case
just mentioned, the compliance would come in the form of the fulfilment of
the agent’s obligation. In Jones’ account the truster’s attitude was represented
simply as belief, rather than certainty of the type expressed by BK; accordingly,
the truster was characterised in terms of his rule-belief and his conformity-belief.
Now, suppose that in SEP1. − SEP5., above, the proposition p describes the
state of affairs that there exists a rule and that that rule is complied with. Three
of positions SEP1.−SEP5. are compatible with the truth of Bp: SEP1. logically
implies Bp, because the belief operator is closed under logical consequence and
Kp logically implies p; Bp can also be consistently added as a conjunct to SEP3.,
and if it is the resulting conjunction can be simplified to Bp ∧ B¬Kp; finally,
Bp can be consistently added as a conjunct to SEP5., and if it is the resulting
conjunction can again be simplified, this time to Bp ∧ ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp. So
then, these considerations would suggest three mutually exclusive candidates for
the epistemic/doxastic component of trust, where the proposition p is given the
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specific, restricted interpretation indicated above:

E/DTRUST1. BKp

E/DTRUST2. Bp ∧ B¬Kp

E/DTRUST3. Bp ∧ ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp

Is trust an emotion? If so, on Pörn’s view it cannot be characterised in terms
of an epistemic component alone. So let us now turn attention to the question
of whether trust might also be said to contain a volitional aspect.

In section 5 of [4] it was noted that one could make perfectly good sense of
the idea that an agent x had beliefs to the effect that a rule held, and would
be complied with, even though x did not care about whether there would be
compliance with the rule, and perhaps remained indifferent to the existence of
the rule itself. For instance, x believes that Norwegian bureaucrats are under
an obligation to collect subsidies from cod fishermen, and believes that they
will fulfil that obligation, but has no desires either way about this object of his
trusting attitude. It was also noted, however, that this is a somewhat eccentric
scenario, in as much as the contexts in which we are primarily concerned with
matters of trust are those in which compliance matters to the truster; x perhaps
stands to lose if compliance is not forthcoming, and it is in part because we most
commonly associate trust with situations in which the truster is not indifferent
that we tend to link trust closely with risk. One is inclined to say, in the spirit of
Pörn, that when trusting beliefs are combined with indifference, then the truster
lacks involvement, lacks engagement. . . there is no emotional edge to his trust.
So then we might conjoin each of E/DTRUST1 . − EDTRUST3. with Dp, to
arrive at three candidates for representing trust as a type of emotion:

EMTRUST1. BKp ∧ Dp

EMTRUST2. Bp ∧ B¬Kp ∧ Dp

EMTRUST3. Bp ∧ ¬BKp ∧ ¬B¬Kp ∧ Dp

(Incidentally, were we to conjoin them instead with D¬p, then we would have
structures close, it seems, to Castelfranchi and Falcone’s notion of ‘aversive trust’
– see section 4 of [5].)

It is interesting to observe here that this way of viewing trust helps to place
it more clearly in relation to its near neighbour hope. For while it may well be
agreed that EMTRUST1. does fit intuitively with the concept of trust (remem-
ber that the proposition p has been given a specific interpretation concerning
rule-existence and compliance, as indicated above), it might well be suggested
that EMTRUST2., given the uncertainty expressed by its second conjunct, is
more akin to hope, with EMTRUST3. perhaps exhibiting a ‘strength’ that falls
somewhere between trust and hope.

In our opinion, what we have here is a good example of the analytical value
of these formal tools, which perhaps also brings out the futility of trying to
‘force’ the vague notion of trust into one particular mould. The analytical tools
enable us to articulate the spectrum of concepts to which phenomena of type
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trust belong. No single point on that spectrum tells the whole story about trust.
But when we have a clear, preferably formal-logical model of that spectrum
we can, in designing particular systems for particular applications, identify the
points on the spectrum of most relevance to the requirements specifying the
task at hand. (We say “preferably formal-logical model” because of the obvious
advantages such models bring in terms of testing for consistency and for relations
of implication.)

As a second illustration of the expressive power of this formal framework,
we turn attention to aspects of the concept of being ashamed. Pörn indicated
that a second way in which other emotional types could be generated from the
atomic types was by taking emotions as themselves the objects of emotions. We
illustrate this possibility by offering an analysis of one interpretation of shame.
(We are not here suggesting that Pörn himself would choose to analyse shame
in just the same way.)

The key idea is to understand shame with respect to one’s action, or failure to
act, as regret that some other party regrets that action/failure to act. Suppose,
first, that y regrets that x has not done q. The object of the emotion may be
represented by ¬Exq, where Ex is a relativised modal action operator of, for
instance, the type employed and defined in [2]. y’s regret that x has not done q
may be understood as y’s certainty that x has not done q coupled with y’s desire
that x has done q:

(REG1) ByKy¬Exq ∧ DyExq

We now suggest that x is ashamed, vis-à-vis y, that he (x) has not done q if
(REG1) is itself the object of an emotional state of type regret on the part of x:

(ASH1) BxKx(ByKy¬Exq ∧ DyExq) ∧ Dx¬(ByKy¬Exq ∧ DyExq)

A further instance of this type of shame would be one in which it is not only
the case that x fails to do q, but also the case that x was under an obligation
to do q: i.e., x’s shame vis-à-vis y that he (x) has violated an obligation. We
could formally articulate this type of case if we further enrich the modal-logical
language by introducing a directive normative modality – in contrast to an eval-
uative normative modality, of which the desire modality is an example. (On the
distinction between evaluative and directive normative modalities see [6]. Pörn
attributed articulation of this distinction to Kanger.)

3 Points of Departure

In this section, we indicate how the formal characterisation of the previous sec-
tion offers a common platform for three points of departure for further work.
Firstly, we consider an investigation of how this modal-logical taxonomy of emo-
tional types compares to psychophysiological taxonomies. Secondly, we consider
the relation between the modal-logical taxonomy, the understanding of trust it
offers, and its relation to the concept of forgiveness. Thirdly, we consider an in-
vestigation into how this systematic, modal-logical characterisation of emotional
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types might provide a ‘middle-layer’ for enhancing previous work in principled
operationalisation of the classification, to support multi-agent systems engineer-
ing.

To begin with, though, we briefly articulate our methodology to clarify the
role of this kind of formal analysis and its contribution to specifying and imple-
menting cognitive agent architectures.

3.1 Cognitive Agent Architectures

Methodologically, a standard practice in intelligent agents research and agent-
based social simulation is to study a formal theory, formalise it in some logic,
process or architecture, and then operationalise it in a computational imple-
mentation. This process has been apparent in much research aiming to develop
cognitive agent architectures, i.e. a precise specification and implementation of
a software agent capable of performing cognitive reasoning with socio-cognitive
concepts and relations.

Relevant examples include: (1) the study of Dennett’s intentional stance [7],
its formalisation in modal logic [8], and its operationalisation in agent program-
ming environments such as Jason [9]; (2) the study of Searle’s speech act theory
[10], its formal characterisation in terms of mental states (e.g. FIPA-ACL), and
its operationalisation in (supposedly) FIPA-compliant agents; and (3) the study
of Searle’s speech act theory (op. cit.), its formal characterisation as institu-
tional power, ‘counts-as’ and constitutive norms [11], and its operationalisation
in different action languages [12].

Our point here is to emphasise the role of the formal characterisation, which
is three-fold. The first is to bring conceptual clarity and precision to the un-
derlying theory, which is often couched in natural language; the second is to
provide sufficient abstraction and a ‘toolbox’ to explore ‘joins’ between theo-
ries; and the third is to provide a platform for the operationalisation. Therefore
the formal-logical characterisation is not necessarily expected to provide direct
computational support, but it is expected to be a calculus of some sort, i.e.
any system of calculation or computation based on symbolic representation and
manipulation.

One can see by the formal ‘moves’ made in the previous section that the
modal-logical language is fulfilling this calculus requirement. In the following
sub-sections, we indicate its role in relation to psycho-physical taxonomies of
emotion, psychological theories of forgiveness, and agent architectures.

3.2 Psychophysiological Classifications of Emotion

It has been well-recognised that emotions play a critical role in cognitive pro-
cesses in humans: therefore there is interest in being able to identify and classify
affective states. For example, a cross-cultural study [13] of facial recognition
identified six basic emotions: anger, fear, disgust, surprise, happiness and sad-
ness (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Emotions displayed by facial recognition

Subsequently one of the most influential theories of emotion is the psychoevo-
lutionary model of Plutchik [14]. Plutchik argued that emotions offered an evo-
lutionary advantage in either reproduction or survival, and held that there were
eight of these in four bi-polar pairs: joy versus sadness; anger versus fear; trust
versus disgust; and surprise versus anticipation. Figure 2 represents Plutchik’s
conical model, indicating the pairs, the different intensities, and mixtures which
produce different emotions.

One of the ideas of affective computing [15] is that physiological signals are an
indicator of psychological (emotive) state; and that signal processing techniques
can be used, in conjunction with a theory of emotion, to infer that emotional
state from recorded signals. Experiments have shown that it is possible to identify
a change of a physiological measure (galvanic skin response) associated with a
change of affective state. Therefore it is possible to ground a natural language
label with both a facial display and a physical signal. This suggests that emotions
have a definite ontological status (unlike, say, phonemes, which were revealed not
to be associated with an event in an acoustic waveform) and can therefore be
categorised with a formal representation.

We conjecture here that it is possible to ground the psycho-physiological
taxonomy of Plutchik in the formal characterisation of Pörn, though this is a
matter for further research. However, we can make the following two preliminary
observations.

Firstly, it is useful to observe where the psychophysiological taxonomy of
Plutchik and the modal-logical taxonomy of Pörn do, and do not align. For
example, the atomic emotional types of Pörn were security, despair (regret),
anxiety, hope and fear. On the grounds that ‘the world’ is, and is not, the way
the agent wants it, security and despair seem to correspond to joy and sadness;
hope to anticipation, and fear to fear. The two flavours of anxiety appear to
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Fig. 2. Plutchik’s Conic Model of Emotion

correspond to interest1 and apprehension, i.e. the weaker (in intensity) versions of
Plutchik’s anticipation and fear (which leads to the speculation that the emotive
intensity can be correlated with the epistemological strength, but this is for
further work). Finally, the atomic emotions of Plutchik, trust and disgust, seem
to correspond to complex emotion types of Pörn, as constructed here, namely
EMTRUST1.− EMTRUST3., and ASH −REG1, respectively.

Secondly, the key intuition of Pörn, that there are some emotions that are
compatible with certainty, and some which are not, is consistent with the bi-
polar distinctions of Plutchik, in that surprise and anger require certainty, while
fear, and anticipation are incompatible with it. However, joy and sadness both
seem to require certainty; while the other bi-polar pair, trust and disgust, exhibit
a range of positions both compatible and incompatible with certainty.

We believe that there is rich ground to be explored here, but the key point
we wish to emphasise in this workshop paper is that an exercise of this sort can
be beneficial in both directions, in that it may lead to re-appraisal of either the
psychophysiological theory, or the formal characterisation.

1 A better term would be engagement: the agent is concerned with or has an interest
in some p, but not unduly bothered.
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3.3 Forgiveness

To characterise an attitude of trust, as we suggested above, the trustor should
hold hold two beliefs [4]: that there is a rule, and that someone else’s behaviour
will conform to that rule. To characterise a decision to trust, the trustor should
make a computation: what is the probability that someone’s behaviour will con-
form to that rule, and what is benefit/cost if someone’s behaviour does/does
not conform to that rule [16]. This varies according to context, and so the trust
decision ranges from strong trust, as characterised by EMTRUST1., which is a
kind of a short-cut to offset the more ‘expensive’ computation required for the
weaker trust assessmenta as characterised by EMTRUST2.− EMTRUST3.

For there to be a any kind of trust decision, there has to be (objectively) a
finite probability of error: if As a result, in either strong or weak trust, there is
always a possibility that the decision may be wrong; and an essential element of
trust, often overlooked, is what to do when the trust decision goes wrong.

In [17, 18], a forgiveness mechanism was proposed for decision-making about
violation of norms. This was not based on reputation, which is a quantitative
punishment mechanism, but instead on forgiveness. This is a qualitative repair
mechanism, known from psychological studies to stimulate voluntary acts of rec-
ompense, reduce a negative predisposition towards an offender, and accentuate
a positive motivation for self-repair.

The forgiveness framework defined in [17] comprises eleven constituent signals
(severity, frequency and intent of the offence; apology or reparation; utility and
frequency of beneficial relationship; and familiarity, similarity, and shame or
embarrassment) underlying the four positive motivations relating to the nature
of the offence, remedial action, historical record and empathic relationship. This
was implemented using a fuzzy inference system (FIS) which used fuzzy rules
to compute a fuzzy value for each of the four positive motivations from the
respective signals, which were themselves combined by a fifth FIS to output a
forgiveness decision (see Fig. 3; note that equal weight (1/4, or 25%), is given
to each positive motivation, but different relative strengths can also be used).

��
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��
��
FIS3

��
��
FIS4

��
��
FIS5

Offence severity
Offence frequency
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(25%)
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(25%)

Empathy

(25%)

FIS1
Forgiveness
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-
-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-
-

-

-

-

-

-

Fig. 3. Forgiveness framework
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We can now see how the nuanced analysis of a ‘spectrum’ of trust attitudes
EMTRUST1. − EMTRUST3. could be inputs for the forgiveness decision. For
example, for the offending party, the ‘strength’ of the trust would correlate with
the perceived seriousness of the breach (of trust). That, taken together with any
feelings of regret (REG1), based on one’s self-evaluation, plus a feeling of shame
(ASH), based on one’s self-evaluation of oneself as seen by others, may be what
triggers an apologies or other actions of repair, as well as involuntary reflex ac-
tions such as blushing. These are inputs to the forgiveness model of the offended
party (apology or action of reversal signals for FIS3, and visible acknowledgment
signal for FIS5), while the similarity signal could use the same modal-logical rea-
soning (“well, if it were me. . .”). This correlation illustrates a point emphasised
in [19], who observes that emotions contain an element of cognitive appraisal
which drives a system towards a homeostatic equilibrium (where ‘system’ in this
case, comprises two independent but inter-connected components, the offending
and the offended parties, and the equilibrium is measured by the ‘strength’ of
their emotions).

3.4 Principled Operationalisation

In section 3.2, we ‘looked back’, as it were, to the relation of the formal-logical
characterisation to a psychophysiological theory; in the previous section, we
looked at how the formal characterisation related to other theories at the same
level of abstraction, i.e. a formal-logical characterisation (in fuzzy logic) of a psy-
chological theory of forgiveness. The final direction is to ‘look forward’, towards
implementation in intelligent agents and multi-agent systems. At this point,
though, we can only mention a programme or work in which we also intend to
relate the formal taxonomy to the approach of Digital Blush [20], which tried to
encapsulate the cognitive appraisal identified by Castelfranchi [21] in an opera-
tional specification of action and agency; and the anticipatory agent architecture
of [22] which integrates a model of intention-prediction from robotics [23] with
affective appraisal of expectations [19].

We also mention this point because we see this programme of work as a
further illustration of the importance of a distinct methodological strategy based
on Steels’ Synthetic Method [24, 16] – i.e. understanding a clear separation of
theory, formal characterisation and principled operationalisation, particularly in
the context of inter-disciplinary research of this kind.

We also offer the conjecture that the systematic formal characterisation of
emotional types will provide a richer and more stable platform for characterising
the spectrum of trust and forgiveness decisions than the constrained specification
language of [25], and for the development of cognitive agent architectures than
the types of formalism employed in, for example, [26] and [27].

4 Conclusions

This paper has offered a preliminary report on work in progress, in which we
have outlined some principal features of Pörns modal-logical characterisation
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of some types of emotions, and indicated how that highly systematic approach
might be applied to the analysis of trust and shame. We also identified some
points of departure for further work: a detailed and systematic comparison of
the formal-logical taxonomy of emotions with psychophysiological taxonomies;
investigating responses, such as forgiveness, to the violation of trust and the
‘feeling’ of shame; and a possible development plan for an affective/cognitive
agent architecture.

Much remains to be done, including development and discussion of the fol-
lowing four topics. Firstly, we have given only an initial indication of how the
formal-logical theory, combining epistemic/doxastic and volitional modalities,
might be applied to the representation of types of emotions. In particular, much
remains to be said about the characterisation of such complex emotions as shame,
embarrassment and regret, which exhibit subtleties of a kind that call for fur-
ther discussion. This will in turn raise the question of whether the modal-logical
language has sufficient expressive capacity as it stands; for instance, perhaps
shame requires incorporation of the notion of obligation, since in some instances
at least shame appears to involve a belief that one has violated an internalised
norm.

Secondly, we should explore the question of whether it is appropriate to rep-
resent the desire modality in terms of a normal modality, since perhaps use of a
normal modal logic will prevent adequate analysis of conflicts of desires. Simi-
larly as has often been observed the use of normal modalities for knowledge and
belief requires an agent to know/believe all of the logical consequences of what
it knows/believes. A switch to classical modalities and minimal-model semantics
might therefore be deemed necessary. We note that a change of this sort would
not require a revision of the method for generating the relevant classes of modal
positions, although of course the resulting classes will be different, depending as
they do on the specific logical properties assigned to the component modalities.

Thirdly, we frequently wish to talk of, for instance, levels of trust, and of
degrees of shame or embarrassment. Here we should explore the application of
graded modalities to capture the idea of strength of belief (degree of certainty),
and the notion of level of desire [28].

Fourthly and finally, it has been brought to our attention that some very
recent formal-logical work has interpreted such emotions as regret and disap-
pointment as counterfactual emotions. That work may well provide a further
line of development of the framework we have proposed in this paper [29, 30].
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Abstract. Representation of trust among agents as a network has become de 

jure in formal models of trust. Often, these networks are compiled directly for 

purposes of assessing trust, or assumed to be identical to a social network 

underlying the community. We show how a trust network can be generated 

from the graph union of three underlying structures: a social network of who 

knows about whom, a hierarchical task network describing the actions that 

define the scope of trust, and an assignment network linking the other two. This 

approach provides additional insight into key characteristics of trust relations, 

including scope, type, and process. While the graph union can become 

extremely large and difficult to search, swarming methods provide a tractable 

way to explore it for crucial features of the trust network that it generates.  

Keywords: trust network, social network, task network, HTN, generative 

models 

1 Introduction 

The literature on agent trust commonly represents trust as a network [11, 17], a 

directed graph �� � ��, ��� where � � 	
�� is a set of agents and ��⊂�  �; an edge 

from ai to aj means that ai has an estimate of its trust in aj. We say that there is a trust 

relation between ai and aj.
1 The structure of Gf is often taken as given, and the edges 

are adorned with a variety of features. One convenient ontology [2] includes 

• The scope of action for which the trustee is being trusted; 

• The type of trust, usually distinguishing functional trust (to do something) from 

referral trust (to recommend someone else to do something) [2, 15, 17, 31];2 

                                                           
1 The existence of a trust relation between Alice and Bob does not mean that “Alice trusts B.” 

Alice might in fact distust Bob. The level of trust is a characteristic of the trust relation, as 

discussed below, but the relation itself simply means that Alice and Bob stand in a relation in 

which it is meaningful to talk about whether or to what degree Alice trusts B. Alternatively, 

using Jøsang’s model of opinion space [16], what we call a trust relation is a link in a social 

network along which the uncertainty is less than 1. 
2 The f in Gf is for functional trust. The analogous referral trust network is �� � ��, ���. In 

Section 3.3, we will suggest that this distinction may be overdrawn. 
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• Some measure of the level of trust; and 

• The process that generates the trust. 

The thesis of this paper is that  

• Gf and Gr are not primitive, but generated from other more fundamental graph 

structures in the domain; 

• This perspective can refine and sharpen our notions of just what trust is; 

• Attending to these more fundamental structures and how they generate Gr can give 

useful insight into the characteristics associated with edges in Ef and Er. 

Section 2 identifies the primitive structures that generate of Gf and Gr, and defines 

Gf in terms of these structures. Section 3 shows how this definition can help 

characterize individual trust relations. Section 4 discusses how to deal with the 

complexity that this construction appears to impose. Section 5 concludes. 

2 Generating Trust Networks  

Trust networks are generated by the interplay of three more fundamental graphs: a 

social network, a task network, and an assignment network. We explore each of these 

in turn, and then consider how together they generate Gf. 

2.1 Three Fundamental Graphs 

A social network is a directed graph �� � ��, ��� where � � 	
�� is a set of agents 

and �� ⊂ �  � in which an edge from ai to aj means that ai knows about aj. We do 

not require Ea to be symmetric. The agents in Gf are also in Ga, and one can view the 

trust network as the social network with additional adornments on the edges. In fact, 

our Gf  will be a subgraph of Ga; ai cannot trust aj if ai does not know that aj exists. 

But one insight from our generative definition is that acquaintances in Ga need not 

participate in a trust relation. By distinguishing the underlying social fabric from the 

trust relationships that it generates, the characteristics of trust become less arbitrary. 

A task network is a directed acyclic graph �� � ��, ��� where � � 	��� is a set of 

tasks and �� ⊂ �  � in which an edge from ti to tj means that tj  is a subtask of ti. Gt 

is commonly called a hierarchical task network, or HTN [7]. More can be said about 

such a network [14, 20], including whether completion of a task requires that all or 

only some of its subtasks be completed and how the task sequence is constrained. 

Such enhancements can be applied to the generative program, but the simple HTN 

suffices to illustrate the approach.3 In engineered systems such as sensor networks or 

communication protocols, Gt often emerges directly from the system design. 

                                                           
3 Our construction generates trust relations only through subtask links. Sequence constraints 

can also generate trust relations: if Alice is responsible for a task, and Bob is responsible for 

something that must be completed before Alice’s task can start, Bob’s task is not a subtask 

of Alice’s, but it still makes sense to reason about the trust relation between Alice and Bob. 

Our approach is easily extended to include sequence-based trust relations.  
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An assignment network is a bigraph �� � �� � �, ��� where ��  ⊂ �  � in which 

an edge from ai to tj means that ai can be assigned tj. We should avoid two 

misunderstandings about an edge <ai, tj>. 1) It does not mean that ai is able to do tj. 

Trust is necessary because agents sometimes are not able to do all that they are 

expected to do by themselves, and must trust others to help them. 2) It does not mean 

that someone has assigned ai to do tj. Such an assignment might result from a trust 

relation, but before that relation can exist, the trustee must be thought relevant to the 

task for which she is trusted. One way to realize the assignment network is through 

the “external description” [6] that forms the basis for the widely used dependence 

network model of social interaction [27, 28]. An agent’s external description consists 

of the information about it that may be known by other agents, and in the dependence 

network model includes the actions that the agent is able to perform.4  

2.2 Generating the Functional Trust Network from the Fundamental Graphs 

Our generation of Gf  formalizes a pregnant comment in [33]: “If Alice trusts 

Bob…, then this means that Alice is putting part of her plans in Bob’s hands.” Other 

intuitions are possible; our point is not that this is the best characterization of trust, 

but that the generative approach can capture this characterization, and so should be 

considered for other characterizations as well. We focus on functional trust [2] 

(trusting somebody to do something, rather than to recommend another agent), but 

our construction has a contribution to make to referral trust as well. 

On this intuition, for Alice to have a trust relation with Bob (i.e., for the link from 

Alice to Bob to be in Ef), three things must be true, each corresponding to one of the 

foundational graphs: 

1. Alice must know of Bob (accounted for by Ga); 

2. Alice and Bob must each be associated with tasks (edges in Gs), otherwise there 

would be no reason for Alice to trust anyone and Bob would have nothing for 

which to be trusted; 

3. Alice’s task in Gs must have subtasks that she wishes to delegate5 to someone else, 

and Bob’s task in Gs must be one of those subtasks (accounted for by Gt). 

Alice and Bob may not have the same perception of Gs and Gt. Our construction 

only requires that they share local views of these graphs. If they do not, our 

                                                           
4 This information is subjective (an agent may in fact claim the ability to do actions that it 

cannot), but we reason about trust just because the engagement between two agents is 

uncertain [16]. 
5 The vagueness of this condition recognizes that Alice’s desire to delegate may stem from 

different reasons. For example: the subtasks may not be among her actions (possible if the 

subtask is ORed into the parent task, and the agent wishes to provide a backup for those 

subtasks that she can perform herself), or they may require resources that she does not 

possess (she could do the task, but just now she is out of time), or she may be able to do the 

tasks but wants to show her customer a team to persuade the customer that the effort is 

robust to failure of any one member. These various drivers are interesting, but beyond our 

scope in this paper.  
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construction explains how this difference in perception can modulate the 

characteristics of the trust relation between them. 

To generate Gf from Ga, Gt, and Gs, we need two operators. 

In Gs the restriction of T to an agent ai is the set of tasks associated with ai: 

�|
� � ���: �
� , ��� � ��� (1) 

In Gt, the subtasks of a given task are 

��
� � ���: ��� , ��� � ��� (2) 

In the sequel, it will also be useful to define the restriction of A to a task ti,  

�|�� � �
�: �
� , ��� � ��� (3) 

and the descendants of a given task, which we define recursively: 

��
� � ���: �� � ��

�
∨�� � ��

�: �� � � 
�� (4) 

We abuse notation to apply the subtask and descendant operators + and * to sets of 

tasks as well as individual tasks, in the natural way, e.g.,  

!�|
�"� � ���: �� � �|
�: �� � � 
�� (5) 

We can now define Gf. Its nodes are just the set of agents A, and its edges are 

�� � ��
� , 
��: �
� , 
�� � ��∧#!�|
�"� $ �|
� % &'� (6) 

That is to say, Alice has a trust relation with 

Bob under the three conditions described 

informally above. 

Fig. 1 shows this interplay of the three 

graphs pictorially. The dashed lines show the 

assignment network. The bold lines warrant the 

inference of the functional trust network a � c 

� e. Each link in this network corresponds to a 

closed undirected cycle of length 4 in the union 

of Gt, Gs, and Ga. The trust relation a � c 

corresponds to the cycle <a, r, t, c, a>, and c � 

e to <c, t, v, e, c>. There is no functional trust 

relation between a and b because of the 

structure of the task network: b is not assigned 

to a task that is a subtask of a’s task. There is 

no functional trust relation between a and f 

because of the structure of the social network: 

even though f is assigned to a subtask of a’s 

task, a does not know f.6  

                                                           
6 One might ask whether the relation a � c makes sense if we delete the edge <v, e>. More 

generally, can a trust c to do t if a does not know in detail how c will do t? In the real world, 

this opacity of lower-level performers is the rule rather than the exception. Usually a does 

  

Fig. 1. Generation of functional trust 

network from task, social, and 

assignment networks 
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2.3 Modeling Referral Trust 

Fig. 1 also indicates how this model can 

contribute to the analysis of referral trust. b 

knows d and d knows f, so b is in a position to 

recommend d to a’s referral trust, and d can in 

turn recommend f to a’s functional trust. The 

bold lines in Fig. 2 show the relations that 

warrant the inclusion of a � b in Er. A formal 

characterization of Er along the lines of Eq. 6 

is cumbersome because of the need to pass a’s 

assignment in the task network through 

arbitrary links in the social network in order to 

find the agent with whom a should establish a 

trust relation. However, Fig. 2 clearly shows 

that the structure that warrants a relation of 

referral trust, like that for functional trust, is an 

undirected cycle, this time of length > 4, in the 

union of Gt, Gs, and Ga. Identifying cycles in the graph union is thus a powerful 

heuristic for detecting trust relations of both types, a point to which we return in 

Section 4. 

3 Characterizing Trust Relations 

The justification for the previous section is the claim that deriving a trust network 

from more fundamental graphs can sharpen our sense of what trust is, and provide a 

rationale for some of the characteristics with which we want to adorn edges in Ef  and 

Er (again using the ontology in [2] as a convenient model). 

3.1 What is Trust? 

We motivated our model with a task-oriented view of trust [33]. This is not the only 

model of trust, but it is typical [8], and illustrates the value of decomposing the trust 

network into more primitive graphs. Any trust network clearly includes social 

relations, modeled in Ga. Once we suggest that Alice wants Bob to help her 

accomplish her plan, we introduce the notion of a plan, a construct with a long and 

                                                                                                                                           
not have the time to chase the task tree all the way down; the distributed processing 

described in Section 4 can help. Sometimes c may not publish a list of those who help it do t, 

since that knowledge makes it competitive and if a knew of e directly, a might bypass c. 

Like the uncertainty in subjective assignments (footnote 4), this uncertainty highlights the 

need to frame the discussion in terms of trust. Far from invaliding our construction, it shows 

how the construction focuses our attention on possible source of uncertainty. If a knows the 

structure of the task network Gt, she knows the size of t*, and thus can estimate her exposure 

to a failure of c’s trustees. 

 

Fig. 2. Generation of referral trust 
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rich history in AI research. So we need to link our representation of trust to a formal 

model of a plan, for which a task network Gt is a well-known candidate. 

More generally, any view of trust is a complex structure involving numerous 

cognitive components, each of which will likely be the object of serious study in its 

own right. By describing how a particular view of trust is generated from time-proven 

representations of each component, we can much more readily account for the 

interactions among them and draw on results that have been previously derived.  

3.2 Scope 

The scope of a trust relation is the domain in which the trustor is trusting the trustee to 

perform. The set of people whom I would trust to service my car has no members in 

common with the set whom I would trust to remove my appendix.  

A trust system may be defined in a limited domain (such as a movie recommender 

system) with a single scope. In other cases, scope is considered an unstructured set of 

alternatives, or perhaps a hypercube of such alternatives, yielding a vector space in 

which different scopes may be defined [29].  

For general applications, such approaches are unsatisfactory. Different scopes may 

be related to one another in ways that allow us to transfer trust from one scope to 

another. A major step forward in refining the notion of scope is the service graph 

proposed by Yolum and Singh [34], who construct a DAG of possible services for 

which one agent might trust another, with the semantics that if A trusts B for a higher-

level service, A can surely trust B for a lower-level one.  

In [34] the DAG is maintained by the trustor and exemplified by a sequence of 

services that are parameterized by an ordered scalar (the dollar value of the 

transaction that one trusts an agent to conduct). An HTN provides a more general way 

to relate different scopes to one another. Once we define the scope of a trust relation 

with reference to such a model, we can invoke the rich extensions to HTN theory [5, 

14, 20] and powerful mechanisms for reasoning over them [3, 25] that are available as 

tools for reasoning about trust. 

3.3 Type 

Sometimes functional and referral trust are distinguished on the basis of transitivity 

[15]: referral trust is said to be transitive, while functional trust is considered non-

transitive. Such a distinction is open to question, since making a recommendation can 

be viewed as just another task that one agent can entrust to another. Our use of an 

HTN to model scope gives more detailed insight into why this distinction should be 

qualified.  

Functional trust is necessary in the first instance because tasks can be arranged in a 

subtask hierarchy, and because an agent assigned to a higher-level task seeks another 

agent to execute one of that task’s subtasks. Once we recognize this hierarchical 

relationship, we must admit that the trustee’s task may itself have subtasks, and that 

the trustee may invoke other agents (perhaps unknown to the original trustor) in 

addressing them. In this case, the trustor’s trust in its immediate trustee has been 
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transferred to that trustee’s trustees, and so forth. Such derivative trust is again a cycle 

in the graph union, this time with multiple consecutive links in the task network (e.g., 

in Fig. 1, the outer cycle <a, r, t, v, e, c, a>). 

This notion of derivative trust is important in many domains, such as 

manufacturing supply chains. Manufactured products are often composed of 

subassemblies, which themselves have smaller components. The top-level 

manufacturer (the “prime”) contracts with one or a few companies (so-called “first 

tier suppliers”) for the subassemblies, These companies in turn contract with lower, 

“sub-tier” suppliers for the lower-level components. In this case, the hierarchical 

product structure directly generates the HTN. The branching can be very high. In the 

case of automotive seats, major US auto manufacturers deal with about five 

companies (the ones who deliver finished seats to the automobile final assembly 

plant), but the network of sub-tier suppliers includes over 140 members, most of 

whom are not visible to the prime [1]. Primes are concerned about this lack of 

visibility. For example, the prime may hold contracts with multiple first-tier suppliers 

as back-up so that if one fails, another will be ready to provide the needed 

components. But if all of the first-tier suppliers depend on a single source for a critical 

component, this back-up capability is reduced. In terms of trust, manufacturing agents 

are very much aware that their functional trust in their immediate suppliers has a 

transitive component, and they would like to discover who their lower-level trustees 

are, a process known in industry as “achieving supply-chain visibility.” 

3.4 Level 

In the introduction, we distinguished the existence of a trust relation between Alice 

and Bob from the question of whether Alice trusts or distrusts Bob. The latter 

question is addressed by the weight of the trust relation. A wide variety of 

representations have been considered, including natural numbers, real numbers in [-1, 

1] (where negative numbers indicate distrust), or a partial ordering over a given 

trustor’s trustees [31]. Recently, many researchers have adopted or built on Jøsang’s 

representation of trust level as a triple <a, b, c> in opinion space, where a = degree of 

trust, b = degree of distrust, and c = 1 – a – c = uncertainty [16]. This structure can be 

mapped directly to a couple <r, s> in evidence space, where r is the observed number 

of cases in which a trustee has satisfied trust and s the number of cases in which he 

has violated trust, but that mapping is a matter of trust process rather than level per se. 

Our generative model does not tell us how to represent level of trust, though it does 

define some values that will be useful in quantifying the risk involved in a trust 

relation, such as the size of the set of alternative performers for a given task A|t and 

the amount of the HTN t
*
 below a given trustee. In addition, it clarifies various 

proposals about the processes by which trust levels are computed. 

3.5 Process 

A “trust process” is the mechanism by which a trustor assigns a trust level to a trust 

relation. A number of such processes have been discussed. Most can be reduced to 
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personal experience by the trustor of the trustee’s past performance, and 

recommendations from other agents [10]. 

Our generative model suggests ways to modulate and extend both direct (past 

performance) and indirect (recommendation) evidence for the level appropriate to a 

given trust relation. Our interest here is not selecting among sophisticated proposals 

that have been made for how a given process updates trust values [12, 18, 21, 32, 35], 

but rather in how a generative view of trust networks enriches the inputs to any such 

algorithm. 

Recognition of hierarchical structure in the scope of trust means that Alice can 

update her trust values for Bob based not just on her experience with subtasks of the 

specific task in her current scope, but also on his performance on related tasks. 

Consider the situation in Fig. 3, in which a has assignment r. Clearly, experience 

working with b assigned to t will increase her trust in b. However, b’s previous 

experience on p or r will also be relevant: if b is competent in performing a task that 

includes t as a subtask, it is likely to be able either to do t or to find some way to make 

t happen. (This reasoning draws on the transitivity of functional trust discussed in 

Section 3.3.) Alternatively, if b has done well v, a subtask of t, a may consider 

promoting b to t (using mechanisms such as those in [34]). 

We have distinguished a social network defined by who knows of whom from a 

trust network (a subgraph of the social network). Paying attention to the social 

network as a first-class object in its own right can also extend our understanding of 

trust processes. For example, Falcone and Castelfranchi [8, 9] explore the role of trust 

in generating trust, including reciprocity effects. That is, there is likely to be a positive 

correlation between the level of trust from Alice to Bob and that from Bob to Alice. 

This kind of effect suggests an analogy to social balance theory [13, 19], an area that 

has yielded powerful quantitative tools [4, 30]. The underlying idea is that given a 

triangle in a social network (three people each of whom is connected to the other 

two), we can associate a valence (positive or negative) 

with each edge. The assignment of valences is stable if 

none is negative (all three people are friends), or two 

are negative (the two people with a positive valence 

agree in their negative attitude toward the third). 

However, the other two patterns of assignment are 

unstable. A single negative edge puts pressure on the 

person with two positive edges to side with one or the 

other end of the negative edge, while three negative 

edges motivates coalitions of two against one. 

Falcone’s insight suggests that we can extend this 

kind of reasoning to reputation theory. A pattern of 

trust values may be intrinsically unstable, for reasons 

analogous to those in social balance theory, completely 

unrelated to the actual evidence for an agent’s 

trustworthiness. In addition, other sources of valence on 

the edges of the social network underlying a trust 

network may interact with the trust valence. Intuitively, 
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one is more likely to trust someone toward whom one already has positive feelings. 

Understanding these dynamics takes us far beyond the scope of this paper, but we can 

raise the question only because we press behind the trust network to the more 

fundamental networks of which it is composed. 

4 Reasoning over Generated Trust Networks 

Generating trust networks from the underlying task, social, and assignment networks 

is mathematically elegant and offers new insights into trust relations, but it invites a 

pragmatic challenge. The graph union of a realistic task network, social network, and 

assignment network has two characteristics that can overwhelm conventional 

reasoning: it is very large, and it is distributed. That is, the global view of the network 

may not be available in one place. Each agent knows its acquaintances and has an 

estimate of its own abilities, but it may be technically or socially infeasible to 

centralize all this information. One solution to these challenges lies in highly parallel, 

decentralized processes. 

In other domains, we have found swarm intelligence, a form of Monte Carlo 

modeling, a powerful tool for exploring such spaces. Our favorite technology, 

polyagents, uses multiple lightweight “ghosts” to search a complex space [26], 

coordinating their movements through probability fields modeled on insect 

pheromones [23], and generating such a field to record the likely outcome from 

sampling over multiple futures [24]. This technique can be applied to the graph union 

that generates the trust network. In particular, if we imagine that individual agents in 

the graph union maintain links to their neighbors, swarming ghosts can move from 

one agent to another, reasoning over the entire distributed network. Here are two 

examples. 

Trust relations correspond to undirected cycles in the graph union of Gt, Gs, and 

Ga. Traditional functional trust corresponds to a cycle of length 4, referral trust and 

transitive functional trust to cycles longer than 4. Of course, not every cycle defines a 

trust relation. A cycle completely within the social network does not warrant a trust 

relation (though it may reflect a spurious one based on reputations running in a 

circle). Also, a cycle containing more than two edges from the assignment graph, or 

whose edges in that graph share an agent, is not useful.7 In addition, an agent 

searching for trust partners is likely to prefer cycles whose edges in the social network 

have positive valence. Finding all the cycles in a large graph that meet such 

requirements is combinatorially explosive, but a swarming algorithm can easily 

identify the most likely candidates, which can then be verified in reasonable time. 

More than one assignment of agents can execute a process represented as an HTN. 

Swarming algorithms can search an HTN for feasible partitioning of agents over tasks 

[3, 25], and polyagents can be trained from observed data, thus biasing our 

assignment of agents to tasks based on recent observed behavior [22]. These 

techniques allow us weight the edges in the assignment graph, and construct trust 

                                                           
7 Note that the distinctions in the last two sentences cannot be made if the trust network is 

viewed as primitive, without decomposition into task, social, and assignment networks. 
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relations not just with any agent that has an association with a task, but with agents 

that are most likely to do a task, based on past experience. These algorithms can adapt 

in real-time, a particularly desirable attribute for a trust system supporting e-

commerce processes.  

5 Conclusion 

Trust networks are a promising tool in managing modern distributed systems, but are 

not yet exploited as widely as they could be. Traditionally, they are generated directly 

from domain information. This paper argues that they can be derived instead from 

more fundamental graphs, and that viewing them as the product of a generative 

process offers useful insight into their characterization and suggestions as to how to 

manipulate them. This formalization may in turn expand their use and improve our 

ability to understand the systems on which we depend. 

This proposal opens many directions for future work, which we look forward to 

exploring with our colleagues in the community. Here are some examples. 

• The promise of the benefits of swarming over the graph union needs to be 

evaluated with actual experiments. 

• Our suggestions about how the graph model informs trust processes are at this 

point qualitative. Numerous quantitative mechanisms have been proposed for 

computing trust values, and we need to integrate the expanded view of processes 

with those mechanisms. For example: How much weight should be given to 

experience on a task that is related to, but not identical with, the task that defines 

the scope of a present trust relation? 

• The promise of an analog to, or merger with, structural balance theory for trust 

networks needs to be worked out in detail, drawing on solid psychological 

evidence for how valences of different types interact. 
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�	� �� 9D3:� �� � ����	 ��� �	�� � ���� �� ������� �� �� ������ �	


����� �	�������� ������	�� ���	 ���� ����	 � ���	�> "#$%� !���	 ��)��� 9D3: � =��


�� ��� ���	� ���� ����� ����	� �	 �	�������� ������	�� �� 	� �	�� � ���	�> 9���
:�

��� �� �� ���	����	

+��0 
��	����	 �� ���	� "3% � ����
 �	 "#$% � ������A

9DF: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������	� ��� �	����� �����	� ����

��� �	��	���	 �� ������� ���� ����� �����	��

9DF: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��� ���� ������� ��
�	

� ��������� � ������ � �� ����� � ������

9DF: ������	� ���� �	 ���	� � ��� �� �	����� ���	� � �	 ��� �	��	�� � �� 9�: � �����

� �	��	�� � �� �	����� ���	� �� 9��: � ������� ���� �0 �������	� � ���
 � �� �������	�

�� 9���: � ������� ��� ������ �� �� �	
 9��: �������	� � �� � � ���� � �	��	
 �� ��������

9DF: ����� ���� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:�
9DF: ��� ����� ��� �	��	���	 �� 
������ �

���� ��	
����	 9�����:� /	 ��� �����

��	
� 9DF: 
�� 	�� ����� ��� �	��������	� ��	
����	� ���� �� �	 ���	� � ��	 ����� �

������������� �	��	�� � ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� � �� �� �� ����� � ���	� ��	�����	 ��

!���	 ��)��� 9DF: =������ �� ����� ��� ��� ��������� �� ���	� �� ����	� � ��������

������	�>� *����
�	� �� ��� 
��	����	� �� � ������ �� �� �� ����
 ���� =G�� ���� ��� �

������� ����> �	
 ��� ������	� ���� �� ����
 ������� ���� ��	�� ����� ���� �����

���	 �� � ���	�� 8	 ��� ���� �������� �� ��� 	������ �� ��	�
�� ���� ������ 
�� 	��

��� ������ �� ����
 ���� ��� � ������� ����� ���	 �� �� �	��	���	 � �� ���� �� ����


������� ��� �&���	�� �� ��	�� ������

��! "#� ���	����	

��� ������ �	
���� ������	��� 
��	� � ��� � =� ���� ������	� ��
� ���� ��� �	��	�

�� 
������>� 8� � ��
��	�
 �	 "#$% � ������A

9D$: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � ����� �������	� ��� �	����� �����	�

���� ��� �	��	���	 �� ������� ����� �����	 �� ������ 
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9D$: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��! ��!� ������� ��
�	

� ������������������� � ��������������

9D$: ����� ���� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:�
9D$: ��� ����� ��� �	��	���	 �� 
������ �

���� ��	
����	 9�����:� /	 ��� �����

��	
� 9D$: 
�� 	�� ����� ��� �	��������	� ��	
����	� 8� ��7���� ��� ������	� ��

�� ���� 9������$ 
�	�����	:� ������ ���	 �� �� �������
 �� �� ����� !���	 ��)��� 9D$:

������ =�	� ��	 ��� �� ���	� �������� ���� �	 �	��	���	 �� 
������� ���	 �� )�� �

�����	 ���� �	� � ������	> "#$%� ,�� �	��	��� �� � ����� ����� 	�	� �	
 � ������

�� �� ��� ����
 ���� =1�	�H 8�0 ���� �� �� �� ��
� ��������� ��� 
���� ���� ����>� ���

�&���� ���� ��� ����
 ������� ���� ��� 
���� ���� ���� �� ��B�� �� �� ���� �� 	�����

8� ��� ����� � ���	� �	
 �� � ��� �� 	�	�� ���	� �����
�	� �� 9D$:� �� � ���	��  ��

�� ��� ����� � �������� �� � 	�� ���	�� ���� ������� �� ��� �� 	�� 
���	
 �	 ���

�������	� �� ��� ������ �	
 �� 	� �������	 ���� 
����0 ����	�� ����� � �	�	��������

����� ��� ����� ��	��������� �&����� �	
 !���	 ��	���
� ���� =�� � ������ �� ��

���� �	� ����	 � ��������	� �� 
������ �	����� ����	� ������ ���	 �� �� ���� ����	�

� ���	� �� ����	�> 9���
:�

��% &�����	 �	� '�$�� ���	����	

������	 �	
 <�� "2% ���	����	 ��� / ? 
��	����	 �	
 ��7���� � ��� �� �� � ������	�

���� � ���� ���� �	
 �������
'����� ��� 
��	����	 � ����
 �	 "#$% � ������A

9D@: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������������� �	� ����� �������	�

��� �	����� �����	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ����

��� ��� ����� �����	� 

9D@: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��% ��%� �������
�	

� ��������� � ���� � �� � ������

9D@: ����� ���� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:�
9D@: ����� ��� �	��������	� ��	
����	 9����: � ���� � ��� ������ ��	
����	 9��:�
9D@: ��� ����� ��� �	��	���	 �� 
������ �

���� ��	
����	 9�����:� 9D@: � ��	'

�
���
 � ������ ��� �� 9D$: ���� � � �� !���	 ��)��� 9D@: ������ =� ����	 �

	�� ���	� ����� ������ ��� �	�������� ������	� ���� �� ���� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ��


������ ��� �

���� )�� �����	 �� �� ����> "#$%� �	
 =�� 
�� ��� �������� ����

������� �� 	�� �	� � ���	� 
���	
 ���	 ����> 9���
:�

��( ')����� ���	����	

<����� "#F% �

��� ���� =� ����	 ��� ���	 �� ���� ������	� �� �	����� �����

�� ������� �� �� ���� ���� ��� �	��	���	 �� �����	� ��� ����� �� ������� �� �� �� ����>� 8�

� ��
��	�
 �	 "#$% � ������A

9D2: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������������� �������	� ��� �	�

����� �����	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ���

��� ����� �����	� 
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9D2: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��( ��(� �������
�	

� ��������� � ���� � ������

9D2: ����� ���� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:�
9D2: ��� ����� ��� �	��������	� ��	
����	 9����:� �	
 ��� �	��	���	 �� 
������
�

���� ��	
����	 9�����:� *����
�	� �� !���	� =�� �	� 
��	����	 �� ���	� ��� ���

����� �� ���	� ��� ��	
��
 
��	����	 �� ���	�� ���	 �� � 9D2:> "#$%� 9D2: ������	� �	

�	��	���	 �� 
������ ����� ��� ��	��	� �� ��� ������	� ���� � ��
�� /	 ��� ����� ��	
�

����� ����
 �� �	 �	��	���	 �� 
������ ����� �	�0 ������ �	 ��� ����� �� ��� ������	�

���� �	� ���� 9�������� ������	��� 
�	�����	: "#@%� +������	� �	 �&����� �� "#$%�

����� �	 ,+8 ���	� �����	� �	
������� �	 � �����	�� ����	�-����	� ��� ����� ��

	����� ��� ����� ��� ��� ,+8 ���	� �� 	� ������	 �� ���� 8� ��� ����� �� �� ���

,+8 ���	� ���� ����� ��� 	� �	�����	� �	 �� ����	�-����	� ���	 ��� �� ��		�� �	��	


���� ��� ,+8 ���	� ������� ��� ������	� �� �� ���� ������ ��� �� �	�� ���� ���

���	� � �	 �	�����	�� 8	 ��� ���� ��� ����� �� ��	 �	�� �	��	
 ���� ��� ,+8 ���	�

������� ���� ��� �� ������� ��� ������	� �� �� ����� *����
�	� �� 9D2:� ��� �� �

	�� ���	� �� ��� ,+8 ���	�� �� ���� ���� ��� ���� !���	 ��
��� 9D2: � ������A

9D2I: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������������� �������	� ��� �	�

����� �����	�! ������ ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� ��

���� ��� ��� ����� �����	�! �� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� �����

�����	� ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ���

�������	��! �� ���� ���� �	��	���	��

��� ��
���
 �����	 9D2I: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��* ��(+� �� ������
�	

� ��������� � ���� � ������ � ���������

9D2I: ���� ���� � ��� ��7���� ������ �	 �	��	���	 �� 
������ ����� ��� ��	��	� �� ���

������	� ���� � ��
�� �� �	 �	��	���	 �� 
������ ����� ��� ������ �� ��� ����	 ����	�

��� ������	�� �� ����� ��� �������
 ��������	� ��	
����	 � ������	��
 �� ��������

!���	 ���� ���� 9D2: �	
 9D2I: ��� ��� ��� 
��	����	 �� ���	� "#$%�

��* ,��	 ����� ���	����	

,��	����� "#4% ��� ��	�
�� ���	� �	����� ��� 
���	�� �	��	���	 �� 
������A ��� �	�

� =����� ��� ���� �� ������ �� ����� �� 9� ����: �&�������� ����� �	
 �� ����� �� �

��������	� �� ���� � ������� �����	�>� �	
 ��� ����� � =����� �� ��	 ������ �	
 ����

� ���	� �	 �	 �� ��	
> 9���
:� ,��	�����0 
��	����	 � ����
 �	 "#$% � ������A

9D5: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������������� �������	� ��� �	�

����� �����	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ���

��� ����� �����	� �	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� ����� �����	�

���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� 

9D5: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��- ��*� �������
�	

� ��������� � ���� � ����� � ��������
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9D5: ����� ��� ������	� ��	
����	� ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:� �	
 ���
�	��������	� ��	
����	 9����:� 9D5: ����� ���� ��� �	��	���	 �� 
������ �

����
��	
����	 9�����: �	
 ��� �������
 ��������	� ��	
����	 9�������:� 8	 ��	���� ��

9D2I:� 9D5: ��7���� ��� 
���	�� �	��	���	 �� 
������ �� ����	� �	
 ���� ��� ��� �	

����� �	�� �	� �	��	���	 �� 
������ � ����	�� ��� =�� ��� ��� ����� ���	 �� ������ �

����� 
������
> "#4%� *����
�	� �� 9D5:� ��� ����� �� � 	�� ���	� �� ��� ,+8 ���	� �	

��� �&����� ����	 �	 ������	 F�2� 6��� ��� �	
 �	����� ����	� !���	 ��)��� 9D5:�

��- &������� �	� ,����	�� ���	����	

������� �	
 ,����	 "@% �����
� � ������& 
��	����	 �� ���	� ����� � ������
 ��

"#$% � �������

9DE: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � ���������	������� �� ��������������

�������	� ��� �	����� �����	�! �	��� ��	�����	� ���� ��� ���� ����! ��� �� �� ���

������ ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� ���� �� �� "����#�� ���� ��� �����

�����	� �� ������� ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ��� ��� �����	 ����

�	
 ��� �������	��! �	� ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	��

���� �� �� "����#�� ���� ��� ����� �����	� �� ������� ���� �� �� �	��	��� ��� ���

�����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� ����� �����	� ���� ����

�������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� 

9DE: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ��. ��-� �������
�	

� ������������������������������������������

9DE: ����� ���� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:�
(������� 9DE: 
�� 	�� ����� ��7���� ��� �	��������	� ��	
����	 9���� � ����:�
�	
 �� 
�� 	�� ��7���� ��� �	��	���	 �� 
������ �

���� ��	
����	� *������� ��� ��	
�'

���	 ������� ������ �	 9D#:� ��� �����	�	� ��	
����	 ��� 7���� 
������	� ���� ����

�������	� �	 9D3:J9D5:�������������������� �� ���� � ������� ���� � �������

���� 	�� �	�� �0 �������	� �� ��� ��� �0 �	��	���	 �� ����	� �0 �������	� ���� *�'

���
�	� �� 9DE:� �	 �	�������� ������	� ���� � ��
� ������ �	 ���� �� �	 ���	� � 	�� �

��� ������ ��� ������ 
�� 	�� ������� ���� ��� ������ ������� ���� ��� ������ �������

���� �� ��� /	 ��� ����� ��	
� 9DE: �� =��� ���� �

 �	
 �	���������� ����� ����

� 	��������� 
���	�� ����	 ��		�� ��� �� ������ ��� �� �	�� 
����� ���� �����


��	����	 ������ ���� �� � ���'��	���
������ �� �� ���� 8 ��� ���	 8 �	�� ���� �����

�	�� ���� 8 �� ���	�> "$%� !���	 ��� ��)��� 9DE: �� ������ ����	�

��. ���)��	�� ���	����	

�����	 "#.% �����
� ��� �	����� 
��	����	 �� ���	�� 8� � ����
 �	 "#$% � ������A

9D.: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������������� �������	� ��� �	�

����� �����	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ���

��� ����� �����	�! �	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� ����� ����

��	� ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� ������

��	��! �	� ���� ��� �	��	���	 ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� ����� �����	� ���� �� ��
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�	��	��� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� ���� �� �� �������� ��� ��� �����

�����	� ���� ���� �������	� �� �������� �� �� ���� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ���

�������	�� 

9D.: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ���/ ��.� �	�����
�	

� �����������������������������������������

9D.: ����� ��� ������	� ��	
����	� ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:� �	
 ���
�	��������	� ��	
����	 9����:� 9D.: ��7���� ����� 
������	� �	��	���	A � �	��	
 ��
9�: ���� � ������� ��� �	�������� ������	� � 9�����:� 9��: ���� � ������� ���� � �������

� 9�������:� �	
 9���: ���� � ������� ���� � �	��	
 9��: 9�����������:� D��� 9D5:�

9D.: ��7���� ��� �������
 ��������	� ��	
����	� (�	��� !���	 ��)��� 9D.: �� ���

��� ����	 � 9D5:�

���/ &����	�� ���	����	

����	 "F% 
��	� ���	� �	 ���� �� ��� �����	�� �� ��� ������	�� 8� � 
��	�
 �	 "#$%

� ������A

9D#4: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � 	����������������! �	� �����!

�������	� ��� �	����� �����	�! �	 � ��	���� �	 ����� ��� ����� �� ��� �������	� ��

������� �����	��� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� ��� ��� ����� �����	�!

���� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� 	�� �������	
 ���� ��� ����� �� ��� �������	� ��

	�� ���	
 �����	��� ��� ��� �����	 ����	
 ��� �������	�� ��� ��� ����� �����	� 

9D#4: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ���� ���/� ��
 �����
�	

� ����������������������������������

9D#4: ����� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:� /	
��� ����� ��	
� 9D#4: 
�� 	�� ��7���� �	��������	� ��� ��7���� ������ �� ��� ����'

��	�� *��� 9D#4: 
�� 	�� ��7���� �	 �	��	���	 �� 
������ ��� �

����� ��� ��	
����	

����� ������	� ��� �������	 ���� � ������ �����	� ��� ����� �� ��B��� ������	� ��

��� ������� *����
�	� �� 9D#4:� � ��	 ��� �	�� �� � ������� ���� � ������� �� !���	

����� ���� =�� �	� ���� �	 �	�������� �	
 ���� ������	� �� �	 ��
��	��� �	
 �� �	�

�	��	
 �� �����	� ��� ����� �� ���� ������	� �� �	�0 ��
��	��� ���	 �	� � ���	�� ���	

��� �	���	��	� �� �	�� ��� ��	��&� � ��� ���� �	�0 ��
��	�� 
�� 	�� ���� �	� ��

�� �����	��	� ��� ����� �� �	�0 ������	� �� ����� �	
 ��	��� �	�0 ��
��	�� 
�� 	��

������� �	�0 ������	� �� �� ����> "#$%� !���	 ���	 ��)��� 9D#4:�

���� ,������� ���	����	

6� �	���� �����
� � 
��	����	 �� ,���� "E%� ����� 
����� ���� ��� ����� 
��	����	

�� ���	� ����	 � ���� !���	 �����
� �� � ������A

9D##: � ��� ��� �	����� �����	� ��� �� ���� � �������������� �������	� ��� �	�

����� �����	� ����� �������	
 ���� ��� ��	���� �� �	� �	 ����� ��� 	��� $�� 	��

��� ���� ��� ������� �� �� �����% �� �	 ������ 
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8	 ��� ������ K?� 	�� �� ���� ��� ������� �� �� ����0 � �����
 ��� &�����	 ��	������

���	�� 	��� �� ��������	��� "##%� 9D##: � ���������
 �	 ��
�
� �������

���	����	 ���� ����� ��� �����
�	

� ����������������������������� � �������

9D##: ����� ��� ������	� ��	
����	 �	
 ��� �

���� ��	
����	 9���������:�
9D##: ��� ����� ��� �	��������	� ��	
����	 9����:� ��� 
�� 	�� ����� ��� �	��	'
���	 �� 
������ �

���� ��	
����	� 8	 9D##:� ��� 	��� �� ��������	� � ������	��
 ��

�������������� � ������� ���� =�	���� 9D#4:� ������� �� 	�� ��� ��	��&� � �	�
�	 ����� ��� ��������	� 	��� K?� 	�� �� ���� ��� ������� �� �� ����0 � �	 ������ �


������	�
 �	������ �� ��� ������ �� ��� ����	 ����	� ��� ������	�> "#$%� ���� ��

�	� ���� �	 �	�������� ������	� �� �	 ��
��	�� ����� �������	� ���� ��� ��������	�

	��� � �	 ������� ���	 �	� � ���	� ���	 �� �	�0 ��
��	�� 
�� 	�� ������� �	�0 ����'

��	� �� �� ����� 6��� ��� ������� !���	 ��	�
�� ���� 9D##: � ������ ���	 9D#4:� /	

��� ����� ��	
� !���	 ����� ���� 9D##: �� � ������� ���	 �	� =����9: �	 �	�����'

��� ������	�� ����� �������	� ���� �	� � �	 � ��	��&� �	 ����� ��� 	��� �� ��������	�

� �	 ������� �	
 	�� �	��	
 ���� �	�0 �	�������� ������	� �� �������
 �� �� ����> "#$%�

,�� �	��	��� ����� ���� � ��������	 �� � 
��	��	 ��	 =6���� � ���� ����L> �	


��� 
��	� ������ =/	 ��� ���	>� ��� ��������	 ���	 ��	�
�� ���� ��� 
��	� � )��

��

�	�� ������ ���	 ���	��6��� ��� ����	�!���	 
�� 	�� ��	�
�� 9D##: ������������

� ������
��� ������� �
������� ����
�
���

* �

���
 �	 ������	 F� !���	 ��	�
�� ���� 	������ ��	
����	 ��� ���	�A ����'

��	� ��	
����	� �	��������	� ��	
����	� �

���� ��	
����	� �	
 �	��	���	 �� 
������

�

���� ��	
����	� � ���� � ����� 9	�� 	�������� ��7����
: ��	
����	 ��� � ������

��	
����	 9D$� ���: �	
 �������
 ��������	� ��	
����	 9D2I� ���:� (��� �� �	���
���

��� �

����	�� ��	
����	 ���� ��� ��	�
���
 	������ �� �� �����
 �� ��� 
��	����	 ��

���	���

0 D��	� �	 ����
 �	��	�� � �������� 9�	������$ �� ��� �	 ����� ��	��	
��� ��

�	������$'� ��� ����:�

0 D��	� �	 ��	���
������ �	��	�� � �������� 9�	������$ �� ��� �	 
�	�����
���$

��	��	
��� �� �	������$'	 ��� ����:�

0 D��	� �	 ��� �	��	�� � �	
 �� �� ��� ��� ���� � �������� 9�	������$ �� ���
�	 �����$ 
��)����	���$ ��	��	
��� �� �	������$'� ��� ����:�

0 * ���� � ����� �� ��B��� 
���	�� ��� 9�1���	���:�

0 D��	� �� �	���� ���
 �� ��	���
�����	 9����2
�	�����
���	:�

6� �&���	� ������� ������ 
��	����	 �� ���	� ����� ��� ����� ��� ��	
����	�

8	 ���� ������� �������� ���	 �	� �� ��� 
��	����	 9D#:� 9D3:� �	
 9D@:J9D##:�
6� ����� ���������	 ��� ��������� ��� ��� ��� ����� ��� ������
 ��� 9DF: �	
 9D$:
���� ���� ��� �

����	�� ��������� ��

�  !� 
	�� �	����	��� ���'�"������ ���'�"������ �&�������� �� ��"
��	��������	�� ��� �"�	 �	��
����� �� )�-*%
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3��)������	 !�� ��	������$2�� � �������� � 	 ����� �� �������� �	������ ������

���� �� ���� �� �� 

'���� 8� �������� �	���
� ������ ���� �� ����� �������� ������ ��	 ���� ��'

���� ���� 9��:� ����� � ������ ��� 9��:� ��	���
�����	� 8� �������� �	���
�
��� �������� ������ 	� �

+� M��������	 $�#� �� ��	 �� ���� 9D#:� 9D3:� 9D$:� 9D@:� 9D2:� 9D2I:� 9D5:� 9DE:�

9D.:� 9D#4:� �	
 9D##: ����� ��� �������� �� �	������� �� ��� �	 ����
 �	��	��� +�

��	����� ������� �� 
�� 	�� �����	�
3��)������	 !�� ��	������$2	� � ������	� � 	 ����� �� �������� �	������ ������

����� �� ������� �� ������� 

'���� 8� �������� �	���
� ������ ���	 ������	� ������ ����	� ����� ��� ��'

���� ���	 9��: ���� ������ �����	 9��: ���	 �����	 9��:� ��	���
�����	�

8� �������� �	���
� �������� ���	 ������	� ������ ������	� /	 ��� �����
��	
� ��� ������ ���	 9��: ���� ������ �����	 9��: ���	 �����	 9��:�

���� �������	 9��:� � �������	 9��: ����� ��	���
��� ������	�
8� �������� �	���
��������� ���	 ������	� ������ ������	� /	 ��� �����

��	
���� �����������	 � ����������� �������������	 9��: ���	�������	
9��:� ��	���
�����	� �

+� M��������	 $�3� �� ��	 �� ���� 9D#:� 9D@:� 9D2:� 9D2I:� 9D5:� 9DE:� 9D.:� �	


9D#4: ����� ��� �������� �� �	������� �� ��� �	 ��	���
������ �	��	��� /	 ��� �����

��	
� ��� ���	� ������ ������������	� � ������ ��	�� �������������	�� �
������� �	
 ������������	�� � �������� 9��:� ��	�� �������	� ������
������������	�� 9���:� �� ���
 ���� �������� �� 943:� * ��������� �
�������� �� ���
 ������������ ��������������� 9��:� ��� ��	���
����������
���� � �����	�
 ���� � �� ����������� ������	� 9��:� (�	��� ��� ���	� ��� ����� 	�
+� ��	����� �����	�� �����	� ��� �	
 �����	� �� 
� 	�� ����� 	�
3��)������	 !�� ��	������$2�� � �������� � ��������� � 	 ����� �� ��������
�	������ ������ ���� �� �� 

'���� 8� �������� �	���
� ����� �������� � ��������� ������ ���� � ����

���� ������ ���� 9��:� ��	���
�����	� 8� �������� �	���
� ��� �������� �
��������� ������ �� � �� ��	���
�����	� �

+� M��������	 $�F� �� ��	 �� ���� 9D#:� 9D3:� 9D$:� 9D@:� 9D2:� 9D2I:� 9D5:� 9D.:�

9D#4: �	
 9D##: ����� ��� �������� �� �	������� �� ��� �	 �������� ��������	����

�	��	��� /	 ��� ����� ��	
� 9DF: �	
 9DE: 
� 	�� ����� ��� ���������

3��)������	 !�! ��1���	���� � �������� � ������������ ����� ��� �	� ��	��	��

� ��� ��� ��#	����	� �� �()�! �(*�! �(+�! �(,�! �(,-�! �(.�! �(/�! �(0�! �	� �())� 

'���� ��� ����� ���
 �� ���� 
��	����	 �	
 ��� �&��� 9���:� 9��:� �	
 9���:� �
9D$:� 9D@: �	
 9D#4: 
� 	�� ����� ��� �������� ������ ���� ��	���	 ��� ��	
����	

�� ������� ���� �� �� 
�� 	�� ����� �����
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���'�"������ � � � � � � � � � �
�&��������

� � � � � � � � �
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��	��������	��

� � � � � � � � � � �
�, ��������� �	����	�� '� (�!	�5 �, �	����	�� �	������ �� �!�� �����%

3��)������	 !�% �����2
�	�����
���	� � �������� � 	 ����� ��� �	� ��	��	�� � ��

�������� �	������ ������ ���� � ����� �� ���� � ������� �� ���� � ����� 

'���� 8� �������� �	���
� ���� � ������ ���	 �������� ������ ���� � ������

���� ������ ���� 9��:� ����� ������ ������ 9��:� /	 ��� ����� ��	
� �����

������ ������� 9��:� ��	���
�����	�

8��������� �	���
�������������� ���	�������� �������������������

���� ������ ���� 9��: ���� ������ ������ 9��: ���	 ������ 9��:� ����

�������� 9��:� � �������� 9��: ����� ��	���
��� ��������

8� �������� �	���
� ���� � ������ ���	 �������� ������ ���� � ������

���� ������ ������ 9��:� ����� ������ ������ 9��:� ��	���
�����	� �

+� M��������	 $�@� �� ��	 �� ���� 9D#:� 9DF:� 9D$:� 9D@:� 9D2:� 9D2I:� 9D5:� 9D.:�

�	
 9D#4: ����� ��� �������� �� ���'��	���
�����	� 8� � ��� �� �� ���� 9DE: �	
 9D##:

��� ����� ��� ��������� ��� 9D3: � 	���

����� # ������� ������ 
��	����	 �� ���	� ���� ��� �������	� �� ���������	 ��

������ ��	
����	 �&����	�
 � ���� 8	 ��� ������
�
���	 ���������	 �� ���� ��	
�'

���	� � 9D#:� ��� �	��	��� ����� ��	
����	 �� �	��������	�� �	��	���	 �� 
������

�

����� �	�������'�� �	�������'	� �	�������'�� �����	�� �	
 ���'��	���
�����	� 9�:
���	 ���� ��� ��	
����	 � �	���
�
 � � 
�)�	���

+� ��� ������ �� ��	 ������ ���� 9D5: �	
 9D.: ����� ��� ��	
����	� 9D@:� 9D2:�

�	
 9D2I: ������ ����� 9D@: 
�� 	�� ����� ��� �����	� ��	
����	� ����� ������

�	�	�������� !���	 ����� ���� �������
 ��������	� � ����	 ��� ���	�� * � ������

!���	 ��	���
� ���� 9D2: �	
 9D2I: ��� ��� 
��	����	 ���	� ��� ������ 
��	����	�

��	�� 9D2: �	
 9D2I: ��� ����� ��� �

����	�� ��� ��	
����	� �	�������'�� �	�������'	�
�	�������'�� �����	�� �	
 ���'��	���
�����	� �� ��� ������ ���� ��� 
��	����	�

,����� # ��� �������	��� ������	 
������	� 
��	����	 �� ���	�� 8	 ��� ������

� � � ������	� ���� � ������ � �	
�� ��� ����� ��
�
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Abstract. A crucial issue for agents in open systems is the ability to
filter out information sources in order to build an image of their coun-
terparts, upon which a subjective evaluation of trust as a promoter of
interactions can be assessed. While typical solutions discern relevant in-
formation sources by relying on previous experiences or reputational im-
ages, this work presents an alternative approach based on the cognitive
ability to: (i) analyze heterogeneous information sources along differ-
ent dimensions; (ii) ascribe qualities to unknown counterparts based on
reasoning over abstract classes or categories; and, (iii) learn a series of
emergent relationships between particular properties observable on other
agents and their effective abilities to fulfill tasks. A computational ar-
chitecture is presented allowing cognitive agents to dynamically assess
trust based on a limited set of observable properties, namely explicitly
readable signals (Manifesta) through which it is possible to infer hid-
den properties and capabilities (Krypta), which finally regulate agents’
behavior in concrete work environments. Experimental evaluation dis-
cusses the effectiveness of trustor agents adopting different strategies to
delegate tasks based on categorization.

1 Introduction

Interaction and openness are topics deserving the attention of the research
agenda in Multi Agent Systems (MAS): interaction being at the basis of com-
munication, coordination and cooperation, like for instance in virtual societies
and networks; openness being at the basis of many of the applicative domains
currently developed, like for instance open marketplaces characterized by an
ecosystem of mobile devices, services and thousands of exploitable titles and ap-
plications. As indicated by many approaches, trust is a pivotal aspect for both
interaction and openness. Trust is fundamental for facing the uncertainties typi-
cal of open societies, where heterogenous entities are forced to choose whether to
interact or not with possibly unknown counterparts. Besides, being at the basis
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of any interplay, trust is a glue for the whole society: it can promote or prevent
interactions of multiple entities, possibly governed by autonomous objectives
and capabilities. Even more, trust plays a central role in decision making: it is
diriment factor in deciding whether to externalize or not a given activity, or in
deciding if a given task can be profitably delegated to another agent.

The downside of trust is that managing it is a costly process for agents. There
is a problem of trust formation: in order to exploit the benefits of trust, agents
need to build a knowledge model able to assess the trustworthiness for each
possible counterpart, thus processing additional information about the others.
A main issue is in filtering the information sources and in providing a mecha-
nism for evaluating trust on such a basis. Existing literature suggests a couple
of alternatives to an agent for assessing trust [7]. The first approach assumes
to exploit personal experience to analyze how a given agent has performed in
past interactions. Otherwise, the shared opinion circulating about a given agent
could be exploited in terms of recommendations/reputation. In this paper we ex-
plore an alternative approach, based on the reasoning/inference about the others
based on categories of agents. In this direction, we propose categorial trust as a
suitable approach to trust formation, and we propose a series of computational
mechanisms realizing it in cognitive agents.

Based on a socio-cognitive model of trust [5], we assume that for rationally
trusting someone we need a theory of its mind (in case of a cognitive agent)
or of its functioning (in case of a more simple artifact). Categorial trust is in-
spired to an heuristics commonly exploited by humans. It considers the cognitive
ability to represent group behavior using general classes or categories of individ-
uals, where categories can be shaped on a specific set of observable features and
qualities. The claim of this work is to show that, as in the human case, consid-
ering an unknown agent as belonging to a known category allows to infer (or at
least attribute) specific internal features for such unknown agent, not directly
observable. This means to identify a set of agent’s internal features determin-
ing how that agent will perform in specific situations. On such a basis, agents
may recognize the strict correlation between the internal features of a possible
trustee and its pragmatic performances in concrete tasks. In this sense the model
recalls the notions of Krypta and Manifesta [1], according to which manifesta
are observable signs for agents’ krypta, a sort of internal properties (“qualities”,
“virtues” or “powers”) exploitable to predict/explain their behaviors on specific
tasks or activities. Categorial reasoning is provided in order to implement two
different level of inference: the former, based on the agentive-personal level, al-
lowing to refine the real capabilities of a given agent based on the analysis of its
observable attributes; the latter, based on the societal-categorial level, allowing
to refine or create new categories based on the appraised relation between the
ability to fulfill a given task and the observable properties belonging to that class
of agents. The model proposed in this paper will enable agents to work in both
the levels of inference, being part of a cognitive architecture enabling agents to:
(i) ascribe the effectiveness of a given category for a given task, thus identifying
the right trustee on the basis of his potential categorization as expressed by its
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observable manifesta; (ii) assess trust towards a population of unknown agents
in dynamic environment conditions, with tasks characterized by changing re-
quirements; (iii)assess trust based on partial information about heterogeneous
population of agents: a trustor only knows few manifesta for a given trustee.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related works
focusing on the socio-cognitive approach to trust. Section 3 places the research
challenge in terms of categorial trust, while Section 4 formalizes a cognitive
architecture realizing it and describes a concrete programming model for its im-
plementation. Section 5 presents simulative experiments and results aimed at
evaluating the effectiveness of different trust formation strategies. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 provides final discussion and perspectives.

2 Trusting Agents in Open Systems

Establishing trust in open system requires to effectively build a behavioral model
of entities which typically are not known in advance (strangers). From an agent
perspective, assessing trust is related to the problem of trust formation, which
in open systems refers to the problem to filter a wide spectrum of information
distributed within heterogenous sources. Several approaches to trust have been
explored in MAS based on experience and reputation [7]. A first strategy relies on
the ability to store information of past experiences, and build on such a personal
knowledge a subjective model of trust. The same idea has been exploited to
assess trust based on statistical analysis [12]. The weakness of these approaches is
related the costs in terms of resources needed to explore the whole set of available
options before having a direct experience on each available agent. Reputational
approaches make use of shared information sources, like certified authorities,
reputation and reports. Among others, Sabater at al. proposed a model based
on agents’ images and reputation [13], according to which social evaluations
circulate and are represented as reported evaluations, which are exploited to
promote trust formation. Other approaches, as the one explored for instance by
[9], makes use of infrastructures making available certified reputation related to
each possible trustee agent.

The suggestion to exploit categorial knowledge to assess trust is not new, and
it has been theoretically explored for ascertain beforehand the trustworthiness
of possible unknown counterparts [2]. In the context of computational models,
the work by Wojcik et al. introduced the notion of prejudice filters to perceive
particular trustees attributes [14]. Rules are extracted to avoid distrusted inter-
actions, thus denying transactions which may be expected as not profitable. The
Stereotrust approach proposed by Brunett et al. allow agents to build stereotypes
based on the analysis of past interaction outcomes [4]. Data mining techniques
are used to dynamically create classifiers based on personal knowledge. Classi-
fiers are then applied to establish trustworthiness of possible trustees in absence
of personal information. As explained in the next sections, the model proposed
in this paper revises and extends the use of prejudices and stereotypes in the
context of a more general theory of cognitive trust.
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The socio-cognitive approach proposed by Castelfranchi and Falcone [5] con-
siders trust as a cognitive process characterized by both relational and graded
notions. A pivotal aspect of the socio-cognitive model is that trust formation
is a cognitive process based on a series of cognitive ingredients through which
the trustor evaluates the trustee in a specific environmental context, by assess-
ing a particular configuration of (positive) expectation and reliance. Trust is a
relational notion between a trustor agent (trust giver, agi) and a trustee agent
(trust receiver, agj) which can be established in a given context C, and, most
important, about a defined activity or task to be fulfilled (τ):

Trust(agi, agj , C, τ)

. Accordingly, trust is a graded construct, and the degree of trust (DoT ) comes
from the degree of a series of cognitive ingredients, which can be resumed in
terms of trustor’s beliefs and goals. Summing up, an agent agi trusts agj about
the task τ if DoT overcomes a given threshold σ:

DoTagi,agj ,τ > σ

Within a group of possible trustees, we assume the trustor will prefer the one
having the higher DoT . We omit for simplicity the characterization of trust
in terms of additional facts that agi has to believe about the trustee and the
external conditions (the interested reader can find formalized the approach in
concrete implementations, as in [8]). In the particular approach described in this
work, such a trustor’s beliefs can be assumed as already established once the
trustor is able to fill a given trustee in a given category (or class) of agents.
Analyzing the wide spectrum of information sources allows agi to assess of a
series of expectations on agj , which in turn makes it possible to assess trust
and anticipate its behavior. In this view, trust formation can be assessed on
the particular ability of agi to analyze a series of agj ’s observable properties
(Manifesta) and, on such a basis, to infer a theory of agj mind (Krypta).

3 Cognitive Trust Formation

The approach to cognitive trust proposed in this work assumes two different level
of reasoning: the personal level which allows to use the information available on
the individual trustees, and the categorial level, related to the relationship be-
tween agents and their categories. Accordingly, for each possible trustee in the
system we assume three types of observable information (manifesta). Profes-
sional and dispositional manifesta summarizes internal factors of trust attribu-
tion, related in particular to abilities and willingness of a given agent. These
features can be exploited at a personal level, i.e., for ascribing a given agent
in a specified (professional or dispositional) category. As humans normally do,
a particular apparel, particular attitudes or situations can be exploited to find
people playing a given role (i.e. a doctor, a dentist, a surgeon) or having a given
attitude (i.e. careful, cautious, impulsive). The third class of manifesta considers
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the information not directly related to professional abilities and willingness, for
example being male or female, old or young, religious or atheist, etc. We define
this class as “crosscutting” manifesta. In the case of crosscutting manifesta, the
relationship with agents krypta has to be learned at a categorial level. This is
why, for instance, humans form the prejudice that being young, or female, or
religious is a better category for fulfilling a series of activities. Summing up, each
trustee present in the agent system is assumed as a carrier of three observable
properties observable manifesta. For instance a trustee may present features as
〈Surgeon, Cautious, Male 〉 or 〈Pediatrician, Careful, Female 〉.

On such a structures, the objective to assess trust is twofold: on the one side
it aims to give agents the ability to reason either on the personal level (direct
experience), and on the categorial level (categorial experience); on the other side,
it aims to show a model of trust built on various levels of information: personal
and categorial. We envisage that such an approach may provide an effective
heuristic to agents acting in open societies, where the information of prior direct
transactions are scarce, and where the possibility to build trust models based on
direct experience is infeasible.

In order to design a cognitive model general enough to develop different trust
formation strategies, an open scenario has been envisaged. Autonomous agents
have to cooperate to carry out a series of tasks inspired to a medical domain, and
we assume agents playing two possible roles: patients and medical doctors. At
each round, we assume that the tasks, inspired by medical diseases, are delegated
by patients to doctors. We further assume doctor agents as allowed to enter and
exit the system at each time step, thus characterizing the application domain as
an open system.

3.1 Tasks

The set T indicates a set of tasks to be fulfilled by patients: T = {τ1, τ2, ...τN}.
Each task is characterized by a list of requirements needed for its fulfillment:
τj = 〈τid, τProf , τDisp, τCross, τState〉, where 1 ≤ j ≤ N and where requirements
are shaped on various dimensions:

– τProf = {αspec, α1, ...αO} defines abilities (professional) needed to fulfill the
task. We assume in particular αspec ∈ τProf as the pivotal requirement
characterizing the task;

– τDisp = {ω1, ω2, ...ωP } defines willingness (dispositional) to fulfill the task;
– τCross = {κ1, κ2, ...κQ} defines requirements that are not uniquely and im-

mediately related to abilities and dispositions (crosscutting);

Table 1 (a) shows Chickenpox and Appendicitis as concrete examples of task
specification.Task representation includes the structures related to dispositional,
professional, and crosscutting categorial requirements. In the Chickenpox exam-
ple, we assume that a specific requirement, called αspec, is the pivotal one to
fulfill the task. For instance, to fulfill the Chickenpox task, an αspec pediatr spec
is needed in order to achieve a result value greater than 0.5. Notice that we as-
sume the cross categorial attribute of being “female” as a task requirement. This
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Chickenpox

Abilities
pediatr spec 99
manual 90
literature 80
technique 90
Dispositions
availability 90
caution 80
attention 70
Cross
female true

Male

Crosscutting

Pediatrician

Professional
pediatr spec: [99 . . . 100]
manual: [70 . . . 100]
literature: [60 . . . 100]
technique: [70 . . . 100]

Available

Dispositional
caution: [50 . . . 70]
attention: [50 . . . 70]
availability: [60 . . . 80]

Appendicitis

Abilities
surgery spec 99
manual 90
literature 50
technique 90
Dispositions
availability 90
caution 90
attention 60
Cross
male true

Female

Crosscutting

Surgeon

Professional
surgery spec: [99 . . . 100]
manual: [75 . . . 100]
literature: [60 . . . 100]
technique: [60 . . . 100]

Careful

Dispositional
caution: [80 . . . 100]
attention: [90 . . . 100]
availability: [40 . . . 60]

a) Tasks b) Crosscutting cat. c) Professional cat. d) Dispositional cat.

Table 1. Examples of Tasks and Categories specified in a medical domain.

means that, once the task can be fulfilled with a graded result, the contribute of
being female consist in an improved outcome, once the fulfillment of a given task
ranges from 0 to 100. In concrete implementation, each requirement is modeled
as a threshold to be reached by an agent capability in order to be fulfilled3.

3.2 Categories

Cat are structures indicating a set of abstract categories, or classes, to which
agents entering the system may belong. We assume categories as characterized
by a list of features, shaped on various dimensions and owned by agents belonging
to that category.

– CatProf indicates professional and pragmatic abilities, grouping together
agents specialized in a given activity. For instance, professional categories
refers to Surgeons, Pediatrist, Oncologists, etc.

– CatDisp indicates dispositional abilities, grouping together agents charac-
terized by particular attitudes of willingness in fulfilling their activities. For
instance, dispositional categories refers to being Cautious, Careful, Impulsive
etc.

– CatCross indicates crosscutting categories not considered in the above men-
tioned characterization, for instance being male, female, young, old, etc.

3 The choice of task requirements, features and constraints is arbitrary and aimed at
showing the functioning and the efficacy of the categorization reasoning, regardless
of the compliance of the real medical domain.
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Table 1 (b,c,d) shows examples of categories defined in the medical scenario.
Professional and dispositional categories include explicit reference to a range
of krypta which one may assume for an agent belonging to that category. We
assume agents belonging to a given category as having features in the range
specified by that category, for instance a Pediatrician agent is supposed to have
a manual ability between 70 and 100, a pediatr spec between 99 and 100, and so
on. On the other hands, crosscutting categories only refers to agent’s observable
manifesta. As said, krypta can not be automatically inferred from crosscutting
categories. Hence, the crosscutting manifesta of being female initially has an un-
known impact on the task fulfillment. The ability to possibly relate the presence
of a given crosscutting manifesta to the effectiveness of the agent in fulfilling the
task is up to agent reasoning model (it will be described in the next section).

As can be noticed by matching task requirements and category features,
each professional category is shaped by design on the requirements of the spe-
cific tasks. In particular we assume at least one specializing feature among the
professional abilities of a given category related a given task. For instance, we
assume the Pediatrist category to be related to the Chickenpox task by means
of the pediatr spec requirement.

4 Agent Cognitive Architecture

We assume an open MAS where the structure Ag indicates a set of agents, each
agent possibly entering and leaving the system at any time, and playing the role
patient (trustor) or medical doctor (trustee). We assume patient agents are not
able to autonomously fulfill the tasks, thereby they need to delegate its concrete
fulfillment to a doctor agent. This section provides a formal description of the
cognitive architecture through which agents implements trust based delegation.

4.1 Agent Configuration

We assume each agent agi ∈ Ag represented by the following structures:

ag = 〈agattr, agep, aggoal, agcog〉

where agattr a list of agent attributes, agep represents agent epistemic states
(beliefs), aggoal motivational states (goals), and finally agcog a set of mechanisms
realizing cognitive abilities.

Agent Attributes agattr = 〈agid, agrole, agkr, agmnf 〉 defines a list of attributes
owned by agents:

– agid is the agent identifier (or agent name);
– agrole defines the role actually played by the agent;
– agkr = 〈krAb, krWill〉 defines a set of internal properties (Krypta), in partic-

ular:
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• krAb = {α1, α2, ...αO} defines concrete professional abilities to fulfill
tasks;
• krWill = {ω1, ω2, ...ωP } defines concrete dispositional abilities to fulfill

tasks;
– agmnf = 〈mnfPro,mnfDisp,mnfCross〉 defines a list of properties observable

by other agents (Manifesta), in particular:
• mnfPro = {φ1, φ2, ...φQ} refers to signals indicating professional abili-

ties;
• mnfDisp = {ψ1, ψ2, ...ψR} refers to signals indicating agent’s disposi-

tional attitudes
• mnfCross = {δ1, δ2, ...δS} refers to signals indicating crosscutting at-

tributes

For instance, professional manifesta may refer to observable signals indicating
an agent specialized in pediatrics or in surgery. Dispositional manifesta refers to
signals indicating an agent impulsive or cautious. Crosscutting manifesta refers
to signals indicating crosscutting categories, i.e., being male or female, etc.

Epistemic States Agent’s epistemic states (i.e., beliefs) are represented by the
following main structures:

agep = 〈Others, Cat,Mem〉

Others includes an explicit representation for every other agent actually playing
inside the system. We assume that an agent agi explicitly represent another
agent agk ∈ Others by storing agk’s manifesta properties:

agk = 〈agid, agmnf 〉, agk ∈ Others

where agid is the agent identifier, and where agmnf indicates the signals observed
by agi upon agk.
Cat = 〈CatProf , CatDisp, CatCross〉 indicates the set of categories related

respectively to agent professional abilities, dispositions and cross categorial fea-
tures. In concrete implementation, we assume that the properties observable in
a given agent (manifesta) can be automatically retrieved by perceiving the en-
vironment. We also assume for the patients a complete knowledge of categories
and manifesta in terms of symbolic beliefs.

Finally,Mem builds up the memory of the agent, and it is realized as a belief
set storing in patients belief base the results of past delegations.

Motivational States As said, at each round trustor agents (patients) receive
a task to fulfill, and for each task they adopt a goal aimed at delegating the
activities needed to fulfill it to some trustee (doctors). Such a goal has the
following structure:

γ = 〈τ, γcog, γoptions〉, γ ∈ aggoal

where τ ∈ T is the task associated to that goal, and, from an agent perspective,
is given by:
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Algorithm 1 Patient delegations process
Variables:

τ : Task to fulfill. Cat : Categories.
Others : Unknown agents. Mem : Belief set storing results of past delegations.
γoptions : Potential trustees. task cat eval : Belief set indicating how much a categories fit tasks.

procedure delegate(τ)

1: task cat eval = ascribeτ (τ, Cat)
2: φτ = fcmτ (τ)
3: for each agi ∈ Others do
4: if matchesτ (agi, τ) 6= ⊥ then
5: DoTagi,τ = trust-eval(Mem, task cat eval, φτ )

6: γoptions = γoptions ∪ 〈agi, DoTagi,τ 〉
7: end if
8: end for
9: trustee agent = findBest(γoptions)
10: send(trustee agent, achieve, τ)

procedure response(Trustee, τ, Result)

1: Mem = Mem ∪ 〈Trustee, τ, Result〉

– τProf = {α1, α2, ...αO} describes the abilities needed to fulfill the task;
– τDisp = {ω1, ω2, ...ωP } describes the willingness (dispositions) needed to

fulfill the task

Notice that agents ignore τCross. In fact, we are assuming a lack of causal
knowledge—thus agents which initially are not able to understand how cross
categorial features may influence the task. γcog is the particular cognitive mod-
ule which is configured to decide to which other agent delegate the task. As will
be shown in the next sections, in concrete implementation γcog is realized through
a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM). Finally, γoptions is a list of possible trustees se-
lected for the delegation. In this case, it represents the options to delegate the
task to the trustees. Each element in γoptions is of the form: 〈agid, trustid〉, where
agid indicates a trustee identifier, and trustid represents its related trust value
(with −1 ≤ t ≤ 1).

Cognitive Modules In order to find a list of potential trustees for a given task,
the trustor has to assess a value of trust each of them. The abstract specification
of the trust evaluation model is shown in Alg. 1. It uses a series of cognitive
mechanisms and heuristics defined inside agcog. In particular, agcog are elements
of the type 〈Φ, Ψ〉, where Φ represents a decisional module (realized through
a Fuzzy Cognitive Map-FCM and described in the next section), and where Ψ
includes a set of reasoning abilities, resumed by: (i) ascribeτ , (ii) matchesτ , (iii)
fcmτ , (iv) trust-evalτ .
The ascribeτ function, given the specification defined for one task and for each
category, allows to quantify the relationship between each category and the spec-
ified task:
Definition (ascribeτ - Associating a Task to Categories) Let be the represen-
tation for a given goal adopted by an agent γ = 〈τ, γcog, γoptions〉. Let Cat ∈
agep a belief set indicating professional and dispositional categories. We de-
fine: ascribeτ : T × Cat → agep as the function ∈ Ψ finding a series of ex-
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Fig. 1. FCM used by trustor agents to assess the degree of trust of possible trustees.

pressions indicating the matchmaking value between category constraints and
the task requirements. In other terms, given the representation of a given task
τ , ascribeτ,Cat retrieves to which extent the task τ matches the categories ∈
Cat. In concrete implementation, this function produces a set of beliefs to be
stored in agep relating the task τ to the elements in CatProf and CatDisp. In
Alg. 1 (row 1), such a beliefs have the form: task-cat-eval(Task, Category,

ascribe(Task, Category).
The matchesτ function allows to quantify how a potential trustee belonging to
a given category has the required features to fulfill the task or not:
Definition (matchesτ - Matching agent Abilities and task Requirements) Let
agmnf = 〈mnfPro,mnfDisp,mnfCross〉 the observable properties for an agent
∈ Others. Let τ ∈ T a task including a list of agent abilities and dispositions
required to fulfill that task. We define: matchesτ : Others × T → {1,⊥} as the
function ∈ Ψ returning 1 if the categories required for fulfilling the task match
the agent properties, ⊥ elsewhere. In Alg. 1 (row 4), matchesτ (agi, τ) is used
to verify whether agi, according to its manifesta, is matching the requirements
needed to fulfill τ .
Given the requirements defined by each τ ∈ T , the fcmτ function allows to
configure the appropriate cognitive architecture for that task:
Definition (fcmτ - Modulating Architectures for Tasks) Let the representa-
tion for a given goal adopted by the agent γ = 〈τ, γcog, γoptions〉. We define:
fcmτ : T → Φ as the function ∈ Ψ configuring the cognitive map φτ suitable for
evaluating all the possible trustees to which τ could be delegated. In Alg. 1 (row
2), fcm(τ) configures a FCM φτ to be used by the agent to find the best trustee.
Given the extent according to which categories match the task τ , and given
a cognitive map which is configured with respect to τ , the trust-evalτ function
calculates the trust value for any potential trustee in Ag. The output of this
function indicates a number resuming the trust value actually assessed for a
given trustee.
Definition (trust-eval - Associating trust to a trustee) Let the representation
for a given goal adopted by an agent γ = 〈τ, γcog, γoptions〉. Let agep the belief
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base including the set task cat eval, matching the task τ with the available
categories, and the setMem, as the memory of past delegations. Let φτ ∈ Φ the
cognitive map configured for the task τ . Then, we define: trust-evalτ : Others×
Φ→ [−1; 1] as the function ∈ Ψ calculating the trust value for a given trustee.

In Alg. 1 (row 5), trust-eval(Mem, task cat eval, φτ ) is applied to each pos-
sible trustee in Others in order to assess its related trust value.

4.2 FCM Trust Attribution

As said, the mechanism underlining trust-eval is realized through a Fuzzy Cog-
nitive Map (FCM) which is configured on the fly by the trustor agent, given the
cognitive module fcm ∈ agcog described above. FCMs allow for a flexible compu-
tational design of the cognitive model described in Section 2, making it available
a straightforward decision making function in different applications and domains
[10, 6]. Cognitive maps models a causal process by identifying a series of concepts
and causal relations, being represented as a weighted graph. The functioning is
governed by Fuzzy Logics [11]: at each computation step, the value of a concept
is updated by calculating the impact provided by the other concepts (i.e., the
weighted sum of the fuzzy values of the incoming edges). Such a value is squeezed
from a specified node’s activation function and the computation continues until
a convergence is reached.

Fig. 1 shows the FCM used inside the trust-eval mechanism. It is a tree-like
structure having Trust as root concept. The two main contributions to trust are
external and internal factors. The i-factors are the elements depending on the
internal characterization of the trustee, i.e given by trustee’s internal capabilities
to fulfill the specified task. This node is attached to the two sub-nodes resuming
trustee’s abilities and willingness. Each of these nodes is linked to the professional
and dispositional categories defined for this domain (see Table 1). The weight of
the link reflects the impact of the category on the task, as it is computed by the
function ascribe ∈ agcog.

The adopted FCM uses identity activation function and is built so as trust
values converge within the interval [-1,1] and no approximation errors is propa-
gated by squeezing the values. We mean the negative subinterval [-1,0] as mis-
trust, namely the case when agent distrusts from delegating the task to another
agent. The value 0 means neutral trust or absence of trust at all.

This template of the map allows for different types of cognitive evaluations
of trust by inactivating or pruning some branches. Indeed, in the special case
where also direct experience is considered, a further leaf node “experience” is at-
tached to the internal factors. In the scenario discussed in this paper, the trustor
uses only i-factors branches (related to manifesta and ascribed categories), thus
the e-factors branches can be excluded from the computation. Instead, e-factors
branches can be activated for those agents able to understand how the environ-
mental conditions are going to affect the trustee performance.

The concrete implementation of the Alg. 1 is realized as an hybrid archi-
tecture. The fuzzy modules through which the cognitive maps are managed is
added on top of a BDI engine. The open source project Cog-Trust is used
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Fig. 2. Mean scores achieved by trustor agents engaged with the task chickenpox, in
varying conditions.

to implement the cognitive modules, while the BDI engine is realized using the
Jason platform [3]. The Jason communication infrastructure is used to realize a
simplified contract-net between trustor and trustee agents4.

5 Experiments

This section presents the experimental evaluation for agents in repeated trials.
Experiments observe how different trust formation strategies affect the individual
performances of the agents in evolving experimental conditions. Each experiment
consists of R rounds at the beginning of which, every trustor receives a specific
task from the simulator engine. Trustor’s goal is to find the best trustee to
delegate the task among a population of N possible trustees. An heterogeneous
set of trust formation strategies is analyzed. In detail, the following six delegation
strategies are considered:
Cat. This strategy is based on the cognitive architecture realizing the catego-
rial reasoning described in Section 4. Categorizing agents are thus able to prune
the set of possible trustees looking for those categories that guarantee the best
expected outcome. Trust values are computed using a FCM (Fig. 1) including
the nodes of internal factors related to abilities and willingness. The map is
built according to what said in the previous section and it is populated with the
manifesta properties of the trustee retrieved from Mem. The FCM mechanism
assigns a higher trust value to the trustees who belongs to the professional and
dispositional categories better fitting the task requirement. The connections be-
tween perceived manifesta and internal FCM nodes are established by the ascribe
function, measuring the features matching on the ongoing task.

4 The CogTrust architecture, along with the experiments described in this paper,
are available as an open source project at mindraces-bdi.sf.net.
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Exp. Experience agents add to the FCM used by Cat a further branch sum-
marizing the personal knowledge of the evaluated trustee. Past experiences are
resumed for each trustee for the given task. The leaf of the personal experi-
ence branch is filled with the values coming from the average of the previous
individual performances, as they have been stored in Mem.
Stat. The statistic agent uses only personal knowledge. It finds the best trustee
on the basis of the history of the previous interactions stored in Mem. At each
task completion, Stat stores the result value of task fulfillment by the delegated
trustee to be used as a index of trust in the next encounters with the same agent.
Emerge. Emerge agents combine categorial and personal reasoning in order to
dynamically refine and adjust the trust-eval mechanism used by Cat. Information
about crosscutting manifesta is exploited in order to let to emerge a set of
abstract categories related to the encountered crosscutting manifesta (i.e., being
male, female, etc.). Such a crosscutting categories have not a direct relation
with abilities and willingness as in the case of professional and dispositional
ones, although they concretely influence the performance of the trustee. In order
to learn how the emergent category affect trustee’s performances, Emerge agents
apply a learning mechanisms as part of their trust-eval mechanism. In particular,
Emerge agents build clusters inside Mem grouped by crosscutting categories.
On such a basis, they try to update the task cat eval related to the crosscutting
categories based on their personal experience.

Fulfillments are measured by absolute scores, referred as the fraction of the
highest performance value reachable in the current population for the given task.
At the initialization, the simulation engine selects randomly 100 trustees from a
repository of 2500 predefined profiles with a random distribution of categories,
krypta and manifesta. Openness is measured in terms of population changes.
The number of rounds in which the population is fixed forms a Era. At the
end of each Era, ρ% of the trustee population is replaced by new trustees. In
the current setting we use Era = 5 rounds. Each experiment is characterized
by the score trends averaged for 20 simulations. For simplicity, the experiments
have a fixed task (Chickenpox), for which the fulfill function speculates that
females perform 10% better than males. Experiments have been run on a machine
Inter(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU x64, 2.67 MHz, 6GB RAM, and using Jason 1.3.

5.1 Results

Experiments analyzed how trustor’s performance is affected by the frequency and
the size of the changes inside the population. We first analyzed agents dealing
with a static population and then we progressively increased the ρ parameter
to see the effects on the delegation when a small, medium and large part of the
population changes. In what follows, we discuss the results for ρ = 0, ρ = 5,
ρ = 20 and ρ = 40 (Fig. 2).
Fixed Population. Fixed population hypotheses observes trust formation when
the population is static (no trustee replacements and ρ = 0). In this case direct
experiences result a relevant source of information for trust formation. The Exp
agent turns to be the best delegator. Being able to exploit the categorization
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(a) ρ = 0 (b) ρ = 5 (c) ρ = 40

Fig. 3. Evolution of the trustor scores in any rounds for the task chickenpox, varying
the ρ parameter, with Era = 5 rounds.

reasoning joint to the experience of past delegations, it gets the optimal del-
egation strategy finding the best trustee within the population (Fig. 2). Stat
gets a lower ranking, although its score would be the same of Exp excluding the
learning phase spent during the first 100 iterations.

Thanks to the cognitive attribution of trust using categorization and FCM
based trust eval, the exploration of the cognitive agents Cat, Emerge, and Exp is
limited to the only specialized trustees (Pediatricians) for the current task. They
prune the search space thus wasting less time to find the best performer than
the Stat agent. Cognitive attribution of trust based on personal and categorial
reasoning allow to quickly stabilize delegation outcomes on the maximum value.
The advantage in score of 10% for the Emerge, compared to the Cat agent, is
due to the categorial reasoning that let to emerge a preference for females.

Open Populations. Open population hypotheses assume that trustees can
leave and can be replaced by others during the simulation. This dramatically
increases the probability to face new unknown trustees. Accordingly, openness
strongly influences the effectiveness of reasoning on the personal level through
direct experiences stored in memory.

When ρ = 5, Stat agents show random delegation choices as they are forced
to continuously test all the new incoming trustees (Fig. 3(b,c)). The increase of
ρ also narrows the gap between Exp agent and the two others categorizer agent:
Emerge and Cat. In fact, Fig. 3(b) shows the occurrence of many low scores in the
Exp’s profile due to the fact that it is not able to further refine the crosscutting
categories. ρ = 20 is the balance-point, in which Exp and Emerge equalize their
scores on 0.93 (Fig. 5, mid-right). For ρ ≥ 40, Exp finally loses his advantage, as
the large replacement of doctor trustees obliges it to compute a new search for
the best. Exp totally gets a score of 0.87 while Emerge is the winner with 0.93.

5.2 Discussion

As results point out, agents reasoning on the personal level need to explore
the whole population to find the best performer, thus requiring a huge amount
of time and resources before reaching an effective result. On the contrary, the
combination of categorial reasoning and direct experience promotes an effective
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exploration strategy. Results confirm that categorial trust is robust to any pop-
ulation change: Cat and Emerge keep the same scores, regardless of the variation
of the ρ parameter. The good results of categorizer agents is supported by the
computationally efficient implementation of the categorial experience, using the
search space O(|Cat|), against O(|Ag|) space required for the individual experi-
ence.

Thanks to the FCM structure adopted for trust formation, the distinctive fea-
ture of the cognitive trustors is the ability to combine three levels of reasoning:
(i) the categorial level considers abilities and dispositions of the trustee seen as
a member of a known class or category; (ii) the personal level is concerned with
the direct experiences; (iii) the environmental/contextual level which is is con-
cerned with the situation influencing the performances in specific contexts. Fac-
ing openness and dynamic populations complicates the delegation, as repeated
interactions with the same agent are rare and direct experience mechanisms be-
come increasingly unreliable. This context emphasizes trustor’s ability to refine
and revise categories, forming general correlations and evaluations based on the
interaction with individuals. Categorization is a twofold reasoning process. As-
suming an agent in a class or category is a form of generalization from single
experiences to form general correlations and evaluations. On the other side, this
also allow to transfer, “instantiate”, the attributes and features of that general
class on a given individual agent.

6 Conclusions

This work describes and evaluates a cognitive architecture based on a model
of trust for agents able to reason in terms of categories, against the current ap-
proaches which are mostly based on the personal level (reputation, direct experi-
ence, observation and statistical analysis). This approach provides an alternative
approach to dynamic and open systems. Experimental analysis showed that del-
egation effectiveness does not depend on the composition of the population, but
the model is resistant to mutations and replacements, and it also benefits of ef-
ficiency of having reduced categorial information instead of extensive individual
experiences.

Limitation of the current approach pave the way to future works. At an ar-
chitectural level, a seamless integration between the deliberative and cognitive
modules will be be studied. The computational model actually forces the devel-
oper to specify a FCM template, and then to tune its functioning through an
off-line setting of weights and connections. Future work will account the ability of
agent to learn connections and adapt the functioning of their cognitive modules
on the fly. Another drawback is the need for agents to know a pre-established
set of categories (Cat). Further studies will explore agents unifying personal and
categorial level, i.e. autonomously creating new categories from scratch on the
basis of individual experiences.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a collective classification approach for iden-
tifying untrustworthy individuals in multi-agent communities from a combination
of observable features and network connections. Under the assumption that data
are organized as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples, tradi-
tional classification is typically performed on each object independently, without
considering the underlying network connecting the instances. In collective classi-
fication, a set of relational features, based on the connections between instances,
is used to augment the feature vector used in classification. This approach can per-
form particularly well when the underlying data exhibits homophily, a propensity
for similar items to be connected. We suggest that in many cases human com-
munities exhibit homophily in trust levels since shared attitudes toward trust can
facilitate the formation and maintenance of bonds, in the same way that other
types of shared beliefs and value systems do. Hence, knowledge of an agent’s
connections provides a valuable cue that can assist in the identification of un-
trustworthy individuals who are misrepresenting themselves by modifying their
observable information. This paper presents results that demonstrate that our pro-
posed trust evaluation method is robust in cases where a large percentage of the
individuals present misleading information.

Keywords: collective classification, homophily, agent reputation and trust

1 Introduction
Deciding whom to trust in the absence of direct transactional history is a difficult prob-
lem [35] for an individual agent interacting with an open system of self-interested
agents. One oft-used mechanism is the direct solicitation of reputation information from
a trusted source [36, 45], or multiple, less-reliable sources [13], to avoid deceptions per-
petrated by groups of colluding agents. Yet, what if it is not possible to directly query
an agent’s reputation, either due to communication constraints or a lack of willingness
from an agent’s fellows to directly testify about past transactions? Here, we suggest
that the structure of the network implicitly bears witness to the trustworthiness of the
connected agents, regardless of whether the agents directly volunteer reputation infor-
mation. Our collective classification framework for trust evaluation leverages a combi-
nation of observable features and network connectivity to improve performance over
non-relational classification paradigms, in addition to making the trust evaluation pro-
cess more robust against the deceptive efforts of untrustworthy agents.
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In this paper, we describe collective classification and show how it can be used for
general trust evaluation problems such as coalition building in social networks. Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of the social forces driving the creation of human net-
works and describe how the end result of these forces is an increase in the informative
power of the network. Section 3 describes our specific agent reputation and trust sce-
nario in which an individual agent has to evaluate the trustworthiness of a large number
of surrounding agents. To make the collective classification process tractable for large
datasets we use a local algorithm (Iterative Classification Algorithm, summarized in
Section 5). We demonstrate that our framework is highly robust to deceptive agents and
generalizes to trust evaluation scenarios in many types of networks. Section 6 presents
results on the effects of network factors such as homophily and degree, the use of dif-
ferent types of relational features, and robustness to increasing amounts of deception.
In Section 7 we discuss related work in the area and conclude in Section 8.

2 Informative Networks
Network structure can be intrinsically informative when social forces affect the prob-
ability of link formation. Human networks often possess the property of homophily,
an increased propensity for like-minded individuals to be connected, colloquially de-
scribed with the phrase “birds of a feather flock together” [27]. Homophily in trust
levels could be categorized as a form of value homophily, the tendency of humans
to preferentially connect with people who share the same attitudes and beliefs. Along
with value homophily, status homophily, preferential linkages created on the basis of
attributes such as age, gender, or ethnicity, is commonly observed in human social net-
works [20]. Network research has shown that the homophily principle creates strong
interpersonal network ties in a wide variety of contexts (e.g., neighborhoods, commu-
nities, schools) and affects the choice of informal trusted contacts selected for advice
and social support [42]. Clearly, since it is often beneficial for deceptive agents to main-
tain connections with a network of “dupes”, heterophily in trust levels (connections to
dissimilar agents) will also exist in trust networks.

A second factor affecting the probability of link maintenance is the agents’ satisfac-
tion with past transactions. In most situations, it is reasonable to assume that agents will
preferentially maintain connections with trustworthy agents since those relationships
are likely to result in direct benefits [35]. Additionally, agents will form and main-
tain relationships of convenience driven by factors such as proximity, interaction costs,
and supply/demand constraints that are not simply explained by either link prediction
model [14]. Regardless of these additional factors, we believe that the network structure
remains an informative source of information when either value homophily or transac-
tional satisfaction affect link formation.

An underlying assumption of traditional classification methods is that the instances
are independent of each other. On the other hand, networks of agents contain instances
of multiple types that are related to each other through different types of links. To clas-
sify, or label the node in the network, three classification methodologies have been
studied over the last decade. Traditional classifiers, often referred to as the content-
only classifier, ignore the network and utilize attribute dependencies to predict the
label of unknown instances. Relational classifiers improve classification performance
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by taking advantage of dependencies of both attribute and labels between related la-
beled instances [24]. Finally, collective classification aims to simultaneously classify
related instances to determine the label of the test node [31, 25]. Studies in other do-
mains have shown that collective classification can increase classification accuracies
over non-collective methods when instances are interrelated [30, 41, 22, 47].

3 Problem Formulation
Consider the following scenario. An individual agent in a large, open multi-agent sys-
tem would like to create the largest possible coalition of trustworthy agents for a joint
venture. The agent can access the following information:

1. observable features correlated with the agents’ trustworthiness;
2. the existence of links connecting agents that have a history of past transactions (but

without weights or valences denoting the outcome of the transactions);
3. a set of labels containing information about the trustworthiness of select members

of the community.

Note that each link is meant to serve as summary of past transactions rather than rep-
resenting the outcome of a single transaction. The agent forming the coalition cannot
take any probing actions before making its decision. It is assumed that deceptive agents
in the system attempt to foil the trust evaluation by two mechanisms:

1. emitting deceptive features;
2. modifying their labels to appear more trustworthy.

For verisimilitude, the network is assumed to follow a power law degree distribution
like many human networks, and link formation is driven by a combination of value ho-
mophily, transactional satisfaction, and randomness. As a result, there exists a society
of N agents connected by graph G. In this graph the set of nodes, V = {V1, . . . , Vn},
represents the agents; agents are connected by directed links based on the underly-
ing interactions between the agents. The agents’ behavior during interactions is modu-
lated by their own internal value system or trustworthiness. The true level of an agent’s
trustworthiness is hidden from the other agents and can assume a label from the set
L = {L1, . . . , Ln}.

Each agent i, has two types of attributes: 1) a static feature vector, Si = {s1, . . . , sm},
of length m; and 2) a dynamic or relational feature vector, Ri = {r1, . . . , rn}, of
length n. The static feature vector is observable to all the agents and is related to the
agent’s trustworthiness; example features could include properties such as “returns li-
brary books”, “answers email promptly”, or “reciprocates invitations”. Dynamic, re-
lational features, are calculated through aggregating any known labels of connected
agents. The set of agents, N , is further divided into two sets of agents: X , the agents
for whom we know labels (acquaintances or people known by reputation), and Y , the
agents whose label or trust level need to be determined (strangers). Our task is to de-
termine the labels of the unknown agents, Y , from the label set L, based on their two
types of attributes. The ultimate goal of the observing agent is to recognize the trust-
worthiness of other agents in the graph and to form a coalition consisting of the most
trustworthy set of agents.
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4 Agent Network Generation
To evaluate the performance of collective classification on identifying agents’ trustwor-
thiness in a variety of networks, we simulate the evolution of agent networks formed
by the combined forces of value homophily and transactional satisfaction. Since so-
cial communities often form a scale-free network, whose degree distribution follows a
power law [1], we model our agent networks in the same fashion.

Following the Sen et al. [38] network data generation method, we control the link
density of the network using a parameter, ld, and value homophily between agents using
a parameter, dh. The effects of value homophily is simulated as follows:

1. At each step, a link is either added between two existing nodes or a new node is
created based on the link density parameter (ld). In general, linking existing nodes
results in a higher average degree than adding a new node.

2. To add a link, we first randomly select a node as the source node, A, and a sink node,
B, based on the homophily value (dh), which governs the propensity of nodes with
similar trustworthiness values to link. Node B is selected among all the candidate
nodes in the correct class, based on the degree of the node. Nodes with higher
degree have a higher chance to be selected.

Transactional satisfaction also governs the process of link formation. Once the link
generation process starts, we add a directed link from node A to node B by default,
under the assumption that the first selected agent initiated the transaction. The transac-
tional trustworthiness of the second node governs whether a reciprocal link is formed.
Here, we use an evaluation function Fx(p, t) to map an observed performance value p
in a particular task t to a binary evaluation of performance (positive or negative). We
assume that all agents use the same evaluation function for all tasks, which is:

Fx(p, t) =

{
1 : p ≥ 0.5

−1 : p < 0.5

To generate a new node, we first select a trustworthiness level based on a uniform
class distribution and assign that class label to the node. Then we add links between the
new node and one of the existing nodes as we described above. Inspired by the model
proposed by Burnett et al. [5], the trustworthiness label (Table 1(b)) governs the mean
and standard deviation parameters of a Gaussian distribution from which simulated
performance values are drawn. The algorithm for simulating the evolution of the agent
network is outlined in Table 1(a).

After generating the network, we assign observable static attributes to each agent
by drawing from a set of binomial distributions based on its trustworthiness. Attributes
are represented as a binary feature vector, which indicates the existence or absence of
a given feature. These features are meant to represent observable properties that result
from the consistent practice of an agent’s trust value system. Observable attributes for
each class are generated using a set of binomial distributions. Attributes are represented
by a binary feature vector, length 10, but the maximum number of attributes that can
be true is capped at 5. Random noise is introduced to the attribute generation process
using the attrNoise parameter. Specifically, with a probability of attrNoise, each binary
feature is independently assumed to be corrupted, in which case it is set randomly to
either 0 or 1 with equal probability. The attrNoise parameter can be used to model the
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Table 1.
(a) Agent Network Generator

Agent Network Generator (numNodes, ld, numLabels, attrNoise, dh)
i = 0
G = NULL
while i < numNodes do

sample r from uniform distribution U(0, 1)
if r ≤ ld then

connectNode(G,numLabels,dh)
else

addNodes(G,numLabels,dh)
i = i + 1

end if
end while
for i = 1 to numNodes do

Attributes = genAttr(v, Attributes, label, attrNoise)
where v is ith node in G

end for
return G

(b) Agent Task Perfor-
mance Profile

Trust Level Mean StDev

L1 0.9 0.05
L2 0.6 0.1
L3 0.4 0.1
L4 0.2 0.05

level of deceptiveness of agents in attempting to hide observable attributes that provide
clues about their trustworthiness.

5 Iterative Classification Algorithm
In this agent network scenario, collective classification refers to the combined classifi-
cation of a set of interlinked nodes using three types of correlations [39]: 1) correlations
between the label of node V and its observed attributes; 2) correlations between the la-
bel of node V and the observed attributes (including observed labels of nodes in its
neighborhood); and 3) the correlations between the label of node V and the unobserved
labels of agents in its neighborhood. For our experiments, we use the iterative classi-
fication algorithm [30], an approximate inference algorithm that has shown promise at
hyperlink document classification tasks.

Iterative classification was first proposed by [30] and has since been extended by [26].
In ICA, the training model is built using both static and relational attributes of the ob-
served nodes. Since the class labels of the training nodes are known, the value of the
dynamic attributes can be calculated using aggregation operators such as count, pro-
portion, or mode. Aggregation operators are different ways of representing the same
information (the labels of the connected nodes), but alternate representations have been
shown to impact classification accuracy, based on the application domain [39].

The training model is applied to the test nodes whose class labels are unknown; in
our problem, these are the stranger agents, for whom no reputation information exists.
Initially, because some of class labels of the related nodes are unknown, the values of
their relational attributes are also unknown. This problem can be solved by bootstrap-
ping the classification process. At the beginning, the prediction of the class labels for
all test nodes is obtained using content features only. Predictions made with high prob-
ability are accepted as valid and are accepted into data as known class labels. After
certain percentage of classification with highest probability are accepted, the classifier
recalculates the relational attributes using the newly accepted labels and reclassifies the
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labels. In each iteration, a greater percentage of classifications are accepted and new dy-
namic attributes are filled in. It is worth noting that the prediction is both recalculated
and reevaluated in each iteration; hence the prediction about a given node might change
over the process of iteration. Therefore, the label of a node accepted in one iteration
might be discarded in the next iteration if the probability associated with the prediction
is no longer in the top percentage of acceptance predictions. ICA has the potential to
subsequently improve classification accuracy on related data after iterations. However,
it should be carefully applied since the incorrect relational features in one iteration may
diminish the classification accuracy. Table 2(a) shows the pseudo-code for ICA.

Experiments have shown improvement in classification accuracy by making certain
modifications to basic ICA. For instance, [26] proposes a strategy where only a subset
of the unobserved variables are utilized as inputs for feature construction. More specif-
ically, in each iteration, they choose the top K most confident predicted labels and use
only those unobserved variables in the following iterations predictions, thus ignoring
the less confident predicted labels. In each subsequent iteration they increase the value
of K so that in the last iteration all nodes are used for prediction.

In this paper, we explore the use of a reputation-based aggregation operator. For
a rational agent, its reputation in a trust system is often calculated based on evidence
consisting of its observable positive and negative experiences [43]. This evidence can be
collected by an agent locally or via a reputation agency. We define the agent’s reputation
as the average judgment by its observable direct interactions. We assume that the agent
will receive a positive evaluation only if its interactors’s trust level is equal or lower than
itself’s. The agent’s reputation is therefore the frequency of positive opinions. Suppose
rNx
x is the number of positive evaluation agent x received from its observable interactors
Nx, and sNx

x is the number of negative evaluations. We compute reputation based on
rNx
x and sNx

x as
Rx =

rNx
x

rNx
x + sNx

x

. (1)

Note that Rx is a single scalar value, unlike typical aggregation operators such as
count or mode.

6 Experiments
Our experimental methodology can be summarized as follows. We generate agent net-
works using the procedure described in Section 4 with the network parameter values
specified in Table 2(b). numNodes refers to the total number of agents in the network,
including both agents whose trust levels are revealed (analogous to the training set)
and those for which trust levels are hidden (corresponding to a test set); dh denotes
the homophily of the network; numLabels is the number of discrete trust levels, with
1 corresponding to the most trustworthy agents; numFeatures is the dimensionality of
the binary feature vector; attrNoise controls the probability that a given binary feature is
randomized (corresponding to a degree of deception). Unless indicated otherwise, these
parameter values are fixed across experiments and plot classification accuracy against
the link density of generated networks. For each network instance, we perform three-
fold cross-validation (using disjoint subsets of agents with revealed and hidden labels)
and report averaged results.
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To evaluate the performance of collective classification in defining the trust level of
unknown agents, we adopt the ICA algorithm [26] and employ the Logistic Regression
Classifier (LRC) as the baseline classifier in all the experiments.

Table 2.
(a) ICA

Iterative Classification Algorithm
1. Build model on fully labeled training set.
2. Apply trained model to test set of N instances.

For each iteration i : 1 to K
a. Calculate values for dynamic relational attributes
b. Use model to predict class labels
c. Sort inferences by probability
d. Accept m class labels, where m = N × (i/K)

3. Output final inferences made by model on test set

(b) Parameter settings

Parameter Name Value

numNodes 500
dh 0.8
numLabels 4
numFeatures 10
attrNoise 0.2

We perform a series of experiments to investigate several key issues in collective
classification for trust evaluation. First, we compare collective classification against a
baseline classifier, both in terms of overall accuracy and on inter-class misclassification.
We then explore how the benefits of collective classification depend on network charac-
teristics, such as link density and homophily. We also evaluate the impact of a variety of
aggregate operators that represent the relations between trust levels of connected agents
and finally examine the robustness of collective classification to two forms of deception
in agent networks.

6.1 Comparisons against baseline classifier

Figure 1 compares the classification accuracy of ICA against the baseline classifier (lo-
gistic regression) for default agent network parameter settings. The feature vector for
the baseline algorithm is simply the list of observable binary features, while that of ICA
is augmented by the agent’s relational attributes expressed using the count operator.
The latter is a histogram over trust levels of the agents connected to the given agent,
computed in both directions (i.e., an additional 8-dimensional feature). As can be seen
from the graph, ICA improves over the baseline in a small number of iterations and
converges rapidly. Based on this, we use the same value of K = 10 for the number
of ICA iterations. More importantly, we observe that ICA dramatically improves the
classification accuracy from a baseline of 73% to 95%, showing that collective classifi-
cation is able to exploit significant information about agent trust levels encoded in the
network, beyond that expressed in the observable features alone.

Tables 3 presents the confusion matrices for the baseline (LRC) and collective clas-
sification (ICA) approaches. We can make several observations about the misclassifica-
tions. First, collective classification virtually eliminates the possibility of misclassify-
ing an agent as very untrustworthy (L4). Second, the classification accuracy for L1–3
agents improves dramatically. Finally, although the classification accuracy of L4 agents
remains unchanged, we see that ICA is much less likely to misclassify L4 agents as
trustworthy (L1).
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Fig. 1. Collective classification (ICA) clearly outperforms the baseline (LRC) and converges in a
few iterations. (ld=0.4, dh=0.8,attrNoise=0.2).

Table 3. Confusion matrix for baseline (on left) and collective classification (on right) with pa-
rameter setting ld=0.4,dh=0.8,attrNoise=0.2

L1 L2 L3 L4 L1 L2 L3 L4
L1 80.0 14.3 5.7 0 L1 97.1 0 2.9 0
L2 16.3 60.5 20.9 2.3 L2 9.3 90.7 0 0
L3 2.6 5.1 74.4 17.9 L3 0 2.6 97.4 0
L4 6.0 0 6.0 88.0 L4 2.0 2.0 8.0 88.0

6.2 Link density and Homophily
In order to observe the impact of network’s link density parameter on collective clas-
sification, we generate networks with ld changing from 0.1 to 0.9 with step size 0.1,
and freezing attrNoise and dh at 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. Figure 2(b) shows how ICA
classification accuracy varies with link density. The results show that ICA continues to
outperform the baseline and that classification accuracy improves with increased link
density. These results are consistent with our expectation that where reliable dependen-
cies exist between instances, increasing the degree of links enables collective classifica-
tion to more reliably extract relational information from the noisy data, thus improving
classification accuracy.

We would also expect collective classification to perform better in networks that
exhibit higher levels of homophily. Figure 2(a) shows how classification accuracy varies
with different values of homophily (dh ranging from 0.4 to 0.9 with step size of 0.1).
The results match our predictions: when homophily is low (dh = 0.4), the relational
information only improves classification results slightly; but as we increase homophily,
collective classification accuracy climbs steadily.
6.3 Aggregation Operators
Aggregation operators summarize the visible trust levels in a given agent’s network
neighborhood. In this set of experiments we explore the degree to which classification
accuracy is affected by the choice of operator. We consider the following operators,
each detailed below: count, proportion, mode and reputation.
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(a) Changing link density with parameter setting
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(b) Changing homophily with parameter setting
ld=0.4,attrNoise=0.2

Fig. 2. The effect of changing link density (a) and homophily (b) on collective classification
accuracy

As described earlier, count aggregates trust level labels of neighbors into a his-
togram of raw counts. Proportion is a normalized version of the count histogram. Mode
retains only the most popular trust level, ranging from 1–4. Finally, reputation (as given
in Equation 1) summarizes the agent’s neighborhood in a single scalar quantity and can
also be employed as an aggregation operator.

Figure 3(a) compares the classification accuracy of collective classification using
the different aggregation operators against the LRC baseline. From the results, we make
the following observations. First, compressing the relational information as a single
scalar-valued reputation does not improve accuracy over the baseline. The mode op-
erator is a little better, slightly but consistently outperforming the baseline. However,
losing the richness of the visible trust levels (retaining only the most popular) is clearly
inferior to the complete histogram of proportion or count. In fact, the unnormalized
counts give the best results, and are therefore used as the default aggregation operator.

6.4 Robustness to Deception
So far, we have enforced a completely positive correlation between the agent’s feature
and its class label (trust level). However, in reality, cases may exist when certain untrust-
worthy individuals misrepresent themselves by modifying their observable information.
In order to evaluate the performance of our model when this assumption is relaxed, we
conduct two series of experiments. In the first experiment, we deliberately assign an
increasing percentage of the deceptive nodes into the training dataset.

Here, the deceptive agent modifies its class label to appear more trustworthy (i.e.,
changing from L4 towards L1). Consequently, we select deceptive agents from classes
L2,L3, and L4. We run 20 trials for each deception experiment with variable link den-
sity. Figure 4 shows the averaged results.

Collective classification (ICA) shows great robustness in this test (see Figure 4 and
Table 4 . In a network with a modest amount of homophily, even when a large fraction of
the population is deceptive (25% deceivers) ICA can continue to provide reliable results.
It is important to note that employing collective classification on even a highly deceptive
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Fig. 3. Classification accuracy using (a) different aggregation operators; and (b) different noise
values on synthetic trust dataset (attrNoise)

network is better than ignoring network information (ICA outperforms baseline of 75%
in all conditions).

Table 4. Even with a high fraction of deceivers, using relations improves over the LRC baseline
(75%). (ld=0.4,dh=0.8,attrNoise=0.2)

Deceivers (%) 1 5 10 15 20 25

Accuracy (%) 91.2 90.3 89.5 88.7 87.6 84.2

We also seek to explore the robustness of collective classification to a second form
of deception: where the agent corrupts its observable features, generating a noisy ob-
servation vector. In our network generation model, the attrNoise parameter precisely
captures the effect: each binary feature is randomized i.i.d. with a probability of at-
trNoise. As in earlier experiments, we compare collective classification (ICA) against
the baseline (LRC), as shown in Figure 3(b). We make several observations. First, un-
like in previous experiments, we confirm that the baseline accuracy decreases steadily
as attrNoise rises, reaching chance level (25%) when attrNoise = 1. This is because
an agent’s observable features become an increasingly unreliable predictor of its trust-
worthiness. Second, by contrast we see that ICA’s accuracy degrades surprisingly little,
even when observable features become completely non-informative. This is because
collective classification is still able to rely on network relations to predict an agent’s
trustworthiness based solely upon that of other agents in the neighborhood. Clearly,
this can happen only when the network exhibits sufficient homophily and density.

7 Related Work
Trust evaluation has been applied to many diverse domains including peer-to-peer net-
works [18, 46], online social networks [48, 28, 34], e-business [29, 32] and mobile ad-
hoc networks [4]. Identifying non trustworthy agents in multi-agent systems and coping
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Fig. 4. Deception experiment using collective classification with the number of deceivers chang-
ing from 1% to 25%.

with the problem of cheating is important especially for the web and in electronic mar-
ketplaces. [7, 19] and [40] have proposed techniques to cope with cheaters and sneak-
ers respectively. In our work, we are not only interested in identifying untrustworthy
agents, but also finding highly trustworthy agents. Our approach uses local network in-
formation to perform a trust evaluation of other agents. In huge networks such as the
Semantic Web, this local approach is also favored as the agents do not have access to
all other agents. [48] offers some local metrics for trust and reputation in the Semantic
Web domain.

Other authors have examined the relationship between trust and homophily in hu-
man social networks. Prisel and Anderson [33] observe that perceived homophily is
positively related to feelings of safety and is negatively related to the level of uncer-
tainty in groups. Evans and Wensley [9, 10] showed a direct link between homophily
and trust; higher levels of status and value homophily increase the level of trust. They
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also note that homophily results in increased knowledge/information sharing activities
across the group which are often a precursor to trust. However, status homophily has
also been found to be negatively related to trust. In [21], the authors found no significant
effect of status homophily on benevolence-based trust; age similarity was found to have
a negative effect on competence-based trust. Overall, we believe that the link between
trust and homophily is an interesting problem worthy of further study.

Our proposed trust evaluation approach identifies the correct label for all of the
unlabeled agents in the network; this is the fundamental task of within-network classi-
fication techniques [8, 23]. Previous authors have looked at the problem of classifying
nodes in social networks (e.g., [17, 16]). In these approaches, both network structure
information and node class labels are combined to provide new features to improve
classification [15]. Much of the previous work on using machine learning to identify
the reputation or trust level of agents in a multi-agent system has used more tradi-
tional Bayesian methods (e.g., [12, 3]) and ignored the valuable information in the net-
work structure information. We refer to the surveys of Macskassy et al. [23] and [2]
for within-network classification techniques that have been used in social networks.
Although, within-network classification has been used in fraud detection applications,
such as call networks [11, 6], to detect the fraudulent or legitimate entities in the net-
work, it has not been applied to problems of trust and reputation before. We believe that
fraud-detection is another potential application for our trust evaluation approach. Our
work is novel also in its detailed examination of the effects of agent deception on the
classification performance of a collective classifier.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that when homophily in trustworthiness is a driv-
ing factor in the evolution of an agent network, collective classification is an effective
mechanism for leveraging the informative powers of the network, even in the pres-
ence of other link generation forces such as transactional satisfaction. Although other
types of supervised classifiers [44] and relational models of trust [37] have been ex-
plored, they do not propagate information across multiple instances to perform trust
evaluation. Preserving the distribution of labels through more expressive aggregation
operators such as count and proportion is shown to be more effective than the use of the
single reputation feature that encodes the value differential between the trustworthiness
of a node and its neighbors. In future work, we are particularly interested in applying
this framework toward two types of problems: 1) using trustworthiness levels to per-
form link prediction in agent networks; 2) learning multi-dimensional models of trust
from performance data.
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Abstract. Fair division methods offer guarantees to agents of the proportional
size or quality of their share in a division of a resource (cake). These guarantees
come with a price. Standard fair division methods (or “cake cutting” algorithms)
do not find efficient allocations (not Pareto optimal). The lack of efficiency of
these methods makes them less attractive for solving multi-agent resource and
task allocation.
Trust can be the foundation on which agents exchange information and enable the
exploration of allocations that are beneficial for both sides. On the other hand, the
willingness of agents to put themselves in a vulnerable position due to their trust
in others, results in the loss of the fairness guarantees.
In this work we extend the study on fair and efficient cake cutting algorithms
by proposing a new notion of trust-based efficiency, which formulates a relation
between the level of trust between agents and the efficiency of the allocation. In
addition, we propose a method for finding trust-based efficiency. The proposed
method offers a balance between the guarantees that fair division methods of-
fer to agents and the efficiency that can be achieved by exposing themselves to
the actions of other agents. When the level of trust is the highest, the allocation
produced by the method is globally optimal (social welfare). 1

1 Introduction

One of the main challenges in multi-agent systems (MAS) is encouraging self-interested
agents to cooperate. Fair division methods offer a possible solution to this challenge for
resource and task allocation, by offering guarantees to agents of the quality or size of
their share, as long as they are cooperative (follow the instructions of the method’s
protocol). Moreover, these guarantees hold for an agent, even if other agents choose an
uncooperative strategy.

The classic problem that is considered in fair division studies is the division of a
heterogeneous resource (a cake) for which agents have their private utility/preference
function. Agents divide the cake among themselves by performing cut and choose oper-
ations. The most familiar cut and choose method is dividing a cake between two agents,
so that each will consider her share as at least half of the cake (a proportional share). The
method requires one of the agents to cut the cake into two pieces which she considers

1 A preliminary version of this paper was accepted for publication as an extended abstract of two
pages in the proceedings of AAMAS 2011. This submission followed a query to the program
chair of IJCAI 2011 who gave his approval.
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to be equal and the other to choose the piece she prefers. It is obvious that both agents
would consider their share to be at least half of the value of the entire cake. However,
this method also demonstrates the weakness of fair division methods. The resulting al-
location is guaranteed to be fair but might not be efficient (not Pareto optimal). In other
words, there can exist a different allocation that is preferred by both (or preferred by one
and is equal in the eyes of the other). For example, consider a round cake, half choco-
late and half vanilla, and one agent who strictly prefers vanilla while the other strictly
prefers chocolate. The agent cutting the cake may cut the cake so that each piece would
include an equal amount of vanilla and chocolate. However, both agents would benefit
from an allocation in which each agent gets her preferred flavor.

Many applications of resource and task allocation among self-interested agents mo-
tivate the study of methods for fair and efficient allocations. Task allocation in an in-
dustrial environment is one example where both fairness and efficiency are required. If,
in the name of fairness, we allow workers to perform tasks that they are less qualified
for than other workers, we lose efficiency and the resulting revenue of the factory is
smaller. Such applications motivate the study of methods, which besides fairness guar-
antees, would offer guarantees on the level of efficiency.

Previous attempts to introduce efficiency into a fair division method offered exten-
sions of Austin’s method [2, 5]. Austin’s method is the only method for finding an exact
allocation of a cake among two agents, i.e., it finds an allocation where both agents con-
sider the two pieces to be exactly half of the cake [12]. A simple extension to Austin’s
procedure increases the efficiency of the allocation in an asymmetric manner. One of
the agents selects the most beneficial piece for herself such that the other agent con-
siders her share as exactly half of the cake. This method has the following obvious
limitations: (1) Only allocations that include up to two cuts of the cake are considered.
(2) The method does not consider allocations in which both agents value their share
as strictly more than 50%. A method that achieves a similar asymmetric increase in
efficiency by allowing one agent to exploit a model she holds of the other agent’s pref-
erences, was proposed in [13]. This method has the same limitations as the asymmetric
extension of Austin’s method with the addition of the dependency on the existence of
an accurate model held by one agent of the other agent’s preferences.

The possibility of finding solutions to negotiation problems that expand the pie, i.e.,
the sum of the benefit for the negotiating parties exceeds 100%, was acknowledged
by social scientists [15]. This acknowledgment triggered studies that investigated the
success of different strategies in producing such agreements.

Trust is a concept that has been intensively studied by social scientists and by the
multi-agent systems community [10]. The common and accepted definition of trust is
the willingness of an agent to put herself in a situation in which she is vulnerable to
the actions of another (the party she trusts). The relation between trust and efficiency
was also acknowledged by multi-agent system studies [10]. In a cake cutting algorithm,
it is easy to see how trust can increase the efficiency of the allocation. If the agents
would exchange information regarding their preferences, they can reach an agreement
in which each agent is allocated the parts she values more. On the other hand, sharing
such information can put an agent in a vulnerable position. The other agents can ex-
ploit this knowledge to increase their own benefit. Thus, trust can allow agents to find
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efficient allocations, but at the same time, expose agents to the exploitive actions of
others.

When examining realistic applications, situations in which there exists complete
trust among self-interested agents are hard to find. It is common, for example, that
people in a working environment would trust each other when they are working together
on a project and share their ideas. However, rarely would an employee share her bank
account details with her peers. Our approach towards trust is that there exists a scale on
which the level of trust between agents can be measured and that the efficiency that can
be reached by a cake cutting procedure can be incremented according to this level of
trust. Notice, an agent may trust others to some extent to do the right thing in terms of
global efficiency, even if it may result in her own loss. In other words, the agents do not
trust one another to be fair but rather to be efficient.

In this paper we extend the research on fair and efficient cake cutting methods by:

1. Proposing a new notion of trust-based efficiency. It is a generalization of the con-
cept of Pareto optimality, which reflects the level of trust between agents.

2. Proposing a method for finding trust-based efficiency. The method proposed allows
agents to expose themselves with respect to the level of trust and make use of this
exposure to increase efficiency while maintaining the guarantees on the fraction
of the proportional share that the agents were not willing to risk. When the level
of trust is maximal, the allocation found by the method is globally optimal (social
welfare) 2.

Previous attempts to combine fairness and efficiency of a general cake considered
the division of a cake between two agents (e.g., [13, 8]). This effort follows most studies
on fair division, which attempt to solve the challenges such as proportionality, envy
freeness, exact division, first for two agents and later propose a generalization to the
case of n agents if possible [5, 12]. We follow this trend by formalizing the problem
for the general case of n agents, proposing a solution for two agents and discussing the
challenges that a generalized method will need to overcome.

2 Related work

Fair division is a well studied field that has drawn the attention of researchers for more
than half a century [14, 5, 12]. The general aim of this field is to propose methods that
allow agents with private preferences to divide a good among them. The methods offer
guarantees to agents on the level of fairness, as long as they follow the protocol of the
method. Standard fair division studies consider cake cutting algorithms in which agents
perform the cut and choose operations to divide a heterogeneous resource (cake) among
them [12].

Several studies acknowledged the existence of allocations that are both fair and
efficient. Weller [16], and later Barbanel [3], prove the existence of envy-free Pareto

2 Approximately fair protocols were suggested in previous studies, e.g., RobertsonW98. How-
ever, as far as we know, we are the first to present the relation between the level of guaranteed
fairness and efficiency.
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optimal allocations for a single heterogeneous good (cake) among n agents. However,
there are very few studies on methods for finding fair and efficient allocations for a
general cake. For multiple homogeneous divisible goods for which agents have linear
utility functions, Reijnerse and Potters [11] propose an algorithm for finding an alloca-
tion among n agents, which is envy-free and Pareto optimal. Their solution is central-
ized, i.e., they assume that a central entity holds the true utility functions of all agents,
and based on market clearing that is achieved using Fisher’s model [7]. A later study [6]
proposes a polynomial-time combinatorial algorithm for solving the same market clear-
ing problem. The market clearing problem can also be solved using the Eisenberg Gale
linear program [7].

Another attempt to apply a centralized algorithm for finding an efficient and fair
division of multiple divisible homogeneous goods among two agents, was presented
by Brams and Taylor [5]. They propose two methods that find an equitable allocation
(an alternative notion of fairness in which both agents consider their allocation to be
of the same value). One of the methods (the “adjusted winner”) finds a Pareto optimal
allocation while the other divides each of the goods proportionally between the two
agents.

Another study, [8], proves that a division between two agents, which is fair and
efficient with respect to a single planar cut of the cake, exists and offers a centralized
method for finding it.

All of the above studies assume that a mediator holds the agents’ preferences and
computes the allocation. This is in contrast to standard cake cutting methods in which
agents do not reveal their preferences to others [12].

The special case of an allocation of multiple indivisible goods has also drawn the
attention of researchers. In this case a fair and efficient allocation does not always exist
and thus, studies investigate the conditions for its existence and the complexity for
finding it [9, 4].

We describe in Section 4 the method proposed by Sen and Biswas for increasing
the efficiency of a division of a general cake between two agents via a cake cutting
algorithm.

Trust is a concept whose different aspects are well studied by social scientists. These
aspects include the development of trust [17] and the efficiency of teams with respect
to the level of trust between their members [1]. The importance of the concept of trust
in multi-agent systems was also acknowledged and drew extensive attention [10]. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt to increase the efficiency of
resource allocation in multi-agent systems with respect to the level of trust, i.e., expose
the agents partially with respect to the level of trust and use this exposure to increase
efficiency.

3 Preliminaries

Our goal is to divide an infinitely divisible but bounded heterogeneous resource (cake)
X between n agents. We assume that the cake has a rectangular shape with length L and
width 1. We further assume that all cuts are planar. A piece of the cake x can be noted
by an ordered pair x = 〈xl, xr〉, where 0 ≤ xl ≤ xr ≤ L. The numerical values of
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xl and xr are their distances from the left edge of the cake (coordinates) and therefore
the length of piece x is equal to xr − xl. Thus, X = 〈0, L〉 and a result of a single
cut at distance c < L from the left edge of the cake is two pieces 〈0, c〉 and 〈c, L〉.
When xl = xr the piece is empty (of size zero). For the operators⊆ and⊂ the standard
definitions (for sets) apply for pieces as well.

The following operators are defined on pieces:

– ∩̃: assume without loss of generality that m′ ≤ m.

〈m′, n′〉 ∩̃ 〈m,n〉 =


nil, n′ ≤ m

〈m,n′〉, m < n′ < n

〈m,n〉, n ≤ n′

– ∪̃: assume without loss of generality that m′ < m.

〈m′, n′〉 ∪̃ 〈m,n〉 =


nil, n′ < m

〈m′, n〉, m ≤ n′ < n

〈m′, n′〉, n ≤ n′

We will use the term sub-piece to describe a piece that is contained in another piece,
i.e., 〈m,n〉 is a sub-piece of piece 〈m′, n′〉 if and only if 〈m,n〉 ⊆̃ 〈m′, n′〉.

The operator \̃ removes a sub-piece x̂ from a piece x that contains it. The result is
a set including the remaining two pieces to the left and right of the removed sub-piece.
Formally:

〈m,n〉 \̃ 〈m′, n′〉 =

{
{〈m,m′〉, 〈n′, n〉}, 〈m′, n′〉 ⊆̃ 〈m,n〉
〈m,n〉, otherwise

We define a max-piece in a set of pieces S as follows: x ∈ S is a max-piece in S if
there is no ordered subset {xi, ..., xk} of S, for which x ⊂ [xi∪̃...∪̃xk]. In other words,
max pieces are obtained from a given set of pieces by applying the union operator on
any two pieces that are not disjoint. Any set of pieces can be uniquely represented by a
set of max pieces.

An allocation A is constructed of n disjoint finite sets of pieces, X1, ..., Xn, such
that if we order the pieces in the union of these sets according to their left coordinate
(xl) and apply the ∪̃ operator on all of them in this order (from left to right), we get the
entire cake X . Furthermore, for any two pieces in this union, x and x′, x ∩̃ x′ = nil.
Intuitively, the entire cake is split between the agents and the cutting process does not
decrease the quantities so the union of the agents’ pieces is the entire cake.

We define a max-allocation to be an allocation in which all the pieces included in the
sets Xa and Xb are max-pieces. Each allocation can be represented as a max allocation
and this representation is unique. In the rest of this paper, when we discuss allocations,
we will always refer to max-allocations unless we specifically say differently. Similarly,
we will always refer to max-pieces when discussing pieces allocated to agents unless
we specifically state differently

We further assume that for each agent i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n the function Fi : R→ R defines
for each point of the cake its value to agent i. We define Fi(z) = 0 for z < 0 and z ≥ L.
We assume that for 0 ≤ z < L, Fi(z) > 0 and that for 0 < z < L, Fi(z) is continuous
and differentiable.
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The utility function Ui defines the utility that agent i derives from a piece allocated
to her, i.e., for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Ui(x) =

∫ xr

xl Fi(z) dz.
We assume that the utilities agents derive from an allocation of the entire cake are

equal and we normalize them as follows:
Ui(X) =

∫ L

0
Fi(z) dz = 1.

We will use the notation Ui(A) for the utility agent i derives from an allocation A,
which is equal to the utility the agent derives from her allocated set of pieces in A,
Ui(A) =

∑
x∈Xi

∫ xr

xl Fi(z) dz.
We assume that an agent i can compute accurately for any 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ L the

integral:
∫ n

m
Fi(z) dz and that agents can perform cuts accurately, i.e., if an agent cuts a

piece 〈m,n〉 at point k, m ≤ k ≤ n, the result are two pieces 〈m, k〉 and 〈k, n〉.
We will call an allocation A efficient, if it is Pareto optimal, i.e., there is no other

allocation A′ so that for some j ∈ {1, ..., n}: Uj(A
′) > Uj(A) and for all 1 ≤ i ≤

n, i 6= j: Ui(A
′) ≥ Ui(A).

The social welfare value of an allocation A is the summation of utilities U1(A) +
... + Un(A). An allocation A has an optimal social welfare value (SWopt) when there
is no A′ with U1(A′) + ... + Un(A′) > U1(A) + ... + Un(A).

An allocation A is proportional if for every agent 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ui(A) ≥ 1
n .

4 Austin’s method and asymmetric extensions

Austin’s moving knife procedure can find an exact division of a heterogeneous cake
between two agents, in which both agents consider their share as exactly 1

2 [2, 12]. One
agent (without loss of generality we will assume that this is agent a) holds two parallel
knives. In the initial state, the left knife is placed at point zero and the right knife at
point r so that

∫ r

0
Fa(z) dz = 1

2 . Agent a moves both knives to the right so that for
every location of the left knife, the right knife is placed so the piece between the knives
is worth exactly 1

2 to her (we will refer to the piece between the knives as P and to
the remainder of the cake as P ′. Pll and P̄ll will be used to note the piece between the
knives and the remainder when the left knife location is ll. The initial location of the
left knife is 0, in which agent a puts the left knife on the left edge of the cake. The
final location in which the right knife reaches the right edge will be noted by l̂l. When
at some location of the left knife ll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l, Ub(Pll) = 1

2 , agent b calls stop,
she gets Pll while agent a gets P̄ll. Notice that if both agents followed the protocol,
Ua(Pll) = Ub(P̄ll) = 1

2 . Such an allocation can always be found by Austin’s procedure
due to the continuous nature of the scan of the two knives by agent a.

A small adjustment to Austin’s procedure can result in increased efficiency. Notice
that while Ua(Pll) = 1

2 for any location of the left knife ll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l, Ub(Pll) may be
changing. Thus, if we would allow agent b to observe the full process in which agent a
moves the knives from the initial position to the final complementary position, and then
choose the piece Pll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l, we can increase the efficiency of the method, since
for the resulting allocation A′, Ub(A

′) ≥ 1
2 while Ua(A′) = 1

2 . However, it is clear that
this increment in efficiency is one-sided (agent a would never derive more utility than
1
2 ).
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A different extension to Austin’s method, which increases its efficiency, was pro-
posed by Sen and Biswas [13]. This method is also asymmetric, only in contrast to the
asymmetric extension of Austin’s method described above, here, the advantage is to the
cutting agent (a). The advantage for agent a is derived from the assumption that she is
holding a model of the utility function of agent b, Ûb. As before, we assume that agent
b is allowed to observe the entire process in which the knives are moved by agent a
across the cake and select the position of the left knife ll, in which Ub(Pll) is maximal.

In order to increase the efficiency of the allocation, agent a selects a piece P̂ , for
which Ûb(P̂ ) = 1

2 and Ua(P̂ ) is minimal. Then, she makes sure that agent b will prefer
this piece P̂ over any other Pll by keeping the knives so that Ûb(Pll′) <

1
2 for ll′ 6= ll.

Thus, agent b selects P̂ and if Ûb is accurate, the utility for agent a is the greatest
possible among the allocations with two cuts in which agent b receives a proportional
share.

The two methods described above are both asymmetric. Both give an advantage to
one of the agents over the other. This advantage allows the agent to choose the allocation
that maximizes her gain, given that the allocation does not require more than two cuts
and that the utility the other agent derives from it is exactly 1

2 . However, the utility
derived from the allocation to the agent who does not have the advantage can never be
larger than 1

2 . Therefore, allocations that increment the benefit for both agents are not
considered.

5 Trust Efficient Allocations

The shortcoming of asymmetric methods in finding allocations that extend the benefit
for both agents beyond their proportional share, motivates the development of a model
or method that will enable such allocations. As mentioned in Section 1, the relation
between trust and efficiency in applications such as multi-agent negotiation, has been
acknowledged in previous studies. However, besides the potential for cooperation be-
tween agents that will result in efficiency, by definition, trust includes the willingness
of agents to become vulnerable to the manipulations of other agents. Such vulnerability
somewhat contradicts the motivation for fair division methods that offer guarantees to
agents regardless of the actions of others. In reality, this trust is rarely a “take it or leave
it” (binary) choice. While it would not be realistic to assume that an agent would trust
another enough to risk her entire share, commonly, some level of trust between agents
does exist. In other words, in many cases agents would be willing to expose themselves
partially in order to increase the efficiency of the result. The amount of risk they will be
willing to take (the level of trust) is determined by many elements and has been studied
by social scientists [17]. Our goal is to introduce trust into the existing efficiency for-
malization of cake allocations. This formalism will set lower bounds on the efficiency
of allocations dependent on the level of trust between agents.

We propose a novel approach to efficiency in cake cutting algorithms depending on
the level of trust between the agents. To this end, we make the following innovative
definitions:

Definition 1 l-trust: given l, the symmetric level of trust among agents 1, ..., n, l-trust
is the fraction of the proportional share that the agents are willing to risk.
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Following this definition is an incentive participation constraint for each agent 1 ≤
j ≤ n, where for any possible resulting allocation A, Uj(A) ≥ 1−l

n .

Definition 2 l-trust-efficiency: An allocation A is l trust efficient if there does not exist
an ordered set of agents 1, ..., k each holding max-pieces xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, respectively,
such that Uj(xj−1) ≥ Uj(xj) for j = i + 1, ..., k and Ui(xk) > Ui(xi). Furthermore,
Uj(xj−1) ≥ 1−l

n , j = i + 1, ..., k and Ui(xk) ≥ 1−l
n .

Intuitively an l-trust-efficient allocation does not include a Pareto improvement ex-
change cycle, which is a cycle in which each of the participating agents gives a piece to
another agent and receives a different piece, and for one agent this exchange increases
her utility while for all others the utility does not decrease [3]. For l-trust-efficiency
we add another constraint, that the derived utility for each agent from the piece she is
receiving is at least 1−l

n ,
The definition of l-trust-efficient allocations is inspired by the definition of Pareto

optimal allocations in which no exchange that is strictly beneficial to one agent and
weakly beneficial to all others is possible [3]. Intuitively, l-trust-efficiency is the reso-
lution in which the value of pieces to different agents can be identified.

6 Finding l-trust-efficient allocations between two agents

For two players we start by extending the problem definition from Section 3 to include
l-trust. Formally, we assume that besides the cake X and the functions Fa and Fb, the
input of the problem includes the symmetric level of trust, l, 0 ≤ l < 1. Our aim is to
find an l-trust-efficient allocation A, in which Ua(A) ≥ 1−l

2 and Ub(A) ≥ 1−l
2 .

6.1 LTE

We propose the following method for finding l-trust-efficient allocations, LTE:

1. Agent a places the left knife on the left edge of the cake and the right knife so that
Ua(P0) = 1−l

2 .
2. Agent a moves the knives to the right, keeping Ua(Pll) = 1−l

2 until the right knife
reaches the right edge of the cake.

3. Agent b decides which pieces of the cake to allocate to agent a and which parts to
herself, cuts the cake and makes the allocation accordingly.

It remains to describe how agent b decides on the allocation at the third step. Notice
that, like in Austin’s procedure, while Ua(Pll) remains the same for each ll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l,
Ub(Pll) may be changing with the movement of the knives. The function Ub(Pll) is
observed and analyzed by agent b, in order to produce the allocation.

If possible, agent b selects a value v ≤ 1−l
2 and selects a set of pieces Xa where:

1. x ∈ Xa ⇒ x = Pll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l.
2. ∀x, x′ ∈ Xa, x 6= x′ ⇒ x ∩̃ x′ = nil.
3. x ∈ Xa ⇒ Ub(x) ≤ v.
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4. ∃x̂ ⊆ x ∈ Xb s.t. x̂ = Pll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l⇒ Ub(x̂) > v.
5. Ub(Xb) ≥ 1−l

2 .
6. Xa 6= ∅.

Notice that the conditions above do not necessarily define a max-allocation since
the pieces in Xa can be adjacent. However, as always the resulting allocation has an
equivalent max-allocation.

If no such value v can be found, then agent b selects any location ll, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l for
which Ub(Pll) is minimal and allocates Pll to a, leaving the rest of the cake for herself.

The conditions listed above for selecting the value v offer some degree of freedom
for agent b in selecting an l-trust-efficient allocation. We will call the method in which
the maximal possible value for v is selected LTE-max. We will prove in Section 6.2
that the selection of the maximal value for v maximizes the social welfare value of
the resulting allocation. We note that selection of a value v can result in a number
of possible allocations. In order to establish determinism we further assume that the
following two ordering decisions are used when selecting the pieces that will be added
to Xa:

1. A piece x will always be added to Xa before a piece x′ if Ub(x) < Ub(x
′).

2. If Ub(x) = Ub(x
′), then the piece with the smaller left coordinate will be selected

first.

When there is a limit to the number of cuts that can be made when performing the
allocation, the LTE method can be adjusted by adding an additional constraint to the
conditions for the selection of value v. The cuts should be made to generate max-pieces
only after the max-allocation is identified. Thus, assigning a set of consecutive pieces
to a single agent would result in two cuts at most. The smallest number of cuts that
allows LTE to find an l-trust-efficient allocation is 2. These two cuts are required so that
at least one piece x with Ua(x) = 1−l

2 and with minimal value b, can be allocated to
agent a.

6.2 Properties

The first property is concerned with the guarantees provided to agents by the LTE
method.

Theorem 1 For any allocation A found by LTE, Ua(A) ≥ 1−l
2 and Ub(A) ≥ 1−l

2 .

Proof: Immediate by construction.
Next, we prove that the LTE method proposed above indeed finds an l-trust-efficient

allocation.

Theorem 2 Any allocation found by LTE is l-trust-efficient.

Proof: The case where no value v that satisfies the conditions described in Section 6.1
exists is trivial; therefore we will only prove the case in which such a value v was found.

Assume that there exists a piece x ∈ Xa and a piece x′ ∈ Xb so that (reminder, we
are considering max-allocations):
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1. Ua(x′) ≥ 1−l
2 .

2. Ub(x) ≥ 1−l
2 .

3. Ua(x) < Ua(x′).
4. Ub(x) ≥ Ub(x

′).

By construction, Ua(x) = k 1−l
2 , k ∈ N, and Ub(x) < kv. Therefore, according to the

assumption, Ua(x′) > k 1−l
2 and thus, x′ can be divided into k + 1 consecutive sub-

pieces, where for each sub-piece x̂′ among the first k, Ua(x̂′) = 1−l
2 and Ub(x̂

′) ≥ v.
Thus, Ub(x

′) ≥ kv > Ub(x) in contrast to our assumption.
Notice that in the last expression we do not use the additional k + 1 sub-piece.

Therefore, the same proof holds for the case where:

1. Ua(x′) ≥ 1−l
2 .

2. Ub(x) ≥ 1−l
2 .

3. Ua(x) ≤ Ua(x′).
4. Ub(x) > Ub(x

′).

�
The selection of v can affect the social welfare value. Therefore, we prove the fol-

lowing property:

Theorem 3 For two allocations A and A′ found by LTE with the corresponding values
v and v′, v ≥ v′ ⇒ Ua(A) + Ub(A) ≥ Ua(A′) + Ub(A

′).

Proof: Since v ≥ v′, either A = A′, or there exists a piece (without loss of generality
we assume there is exactly one such piece) x with the following properties:

1. Ua(x) = 1−l
2 .

2. Ub(x) ≤ v ≤ 1−l
2 .

3. in A, x ∈ Xa.
4. in A′, x ∈ Xb.

Therefore, due to the deterministic manner in which the allocation to agent a by
agent b is determined in LTE, both allocations are identical for X \̃x and Ua(x) >
Ub(x). Thus, Ua(A) + Ub(A) ≥ Ua(A′) + Ub(A

′). �
Last, we prove the strong relation between our proposed notations and method to

global efficiency (social welfare value). We start by defining a flip point: ẑ is a flip point
if Fj(ẑ) = Fi(ẑ) and F ′j(ẑ) 6= F ′i (ẑ).

We state the following Lemmas:

Lemma 1 In LTE, a piece x for which Ua(x) ≥ 1−l
2 or Ub(x) ≥ 1−l

2 , and x does not
contain a flip point, is allocated to agent a if and only if Ua(x) ≥ Ub(x).

Lemma 2 For a piece of the cake 〈zl, zr〉, which does not contain a flip point, and
Fa(z) > Fb(z) for each zl ≤ z ≤ zr, the number of sub-pieces that are not allocated
to agent a is equal to the number of extreme points of Fb in 〈zl, zr〉.

Now we can state and prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 4 When the level of trust between agents is the highest, LTE-max finds an
allocation that is optimal in terms of social welfare, i.e., [Ua(Al) + Ub(Al)]l→1 =
SWopt

3.

Proof: Note by A∗ the allocation that maximizes social welfare. Assume there are k
flip points in X . According to Lemma 1, if piece x does not contain a flip point and
one of the agents values it at least as 1−l

2 , then LTE-max allocates x to the agent who
values it more. Thus, all Pll pieces, 0 ≤ ll ≤ l̂l, in A (an allocation found by LTE-
max) that do not contain flip points are allocated as in A∗ except for the k pieces, which
include the flip points and the pieces in set M from which agent a derives less utility
than 1−l

2 , which are allocated to agent b. According to Lemma 2 this number is bounded
by the number of extreme points in Fb. Thus, the following holds: Ua(Al) + Ub(Al) ≥
Ua(A∗) + Ub(A

∗)− k 1−l
2 − |M |

1−l
2 = Ua(A∗) + Ub(A

∗)− (k + |M |) 1−l
2 .

Since liml→1
1−l
2 = 0, we get that when l→ 1, Ua(Al)+Ub(Al) ≥ Ua(A∗)+Ub(A

∗).
�

Notice that the scale of the level of trust has social welfare on one side (when l→ 1);
on the other side, when l = 0 we get the asymmetric extension of Austin’s method.

6.3 Example

Consider the example depicted in Figure 1. The agents have contradicting preferences
for the left side of the cake, while having similar preferences for its right side. We
evaluated two levels of trust, l = 0.4 and l = 0.8, and had agent a move the knives
accordingly. The functions Ub(Pll), which agent b generates for the two different levels
of trust, are depicted in Figure 2. The utilities derived by the agents from the resulting
allocations, are depicted in Table 1.

The sum of the resulting utilities that the agents derive from the allocation (Ua = 0.3
and Ub = 0.8) expands the benefit beyond 100% as derived in Austin’s procedure.
However, agent a received the minimal value according to the l-trust guarantees.

l-trust 0.4 0.8

Ua 0.3 0.7

Ub 0.8 0.719

SW 1.1 1.419

Table 1. Utilities derived by agents and the social welfare value in the different example
scenarios

If the trust level between the agents is greater, e.g., l = 0.8, agent b can be much
more specific and expressive regarding her preferences. The resulting utilities are Ua(Xa) =
0.7 and Ub(Xb) = 0.719. Thus, the greater level of trust not only enabled an allocation
with greater social welfare value (1.419), but also, both agents derived utilities beyond
a 50% allocation.

3 Al is defined as before, an allocation found by LTE when the level of trust is equal to l.
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Fig. 1. Example of LTE

Fig. 2. Ub(Pll) for l = 0.4 (left) and l = 0.8 (right)

7 Discussion of the general case

An l-trust-efficient allocation can be found using the following extension of the pro-
posed LTE method for two agents. We order the agents 1, ..., n and let the first among
them, agent 1, move the knives in the same manner as agent a did in the two agents
method. Each agent 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 generates the function Ui(ll) as done by agent b in
the two agents version. Then, all functions Ui(ll) are passed to agent n, which gener-
ates the function Umax(ll) = maxUi(ll), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Agent n adds to Xn disjoint
pieces so that x ∈ Xn ⇒ Ui(xl) = Umax(xl) and Un(x) > 1−l

n . The pieces are added
in a deterministic order beginning with the piece from which agent n derives the most
utility to the piece which she derives the least from. This process repeats with agent
n − 1 selecting pieces not yet allocated according to Umax(ll), and so on until finally
agent n− 1 splits what ever is left with agent n.

While this method would result in an l-trust efficient allocation of pieces x for which
U1(x) = 1−l

n , the following issues need to be solved so the generalized method will
apply to the properties achieved by the two agent method:

1. There can exist a piece x′, for which U1(x′) < 1−l
n but for some other agent j > 1,

Uj(x
′) = 1−l

n . We need to be careful when allocating such pieces in order not to
lose l-trust-efficiency.

2. The allocation may not satisfy the trust guarantees for some agents, i.e., when agent
i is considering her share, there might be not enough left so that Ui(Xi) ≥ 1−l

n . We
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will need to propose some initial phase in which each agent receives her guarantee
before applying the method above.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed the use of trust in cake cutting algorithms. We defined the
level of trust between agents as the proportional quantity of their fair share that they are
willing to expose to the actions of other agents, and risk losing. We further defined a
new concept, l-trust-efficiency, which generalizes the Pareto efficiency concept. When
an allocation is l-trust-efficient, there does not exist any other allocation that can be
derived from the current allocation by exchanging pieces that are worth at least 1−l

n
to the agents between them and is strictly better for at least one agent and at least as
beneficial to all other agents as the current allocation.

We proposed a method for finding l-trust-efficient allocations between two agents.
The method allows agents to achieve this kind of efficiency with respect to the level of
trust between them, but at the same time, guarantees the allocation of the quantity that
they were not willing to risk. The method allows the agents to divide the cake between
them according to the utility they derive from allocations of the different parts of the
cake (the one who values it more gets the share) and, as a result, achieve not only the
efficiency we defined but also increased the social welfare of the allocation.

We discussed the challenges in proposing a method that finds l-trust-efficient allo-
cations between n agents. In future work we intend to find solutions to these challenges
and propose a method for the general case.
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